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ABSTRACT

This dissertation is focused on designing new recognition motifs to develop mechanically interlocked molecules (MIM) and transferring the dynamics properties of these MIMs into crystalline metal-organic frameworks (MOFs). Chapter 1 gives an introduction to rotaxanes, their application as molecular machines and their incorporation into MOFs. It also describes some recent success in creating [2]rotaxane-based MOFs that show rotational and translational motion.

Chapter 2 describes the design of a new templating motif for the formation of [2]pseudorotaxanes in which rigid, Y-shaped axles with an imidazolium core and aromatic substituents at the 2-, 4- and 5-positions interact with [24]crown-8 ether wheels ([24]crown-8 and dibenzo[24]crown-8). The Y-shape of the axle had a significant effect, raising the association between axle and wheel compared to those found for simple imidazolium or benzimidazolium derivatives.

In chapter 3, the Y-shaped 2,4,5-triphenylimidazolium recognition site was combined with the T-shaped 2,4,7-triphenylbenzimidazolium site to develop a rigid bistable [2]rotaxane molecular shuttle. Studies on the molecular shuttling in both the neutral and dicationic states demonstrated the position of a 24-membered crown ether macrocycle can be controlled by acid-base chemistry.

In chapter 4, a new MIM linker was developed by using ring-closing metathesis (Grubbs I) which allowed clipping of a [24]crown-6 ether (24C6) wheel around an axle containing both Y-shaped di-phenyl-imidazole and isophthalic acid groups. It was successfully incorporated into a Zn-based MOF, UWDM-5. VT 2H SSNMR studies showed that the macrocyclic ring of UWDM-5 undergoes rapid, thermally driven rotation about the axle inside the pores of the MOF at temperatures above 150 °C.
In chapter 5, a new MIM linker was made by using ring-closing metathesis to clip a [24]crown-6 ether (24C6) wheel around an axle containing bis(imidazolium) recognition site. A robust MOF material, UWDM-6, was constructed using this linker and Zr(IV) ions. VT 2H SSNMR Studies on the dynamic motion of the macrocyclic ring in the neutral, di-cationic and Li-doped version of UWDM-6 demonstrated the overall motion of the macrocycle inside the MOF is not significantly affected by protonation or Li+ chelation of the bis(imidazole).

In Chapter 6, two Zr-based MOFs, UWCM-1 and UWCM-2 were synthesized using the bis(imidazole) [2]rotaxane linker containing unreduced 24C6 wheel and naked bis(imidazole) linker, respectively. Subsequent ring removal of UWCM-1 by post-synthetic modification utilizing Hoveyda-Grubbs II catalyst generated a MOF with a different topology which is identical to UWCM-2. Indeed, ring removal of UWCM-1 leads to structural transformation of the MOF while the Zr clusters still remain intact.
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CHAPTER 1

1.1 Mechanically Interlocked Molecules

Mechanically interlocked molecules (MIMs) are molecules with constituent components that are not directly connected but are held together because of their topology; similar to keys on a key chain loop. Although all the interactions between interlocked components are non-covalent forces, the components cannot be separated without breaking a covalent bond in one of them.[1] Examples of mechanically interlocked molecular architectures include catenanes, rotaxanes, molecular knots, and molecular Borromean rings (Fig 1.1).

![Catenane, Rotaxane, Trefoil knot, Borromean ring](image)

*Figure 1.1 - Cartoon representation of some mechanically interlocked topologies: (a) a [2]rotaxane; (b) a [2]catenane; (c) a trefoil knot; (d) Borromean rings.*

Although primary research into MIM architectures was mainly focused on their design and synthesis, the discovery of the first catenated DNA in the mitochondria of human cells, in 1967,[2] opened a new paradigm for the field of “biochemical topology”.⁴ Up until now, many examples of such structures have been discovered in biological systems such as cystine knots, cyclotides and a variety of peptides.⁴ Indeed, the importance of topology in biological systems has played a significant role in the discovery of approaches to artificial interlocked compounds.
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MIMs have attracted many researchers’ attention mainly because they have different properties from their constituent components and thus can be used to develop molecular machines by manipulating the relative position of the components. Catenanes and rotaxanes are two major types of MIMs which have shown remarkable potential as molecular machines and switches. Such assemblies can be synthesized efficiently through a combination of supramolecular, coordinative and traditional covalent interactions.

1.1.1 [2]Pseudorotaxane

A [2]pseudorotaxane is an interpenetrated molecule consisting of a macrocyclic wheel that encircles a linear axle and forms a stable host-guest pair. The name “rotaxane” is derived from the Latin words for “wheel” and “axle”. “Pseudo” means false, so “pseudorotaxane” without bulky groups at the end of the axle means false rotaxane. Based on the standard nomenclature, the number of components of a pseudorotaxane appears in a square bracket before the term. For example, Fig. 1.2 shows a [2]pseudorotaxane comprised from a linear axle and a macrocyclic wheel.

![Figure 1.2. Cartoon representation of a [2]pseudorotaxane complex in equilibrium with its components. Reprinted with permission from ref 7e.](image)

A pseudorotaxane is a supramolecular complex but not a compound because it is always in equilibrium with its components in solution. Generally, the interpenetrated components of pseudorotaxanes are held together thermodynamically by non-covalent interactions including donor/acceptor forces, metal/ligand coordination, hydrogen bonding, π–π stacking, solvophobic repulsion, and/or electrostatic forces. For
[2]pseudorotaxanes, the larger association constant is due to stronger non-covalent interactions occurring between the two components.\cite{8}

### 1.1.2 [2]Rotaxanes


[2]Rotaxanes can be prepared by a variety of approaches such as capping, clipping, slipping and active metal template.\cite{9} Among the proposed methodologies, capping and clipping are the most common synthetic methods. In capping, the primary step is generation of a [2]pseudorotaxane precursor due to interaction of a linear axle and a macrocyclic ring. Then, the [2]pseudorotaxane is converted to a permanently interlocked [2]rotaxane by end-capping of the linear axle with two bulky stopper groups which prevent the wheel from dethreading.\cite{10} In clipping, a precursor is formed due to interaction of a dumbbell-shaped axle with an open chain pre-macrocycle. Then, the precursor undergoes a ring closing reaction around the axle to form a [2]rotaxane\cite{11} (Figure 1.3).

![Figure 1.3. Cartoon representation of [2]rotaxane synthesis via (a) capping (b) clipping method. Reprinted with permission from ref 9d.](image-url)
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In general, synthesis of [2]rotaxanes is challenging mainly due to the mechanical nature of the interactions between host and guest molecules which demands proper arrangement of two free molecules in space. Therefore, one of the key steps to develop new MIMs is discovery of new templating pairs of axles and wheels for the formation of [2]pseudorotaxanes and study of their interactions. Although, it was found that the efficient interaction between electron-rich macrocyclic wheels and electron-poor (charged) axles could allow for the development of a wide variety of [2]pseudorotaxane complexes, there are only a few of them that are efficient at threading and at the same time allow for easy structural modification.\(^{[12]}\) Indeed, there are still only a handful of these assemblies that are potentially useful for applications in molecular machines and switches.\(^{[9d, 13]}\)

1.2 Molecular Machines

The word “machine” is referred to an apparatus consisting of several parts that can perform a useful task using a mechanical movement. Thus, a molecular machine is an assembly of distinct molecules that can produce a mechanical function in response to specific stimuli. Molecular machines can be divided into various categories such as “motors”, “switches” and “tweezers”.\(^{[14]}\)

The fast growth of the field is undoubtedly corresponded to the discovery and the study of various biological systems performing as machines. In biological systems, molecular machines are vital as they can accomplish complex biological process. Numerous types of biological molecular machines composed of macromolecules, e.g., nucleic acids and proteins, are involved in a vast variety of chemical and mechanical functions essential for living activities.\(^{[15]}\) One of the most typical examples is ATP synthase, a rotary motor that has a vital role in production of ATP.\(^{[16]}\) It provides the required energy for the formation of ATP via proton pumping across membranes. ATP synthesis is one of the most important processes in our body as it is responsible for transporting chemical energy within cells for metabolism.
Hence, extensive use of biological molecular machines has been inspiring many scientists in supramolecular chemistry to create artificial molecular machines using multicomponent systems. Although, the use of supramolecular architectures in molecular machines is challenging due to difficulty in controlling mobility of the components, progress in the field of molecular machines is still accelerating. The boost in the interest for molecular machines was primarily because of the discovery of approaches to synthesize mechanically interlocked structures (e.g. catenanes and rotaxanes), and controlling their dynamic properties. Having control over the position and orientation of one molecular component relative to another can give machine-like properties to mechanically interlocked and interpenetrated molecules. Controlled motion can be achieved by manipulating non-covalent interactions that can be reached by various external stimuli, such as acid/base, anion, cation, heat, solvent polarity, photochemistry, and electrochemistry. For [2]pseudorotaxanes, the main mechanical motion is threading and dethreading of the interpenetrated components. In addition, a few examples have shown that the wheels also can undergo the shuttling motion on the unstoppered linear axle. For [2]rotaxanes, two types of motions are involved (Fig. 1.4). They can undergo rotational motion of the wheel relative to the axle or shuttling motion of the wheel along the axle.

Figure 1.4. Cartoon representation of two types of molecular motion in [2]rotaxanes: (a) rotation and (b) shuttling. Reprinted with permission from ref 9d.
Since the dynamic properties of [2]pseudorotaxanes and [2]rotaxanes were detected, new strategies have been investigated to manipulate their mechanical motion under the influence of external stimuli. Thus, stimuli-responsive [2]pseudorotaxanes and [2]rotaxanes can be promising candidates for the development of molecular devices and molecular switches.\footnote{13c}

### 1.2.1 Controlling Threading and Dethreading

A [2]pseudorotaxane can easily undergo reversible threading/dethreading in solution as the linear axle does not have bulky end groups and it is always in equilibrium with the free molecular components. This reversible nature of threading and dethreading of the linear axle through the ring has been shown to be controlled by solvent\footnote{22} and/or temperature\footnote{23}, or other suitable external inputs.\footnote{24}

In general, it has been shown that solvent polarity can affect the driving forces such as hydrogen bonding and π-stacking interactions. Solvation interactions are also competing with the complexation between host and guest species in solution.\footnote{24} As an example, [2]pseudorotaxane formation between DB24C8 and dialkylammonium salts was shown to have the highest association constant in non-polar solvents due to the lack of competition from the solvent for the hydrogen bonding, whereas the complexation is negligible in DMSO\footnote{22}. Beside solvent, temperature also can have profound effect on the threading process not only from its association constant, but also from the threading-dethreading rate.\footnote{23, 8d} Temperature can alter the binding strength between the components. Thus, solvent polarity and temperature are simple external inputs widely used to tune the association process.

Furthermore, control over association and dissociation of a [2]pseudorotaxane can be achieved by several environmental stimuli including chemical (such as pH, anion and cation), photochemical and electrochemical, or other control methods.\footnote{24} For example, it is
well-known that the [2]pseudorotaxane formation between DB24C8 and secondary ammonium salts could be chemically controlled by pH. For electron-rich DB24C8 and an electron-poor axle with two terminal donor groups (N,N-dimethylamino) and an inner acceptor group ((bis(pyridinium))ethane (BPE), the association constant of the relevant [2]pseudorotaxane is increased dramatically by addition of a Lewis acid.\[^{25}\] The thread is an organic D–π-A–π-D chromophore with an intense orange colour that turns colorless upon protonation due to elimination of intramolecular charge transfer (ICT). However, addition of DB24C8 to a solution containing the thread, leads to a color change from colorless to pale-yellow as a result of weak charge-transfer interactions between BPE unit and DB24C8 (Scheme 1.1).

![Scheme 1.1. A representation of the threading/unthreading process of a [2]pseudorotaxane by using acid and base.\[^{25}\]](image)

Another example of the stimulus-induced association/disassociation mobility of pseudorotaxanes is based on the use of an external electron-transfer photosensitizer.\[^{26}\] In this system, a [2]pseudorotaxane is formed between a linear guest containing an electron-rich dioxynaphthalene unit and a cyclophane host containing an electron-poor 4,4'-bipyridinium unit (Scheme 1.2).
Besides electron-acceptor motifs, the cyclophane comprises a 2,2’- bipyridine coordinating ligand which is coordinated to [Re(CO)$_3$Cl] (a metal-based photosensitizer) to create a [Re(CO)$_3$(cyclophane)Cl]$^{4+}$ component. Upon mixing of the cyclophane wheel and linear axle, the emission band related to the thread (at $\lambda_{\text{max}} = 345$ nm) is quenched and a new absorption band (at $\lambda_{\text{max}} = 497$ nm) related to charge transfer (CT) transitions appears. This observation strongly suggests non-covalent interactions between the host and guest pairs. On the other hand, non-covalent interactions between the axle and the wheel can be reduced through light irradiation of the [Re(CO)$_3$(cyclophane)Cl]$^{4+}$ moiety of the [2]pseudorotaxane resulting in the transfer of one electron from the Re center to one of the 4,4’-bipyridinium units in the cyclophane component. Later, disassembly of the complex can happen in the presence of large amount of a sacrificial reducing agent. Additionally, the [2]pseudorotaxane can be recreated through reoxidization of the reduced 4,4’-bipyridinium unit in the presence of oxygen in the irradiated solution.

### 1.2.2 Controlling Rotational Motion

A method to extract a mechanical task from [2]rotaxanes would be to control the rotational mobility of the macrocyclic wheel around the dumbbell-shaped axle. The rate of
the macrocyclic rotation is intensely dependent on the strength of the non-covalent interactions between the two components, which must be broken and rebuilt during the movement of the macrocycle. Thus, increase in the intra-complex interactions can enhance the energy barrier to the rotational motion of the wheel. Studies have shown that the rate of rotational motion can be manipulated via temperature, solvent, chemical moieties, electric field strength and light.\textsuperscript{[27]} These systems represent a blueprint toward the eventual construction of rotary molecular devices.

In an effort to investigate methods of controlling the rotational motion of the wheel around the thread in [2]rotaxanes, Leigh, Zerbetto, and co-workers demonstrated the rotational motion of the macrocyclic wheel around a fumaramide axle that can be addressed and to some extent controlled by alternating-current (ac) electric field.\textsuperscript{[28]} The interpenetrated components of the their [2]rotaxane consist of a linear fumaramide axle with bulky stoppers and macrocycle with two isophthalamide groups which are held together by strong NH…O hydrogen bonds. The trans-olefin on the thread makes oxygen atoms accessible to form hydrogen bonding interactions with both sites of the macrocycle. Later, it was indicated that the relative motion within the amide-base [2]rotaxanes can also be manipulated by photochemical isomerization.\textsuperscript{[29]} The consequence of isomerizing fumaramide (\textit{trans} form) to the corresponding maleamide (\textit{cis} form) [2]rotaxanes is that the amide groups of the axle are reorganized in positions such that they can form two hydrogen bonds with only one site of the wheel (Fig. 1.5a). The variable temperature (VT) \textsuperscript{1}H NMR spectroscopy was used to determine the dynamic properties of both isomers in non-polar solvents (fig. 1.5b). As shown in Fig. 1.5b, the fumaramide system undergoes slow exchange on the NMR timescale wherein separate sets of peaks for both axial and equatorial H\textsubscript{E} protons are observed at lowest temperature (223 K) corresponding to a macrocycle spinning rate of $\approx 1 \text{ s}^{-1}$ whereas coalescence of these protons occurs at 273 K. In contrast,
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$^1$H NMR spectrum of the maleamide system exhibits only an averaged signal of $H_{E1}$ and $H_{E2}$ even at 223 K due to the rapid rotation of the macrocyclic ring around the axle (rate $> 1.2 \times 10^6$). Hence, the cis form of this [2]rotaxanes undergoes much faster rotation due to a decreased barrier to rotational motion.

In addition to photoisomerization-dependent disruption of hydrogen bonding in [2]rotaxanes, it has been also reported that non-covalent interactions can be controlled by change in the solvent and in turn the rate of rotation can be influenced.$^{[30]}$ For instance, as depicted by $^1$H NMR studies on the motion of the fumaramide [2]rotaxane systems, addition
of 5% D$_2$O in the solvent significantly accelerates the mechanical motion of the macrocycle which results in coalescence at lower temperature. It is interesting to note that other polar solvents (i.e. alcohol, nitromethane) have much weaker effect. Thus, the function of water as a lubricant facilitates rearrangement of the wheel via formation of 3-D hydrogen bonding networks.

### 1.2.3 Molecular Shuttle

Translation is another type of motion that can be displayed by [2]rotaxanes. [2]Rotaxane molecular shuttles comprise a dumbbell shaped axle with two recognition sites and an encircled macrocyclic wheel that can undergo translation between the two sites.

A [2]rotaxane is referred as a degenerate molecular shuttle if the axle comprises two equivalent recognition sites with equal binding affinities for the wheel in which the wheel spends the same amounts of time at both stations. However, a bistable [2]rotaxane molecular shuttle is created if there are two distinct recognition sites on the axle that have different binding affinities. Bistable [2]rotaxanes can have two translational co-conformations with different molecular geometries depending on the position of the macrocyclic wheel relative to the axle. The population of the translational isomers mainly depends on the relative strengths of the non-covalent interactions between the wheel and the two sites. In such systems, the wheel spends the majority of its time around the most efficient site until an external stimulus changes the relative affinity of the wheel for the site, thereby causing the shuttling of the wheel to the other site. Accordingly, such [2]rotaxanes with two different recognition sites are considered as potential basics for molecular machinery, since there is the possibility of controlling the relative positioning of the interlocked components.

The shuttling mobility of rotaxanes first was reported in 1991 by Stoddart and co-workers. A [2]rotaxane molecular shuttle was formed via interaction of a tetracationic
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cyclophane ring and polyether thread with two hydroquinol recognition sites that is terminated at the ends by bulky triisopropylsilyl groups (Scheme 1.3). $^1$H NMR studies of the [2]rotaxane in acetone-$d_6$ indicated the electron poor ring moves back and forth between two identical hydroquinol stations along the dumbbell-like axle with $\Delta G_{c^+}$ value of ca. 13 kcal mol$^{-1}$. This original work revealed that MIMs could be developed to imitate the mechanical motion of macroscopic switches and machines, and can be considered the archetype for the creation of various supramolecular assemblies with higher degree of complexity such as bistable molecular shuttles and other molecular switches.

![Scheme 1.3. A prototype molecular shuttle with a cyclophane ring shuttles between two identical hydroquinol sites in acetone-$d_6$.][33]

Besides [2]rotaxane molecular shuttles, there exists a few examples in the literature that show shuttling of the wheel along the bistable axle in [2]pseudorotaxanes. Studies on switchable pseudorotaxanes are essential for the development of more practical MIM-based molecular machines and switches. In 2000, Kim and co-workers reported the first...
fluorescent, reversible molecular switch based on a [2]pseudorotaxane that is formed using cucurbit[6]uril (CB[6]) wheel and fluorenyltriamine axle (Scheme 1.4). Upon protonation of all of the nitrogen atoms on the axle, a competition is established between two recognition sites, which is dominated by the protonated diaminohexane station due to stronger non-covalent interactions between the wheel and the site. However, when the aniline nitrogen is deprotonated (pKa = 6.7), CB[6] migrated to the diaminobutane site because CB[6] has less binding affinity for the monoprotonated diaminohexane. The deprotonation process is accompanied with color change from yellow to violet and decrease in the fluorescence intensity. Thus, the switching of the wheel from one site to the other is simply detected by monitoring the color change and fluorescence with high sensitivity. The switching process could be manipulated several times by sequential addition of acid and base.

To date, almost all known [2]rotaxane molecular shuttles have large and flexible structures and operate efficiently in solution where they are widely dispersed. In order to have better control over their switching or machine-like features, they could be transferred and organized into solid state materials with enough void spaces. However, these types of flexible structures are less efficient when incorporated into solid state materials.
wherein the size, positional orientation, and rigidity of the MIM components are important factors. To incorporate these nanoscale switches into highly-organized and condensed materials, assemblies with rigid axles and linear tracks as building blocks would be most desired. For this purpose, in 2012, Loeb and co-workers designed the first new MIM template between rigid T-shaped 2,4,7-triphenyl-substituted benzimidazolium axles and 24-membered crown ether wheels (Scheme 1.5).

They used the T-shaped templating motif for construction of H-shaped, degenerate [2]rotaxane molecular shuttles with a rigid backbone. The presence of two equivalent benzimidazole recognition sites on the rigid axle allows the [2]rotaxane to adopt three possible forms i.e. neutral, monocation and dication using acid-base chemistry. Each of these forms displays a different structure with different rate of shuttling. The neutral form of the molecular shuttle shows extremely rapid shuttling $(4.3 \times 10^6 \text{ s}^{-1}, \text{CD}_2\text{Cl}_2)$ between two identical binding stations. Whereas adding one equivalent of acid produces the monocationic [2]rotaxane in which the crown ether resides at the charged site with stronger interactions, thereby the rate of shuttling is negligible $(0.0 \text{ s}^{-1}, \text{CD}_2\text{Cl}_2)$. However, when the [2]rotaxane is diprotonated, the wheel undergoes shuttling between two identical sites but at a much lower rate $(8.4 \times 10^{-3} \text{ s}^{-1}, \text{CD}_2\text{Cl}_2)$ due to stronger interactions between the charged sites and crown ether wheel. Moreover, addition of an equivalent of Li$^+$ to the neutral
[2]rotaxane significantly decelerates the rapid shuttling of neutral form to an intermediate (5.1 s\(^{-1}\), CD\(_2\)Cl\(_2\)). Indeed, Li\(^+\) functions as a brake via intramolecular ferrying between the recognition sites. Scheme 1.6 indicates that four states of the H-shaped [2]rotaxane molecular shuttle can be reversibly interconverted.

**Scheme 1.6.** Representation of reversible conversion between four states of a new compact and rigid, H-shaped [2]rotaxane molecular shuttle.[39]

### 1.2.4 Applications

In Nature, various operations and reactions happen in parallel. To make sure that these reactions and their outcome do not obstruct each other, these processes must be thoroughly controlled and switched on and off when needed. Reaching similar control over synthetic reactions could be valuable for affecting both the rate and product of the reactions. To this end, several artificial molecular machines have been reported using [2]rotaxane molecular shuttles to control the reactions through switching on and off catalytic activity.
which have been inspired by enzymes. In 2013, Leigh et al. intrigued by ribosomal protein synthesis, designed the first small molecule artificial molecular machine capable of peptide synthesis in a sequence-specific manner. The machine is based on a [2]rotaxane architecture, a macrocyclic ring with a catalytic arm encircled around an axle containing sequence of amino acid stations. The catalytic arm of the wheel picks up amino acids sequentially from the strand and converts them to a sequence of peptides through native chemical ligation (NCL) (Fig. 1.6). Thus, in some aspects, the role of strand is analogue to mRNA in the ribosomal system. The steric hindrance of the loaded amino acid group allows the sequential reaction because it does not allow the ring passing over the barrier unit before the reaction of ring and amino acid has taken place. However, after cleavage of the amino acid from the strand, the ring can freely pass over the station. Moreover, the rigid axle of the [2]rotaxane minimizes the possibility of the catalytic arm facing an out of sequence amino acid.

Figure 1.6. Cartoon representation of sequence-specific peptide synthesis by using a [2]rotaxane. Reprinted with permission from ref 13b.

Although there are molecular machines that function with efficiency in solution and have potential applications as molecular logic gates and sensors, they are less practical in the solid state where molecules are arranged in an orderly manner. If these tiny devices
could be organized on surfaces, interfaces and polymer matrixes with electronic, mechanical, or biological applications, controlling the properties and function of materials at macroscopic level would be very much closer to realization.\textsuperscript{[42]} Hence, in recent years, controlled drug release through nanovalves, molecular electronics, artificial molecular muscles and information storage using solid-state molecular machines have been the subject of research in this field.\textsuperscript{[43]}

Some very sophisticated examples in the literature have shown that interlocked architectures such as [2]pseudorotaxanes and bistable [2]rotaxanes on the surface of mesoporous silica nanoparticles (Si-MPs) can operate as nanovalves for controlled release of guest molecules under specific conditions.\textsuperscript{[44]} Indeed, the relative positions of interlocked components is determinative to either restrict or allow access to the pores in materials. These porous mechanized silica nanoparticles (MSNPs) have great potential for drug and gene delivery applications because of their unique responsiveness and high stability. Fig. 1.10 shows [2]pseudorotaxane-based MSNPs that can be reversibly opened or closed under control and at the same time act as nanovalves to encapsulate or release guest molecules.\textsuperscript{[43a]}

The [2]pseudorotaxanes based on a linear thread with a secondary dialkylammonium unit and dibenzo[24]crown-8 are attached to the silica surface of the MSNPs such that the gates remain closed when DB24C8 rings encircle the dialkylammonium ions due to primarily [N-H...O]\textsuperscript{+} hydrogen bonds. On the other hand, deprotonating the dialkylammonium units with a base or competitive binding of the DB24C8 rings with fluorodialkylammonium or metal ions opens the gates due to elimination of non-covalent interactions between the rings and threads and so the rings dethread, allowing the guest molecules to be released (Fig. 1.7).
Additionally, the ability to simply manipulate the mechanical, optical and interfacial properties of surfaces in a controlled and reversible manner would be extremely useful in development of technologically valuable devices. This challenge can be addressed by incorporating molecular machines such as [2]rotaxane molecular shuttles into devices that leads to stimuli-responsive modification of surfaces. To date, a number of molecular-machine-based materials where the interlocked components influence the properties of surfaces have been reported.\textsuperscript{[45]} One relevant example is discussed below.

Leigh et al designed a photoresponsive system using a [2]rotaxane molecular shuttle with fluoroalkane region and $E$ olefins physisorbed onto a gold surface by a thiol linker.\textsuperscript{[46]} Irradiation with ultraviolet light (240–400 nm) isomerizes 50\% of the $E$ olefins to $Z$ causing movement of the macrocycle from $Z$ olefins to fluoroalkane region which leaves a more polarphilic surface (Fig. 1.8a). As contact angles of both polar and apolar liquids are

\textbf{Figure 1.7.} A [2]pseudorotaxane-based MSNP acts as a nanovalve to encapsulate or release guest molecules. The guest molecules can be released by breaking the hydrogen-bonds between the secondary dialkylammonium sites and the DB\textsubscript{24}C\textsubscript{8} wheels using (a) addition of a base or (b) competitive binding of the DB\textsubscript{24}C\textsubscript{8} rings with fluorodialkylammonium or metal ions. Reprinted with permission from ref 44.
highly sensitive to small variations in the concentrations of fluoroalkane groups, this system was used to yield a surface with switchable wettability features. It was demonstrated that a small drop of diiodomethane (CH$_2$I$_2$) could be moved up on the [2]rotaxane-terminated surface with a 12° incline after irradiation with light which is associated with co-conformational change of the [2]rotaxane. Illumination of the right-hand side of the droplet and its neighboring surface that is accompanied with decrease in the E/Z ratio of the shuttles makes the surface less polarophobic. Thus, a pressure gradient inside the droplet is created due to decrease in the contact angle at the right-hand side. This phenomenon causes moving up and spreading of the droplet along the surface (Fig. 1.8b). Approximately 50% of the absorbed light energy is transformed into gravitational potential energy of the droplet. The above model of macroscopic control of molecular motion on the surface emphasizes on the significance of this research area for technological applications.

Figure 1.8. (a) A light-driven [2]rotaxane molecular switch with fluoroalkane group used to affect the surface properties (b) lateral photos before and after light irradiation indicating transport of a small CH$_2$I$_2$ drop on a [2]rotaxane-terminated Au substrate up a 12° incline. Reprinted with permission from ref 46.
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1.3 Metal Organic Framework

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), a subclass of coordination polymers (CP), are materials containing metal ions linked to organic ligands by strong bonds, which form one-, two-, or three-periodic architectures.\[^{47}\] MOFs are architecturally robust crystalline structures with permanent porosity. These aspects have made them unique among other CPs and ideal materials for a wide range of applications such as gas adsorption and storage, chemical separations, molecular sensing, magnetism, heterogeneous catalysis and drug delivery.\[^{48}\] A major progress in the field of MOF chemistry emerged in 1995 when the synthesis, single crystal X-ray structure, and gas sorption properties of the first robust and highly porous MOF, *MOF-5*, were published.\[^{49}\] This prototype material contains non-interpenetrated lattices in a primitive cubic topology in which 1,4-benzenedicarboxylate (BDC\(^{2-}\)) units are linked by Zn\(_4\)(CO\(_2\))\(_6\) clusters (Fig. 1.9). In the field of solid state chemistry, MOFs have attracted great interest in recent years since the versatile node and linker design of the crystalline lattice allows incorporation of a variety of functional groups.

![Figure 1.9. Structure of the first robust and highly porous MOF, MOF-5. Reprinted with permission from ref 49.](image)

1.4 Metal Organic Frameworks with Interlocked Components

Pores of metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) provide a higher level of molecular organization and coherency which makes them a potential platform for the incorporation
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and function of MIMs.\cite{12c,50} It is worthy to note that the motivation for making MIM ligands (e.g. rotaxanes, catenanes) and their incorporation into coordination polymers was to introduce the effect of soft, dynamic molecular components of MIMs into the properties (e.g. magnetic, optical, mechanical) of the resulting materials.\cite{51} These types of MIM-based materials have been called by several terms such as metal-organic rotaxane framework (MORF),\cite{52} rotaxane coordination polymer (RCP)\cite{53} or polyrotaxane framework (PRF).\cite{56}

In such materials, only weaker non-covalent bonds are broken and remade reversibly during a dynamic process and the relative movement of soft components will not affect the covalent bonds in the MOF backbone. Therefore, the term “robust dynamics” as introduced by Stoddart and Yaghi would be suitable since pairing the dynamics of interlocked components with the robust architecture of MOFs will produce dynamic materials that are still robust and rigid. These attributes allow for the potential incorporation and function of sophisticated molecular switches and molecular machines in the solid state in a controlled manner. Among metal-based materials, only stable 3-periodic MOFs are ideal candidates for the incorporation of MIMs because they provide the porosity crucial to create free volume such that the MIMs are able to undergo uninhibited dynamics (i.e., rotation, translational or co-conformational changes).\cite{54}

In 2002, the first examples of MIM-based coordination polymers were reported by K. Kim.\cite{55} As shown in Scheme 1.7, a series [2]pseudorotaxanes linkers with large association constants were prepared by threading cucurbit[6]uril wheels with pyridine-terminated spermine axles 1-3.
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The reaction of \([1 \subset \text{CB}[6]]^{2+}\) and silver tosylate developed a one-dimensional (1-D) CP-1 such that a linear chain polymer is formed due to coordination of two [2]pseudorotaxane units to one Ag(I) ion in a trans geometry (Fig. 1.10a). The reaction of \([2 \subset \text{CB}[6]]^{2+}\) and cobalt tosylate produced zigzag-shaped 1-D CP-2 in which Co(II) nodes are in an octahedral geometry and two pyridyl groups are coordinated to each metal center in a cis arrangement (Fig. 1.10b). The combination of \([3 \subset \text{CB}[6]]^{2+}\) with longer axle and silver nitrate gave helical 1D CP-3 in which each Ag(I) is coordinated by two terminal pyridyl groups in a linear way (Fig. 1.10c).

As described above, the reaction of cobalt tosylate with $[2 \subset \text{CB}[6]]^{2+}$ produces a 1-D CP. However, combining the same linker with an aqueous solution of copper nitrate yielded a non-interpenetrated two-periodic coordination polymer, CP-4 in which each copper ion is coordinated by four equatorial pyridyl groups and one axial water molecule in a distorted square pyramidal geometry (Fig. 1.11a). Moreover, $[1 \subset \text{CB}[6]]^{2+}$ linker can also produce a 2-D network, CP-5, under the same reaction procedure as CP-1 by switching metal salt to silver nitrate. The framework consisting of hexagons with Ag(I) ions at the corners that each metal centre is coordinated by three pyridyl groups and one nitrate in a disordered tetrahedral geometry. The successful construction of 2-D polyrotaxanes suggested the possibility of construction of 3-D polyrotaxanes using similar approaches. It was found that the reaction of $[4 \subset \text{CB}[6]]^{2+}$ with Tb(NO$_3$)$_3$ under hydrothermal condition gives 3-D CP-6 (Fig. 1.11b).
During the reaction, the terminal cyano groups on the $[4 \subset \text{CB}[6]]^{2+}$ linkers are converted to carboxylate groups which combined with Tb$^{3+}$ ions to produce a 3-D framework. CP-6 consists of binuclear Tb(III) nodes that behave as a six-connected node and are coordinated by six carboxylate groups.

The above examples demonstrated that there are numerous ways to incorporate rotaxanes into interesting 1-, 2-, and 3-periodic structures. Although, a large variety of 1-, 2- and 3- periodic coordination polymers with rotaxanes have been prepared and characterized, none of these solid-state materials exhibited any actual dynamics (i.e. rotation or translation) related to the interlocked components. The next section describes some recent success in creating [2]rotaxane-based MOFs that do show the rotational and translational motion of their soft macrocyclic components by a thermal stimulus without any hindrance of the rigid material framework.

**Figure 1.11.** Ball-stick representation of single x-ray crystal structure of (a) two-periodic square-grid shaped CP-4 with $[2 \subset \text{CB}[6]]^{2+}$ linkers and Cu(II) nodes. (b) three-periodic CP-6 with $[4 \subset \text{CB}[6]]^{2+}$ and binuclear Tb(III) nodes. Reprinted with permission from ref 55b.
1.4.1 Dynamic and Controlled Motion in the Solid State

In 2012, Loeb and co-workers published a prototype MOF material containing [2]rotaxanes as a linker that exhibit dynamic motion of its macrocyclic ring inside this solid-state material.\textsuperscript{[56]} For this purpose, a compact and rigid [2]rotaxane was designed using an axle containing two 3,5- benzene-dicarboxylic acid groups and a benzylanilinium recognition site that facilitates the ring-closing metathesis of a 24-membered crown ether, 24C6. The recognition site is simply deprotonated to yield a neutral [2]rotaxane with only a single NH···O hydrogen bonding interaction between axle and wheel (Scheme 1.8).

![Scheme 1.8. A neutral tetra-carboxylic acid [2]rotaxane linker designed to exhibit rotational motion of the 24C6 macrocycle.\textsuperscript{[56]}](image)

The solvothermal reaction of the designated MIM linker and Cu(NO$_3$)$_2$.3H$_2$O in a 3:2:2 mixture of dimethylformamide(DMF)/EtOH/H$_2$O at 65 °C for 48 h produced a robust 3-D Cu-based MOF, UWDM-\textbf{1} (University of Windsor Dynamic Material). \textbf{UWDM-1} consists of binuclear Cu(II) paddlewheel clusters coordinated by a tetra-carboxylate MIM molecule and two water molecules to form a non-interpenetrated porous framework with a rare β-phase of nbo topology (Fig. 1.12). There is 11% void space in the structure and these pores are filled by free water molecules. Activation of the solid results in removal of both free and coordinated water molecules which provides the void space necessary for the macrocyclic ring to undergo the rotational motion without perturbation of neighboring components. A
variable temperature (VT) $^2$H SSNMR experiment was performed on the $^2$H-labelled UWDM-1 to determine the dynamic nature of macrocyclic ring inside the activated material.

![Image of X-ray structure of UWDM-1](image)

Figure 1.12. The single X-ray structure of UWDM-1 indicating (a) the basic repeated unit showing the MIM is coordinated to four Cu(II) paddlewheel clusters (b) a view down the c-axis showing the open channels in which rings are clearly separated from each other.

Experimental and simulated VT $^2$H SSNMR spectra are depicted in Fig. 1.13. Analysis of the $^2$H powder patterns supported the postulate that the soft and flexible macrocyclic component is able to rotate rapidly about the rigid framework. The mobility of the ring increases with increase in temperature wherein at temperatures $>$ 100 °C it undergoes independent rotation about the NH$_2$-CH$_2$ group with the rate $>$ 10 MHz. the motion also can be quenched by decreasing the temperature or by addition of water to lock the ring by OH$_2$...O hydrogen bonding interactions. Furthermore, in order to identify the effect of ring size on the rotational dynamics, UWDM-1 was synthesized with various sized macrocycles i.e. 22C6 and B24C6 under the same synthetic conditions.$^{[57]}$ $^2$H SSNMR studies of the resulting materials demonstrated both macrocycles undergo quite different degrees of motion from 24C6 inside the UWDM-1. However, all UWDM-1 series form a similar topology.
After successful ordering of a [2]rotaxane with a single recognition site and observation of rotational motion of the macrocyclic wheel in the solid state, Loeb and co-workers were focused to find out whether the translational motion of a macrocyclic component in a molecular shuttle could be transferred into the highly organized and dense material; to develop a MOF material with molecular shuttle linkers that can undergo translational motion in the highly organized and dense material. To this end, a tetracarboxylic acid H-shaped [2]rotaxane linker with two identical benzimidazole recognition sites and a single [24]crown-8 ether, **24C8** was prepared (Scheme 1.9).\[58\]
The neutral [2]rotaxane linker was combined with Zn(BF$_4$)$_2$.xH$_2$O in a 1:1:2 mixture of DMF/DMSO/EtOH with a drop of HBF$_4$ and heated at 85 °C for 48 h to yield a robust 3-D Zn-based MOF, in which each MIM linker is coordinated to four ZnO$_4$ clusters. The as-synthesized material was described as UWDM-4-HBF$_4$ since single X-ray structure indicates the MIMs are in the mono-protonated state (Fig. 1.14a). The material consists of pseudo-interpenetrated cubic lattices in which the triphenyl struts form the sides of the cubes and the crossbars containing two benzimidazole recognition sites and a single [24]crown-8 ether (24C8) macrocycle connect the cubes (Fig. 1.14b). These repeating units assemble to make the whole framework with open channels (Fig. 1.14c). In UWDM-4-HBF$_4$, the wheels inside the MOF reside on the charged site due to much stronger non-covalent interactions. Thus, to observe shuttling of the macrocyclic wheel along the axle, the [2]rotaxane was neutralized using a proton sponge to produce UWDM-4. VT $^{13}$C SSNMR spectra of an activated $^{13}$C-enriched sample of UWDM-4 were acquired to identify if the MIM could function as the molecular shuttle inside the MOF. The data analysis indicated that the macrocycle inside the MOF undergoes rapid shuttling between two recognition sites at high temperatures and slower shuttling when the sample is cooled.
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Creation of such these solid-state materials that can exhibit rotational and translational motion are promising for the future development of molecular switches inside the condensed materials and eventually the ability of the materials to operate as molecular machines.

1.5 Scope of Dissertation

Although, it was proven that coupling of MIM ligands with the robust architecture of MOFs can produce materials that display robust dynamics, there is still need to develop dynamic materials that show switchable properties for eventual function as molecular machines. Design MIMs using new recognition motifs and the study of their dynamic properties both in solution and solid-state are important steps on the long path to the generation of solid-state nanoscale devices and molecular machines. The remaining chapters of this dissertation will describe how a new recognition motif was used to develop a molecular shuttle as well as rigid rotaxane linkers which could be incorporated into MOFs.

Figure 1.14. The single X-ray structure of UWDM-4-HBF₄ indicating (a) the basic repeated unit showing the MIM is coordinated to four Zn₄O clusters (b) Two cubes of the lattice formed by the triphenyl struts (green and yellow) are linked by crossbars (axle in blue and wheel in red); only crossbars linking these two cubes are shown. (C) a view down the c-axis showing the open channels in which rings are separated from each other. Reprinted with permission from ref 58.
to produce robust structures which show dynamic motion related to the wheel component in the solid state.

1.6 References
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2.1 Pseudorotaxane Formation Between Rigid Y-shaped 2,4,5-Triphenylimidazolium Axles and [24]Crown-8 Ether Wheels

2.1.1 Introduction

The efficient host-guest interaction between electron-rich macrocyclic wheels and charged, electron-poor axles allows for the formation of [2]pseudorotaxanes and these interpenetrated species are essential precursors for the synthesis of permanently interlocked [2]rotaxanes via the threading-followed-by-stoppering protocol.\(^1\) Therefore, the development of new templating motifs for [2]pseudorotaxane formation and the detailed study of their structure are of paramount importance for the development of new types of mechanically interlocked molecules (MIMs) and their eventual application in molecular systems as switches or machines.\(^2\)

As part of our efforts to prepare rigid and compact MIMs for inclusion in metal-organic framework (MOF) materials,\(^3\) we recently completed an in-depth study on the formation of [2]pseudorotaxanes utilizing T-shaped 2,4,7-triphenyl substituted benzimidazolium cations as the axles and various 24 membered crown ethers as the wheels.\(^4\) It was shown that, although the interaction of dibenzo[24]crown-8 (DB24C8) with either the imidazolium\(^5\) (Ka = 8 M\(^{-1}\)) or phenylbenzimidazolium\(^6\) (K\(_a\) = 54 M\(^{-1}\)) cation is quite weak, the extra phenyl substituents on the T-shaped cations had a dramatic effect, raising the association constant by several orders of magnitude compared to those found for simple imidazolium or benzimidazolium derivatives (e.g., 1.78 x 10\(^3\) M\(^{-1}\) for the parent T-shaped axle with R\(_1\) = R\(_2\) = H).\(^4\)

Although the 2,4,7-triphenylbenzimidazolium cations provide an excellent core for constructing rigid MIMs, such as [2]rotaxane molecule shuttles,\(^6\) it was still of interest to
develop other [2]pseudorotaxane systems that could be used in combination with these new T-shaped axles. As part of this continuing efforts, we report herein the use of rigid, Y-shaped 2,4,5-triphenylimidazolium axles for the formation of [2]pseudorotaxanes with [24]crown-8 (24C8) and DB24C8 and a comparison of these two systems; T- and Y-shaped. It should be noted that Tiburcio [7] Clarkson [8] and Gibson [9] have reported that when imidazolium groups are linked by alkyl chains the association constant can be effectively increased for interactions with crown ethers and cryptands but this type of flexible axle was not suitable for our purposes.

2.1.2 Results and Discussion

Synthesis of a series of Y-shaped axles ([1a]+ – [1e]+) was accomplished as outlined in Scheme 2.1. Either an electron-donating OMe group or an electron-withdrawing COOMe group was installed at the 2-position (R1) or the 4- and 5-position (R2) on the imidazole ring. The key step in the synthesis of these axles was the condensation between a 4-substituted aldehyde containing R1 and a 4,4′-substituted benzil unit containing R2 groups in the presence of ammonium acetate. [10] Axle [2]+ was included to determine the effect of fusing the phenyl groups at the 4- and 5-positions. [11]
The formation of [2]pseudorotaxanes from axles ([1a]⁺-[1e]⁺ and [2]⁺ and macrocyclic wheels 24C8 and DB24C8 were monitored by ¹H NMR spectroscopy in CD₃CN solution at 298 K. A 1:1 binding stoichiometry was determined for all combinations of axle and wheel as evidenced by integration of complexed and uncomplexed peaks in the ¹H NMR spectra (see experimental 2.2.4). Exchange between complexed and uncomplexed components was slow on the NMR timescale and association constant (Kₐ) values were determined using the single-point method from solutions containing equimolar amounts of axle and wheel at concentrations of 1.0 x 10⁻² M. The results of this study are summarized in Table 2.1.

Scheme 2.1. Synthesis of 2,4,5-triphenylimidazolium axles.
### Table 2.1. Association constants\(^a\) for [2]pseudorotaxane formation showing the effect of axle substitution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Y-Shaped Axle</th>
<th>Association Constant, K(_a) (M(^{-1}) x 10(^{-2}))(^b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>([1a]^+)</td>
<td>(\text{H} \quad \text{H} \quad 3.0 \quad 4.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([1b]^+)</td>
<td>(\text{OMe} \quad \text{H} \quad 2.8 \quad 3.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([1c]^+)</td>
<td>(\text{COOMe} \quad \text{H} \quad 5.6 \quad 8.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([1d]^+)</td>
<td>(\text{H} \quad \text{OMe} \quad 1.9 \quad 3.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([1e]^+)</td>
<td>(\text{H} \quad \text{COOMe} \quad 5.1 \quad 8.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([2]^+)</td>
<td>(\text{H} \quad \text{H} \quad 1.1 \quad 5.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Measured using \(^1\)H NMR spectroscopy (CD\(_3\)CN, 1.0 x 10\(^{-2}\) M, 298 K). \(^b\) Errors are estimated to be less than 10\%. Ion pairing was assumed to be negligible in CD\(_3\)CN as measurements at different concentrations for \([1c \subset \text{DB24C8}]^+\) were within experimental error.\(^{[13]}\)

As an illustration of the formation of [2]pseudorotaxanes under these experimental conditions, Fig. 2.1 shows \(^1\)H NMR spectra for the Y-shaped axle \([1c]^+\) with an electron-withdrawing ester function at the 2-position, the macrocyclic wheel \(\text{DB24C8}\) and the [2]pseudorotaxane \([1c \subset \text{DB24C8}]^+\). Variations in chemical shift upon mixing axle and wheel clearly demonstrate the interpenetrated nature of the host-guest interaction. The most significant chemical shifts upon complexation are to higher frequency for the NH and c resonances on the axle, indicative of significant NH–O hydrogen-bonding and accompanying CH–O interactions between axle and wheel. Shifts to lower frequency for aromatic protons d, e and f on the axle and g and h on the wheel also occur due to π-stacking interactions between the somewhat electron poor phenyl rings attached to the imidazolium ring and the electron rich catechol rings of \(\text{DB24C8}\). Similar shifts to higher frequency for NH and c resonances are observed for [2]pseudorotaxanes formed with \(\text{24C8}\) but changes to the aromatic protons d, e and f on the axle are minimal, consistent with the lack of π-stacking interactions in these species.
When either $R_1$ or $R_2$ is an electron-withdrawing ester group, the hydrogen-bonding, ion-dipole, and π-stacking interactions are all strengthened due to an increase in acidity of hydrogen bond donors and an increase in charge on the imidazolium rings. Conversely, the presence of an electron-donating OMe group lowers the association constant by weakening these same interactions. The effect is more pronounced for $R_1$ because substitution at the 2-position results in a more direct effect on the imidazolium moiety. Van't Hoff plots for $[1a\subset DB24C8]^+$ and $[1a\subset DB24C8]^+$ showed that the interaction between axle and wheel is primarily enthalpically driven\textsuperscript{[14]} (see experimental section 2.2) similar to our T-shaped.
system and consistent with the use of a rigid axle with limited degrees of motion. Hammett plots for both crown ether wheels as a function of $R_1$ and $R_2$ were linear and support the straightforward effect of added EDG/EWG substituents on hydrogen-bonding as described, albeit for a limited set of data encompassing only H, OMe and COOMe groups (see section 2.2.7). Axle [2], which is analogous to [1a], but contains a fused ring system, shows a marked decrease in association constant with DB24C8 when compared to [1a]. This is presumably the result of eliminating the supporting CH−O and π-stacking interactions that the freely rotating phenyl substituents present in axles [1a]− [1e], producing a $K_a$ value closer to that observed for a simple unsubstituted benzimidazolium cation. This decrease does not occur for 24C8 because that interaction is driven almost exclusively by significant NH−O bonding.

The single-crystal X-ray structure* of [2]pseudorotaxane [1cc-DB24C8][BF4] ($R_1 =$ COOMe, $R_2 =$ H) is shown in Fig. 2.2; only one of the two identical molecules in the asymmetric unit is shown.[16,17] There are three hydrogen-bonding type interactions between axle and wheel; two significant charge-assisted NH−O hydrogen bonds (average; 2.87 Å, 177°) and two sets of much weaker, but directional, CH−O interactions (average 3.89 Å, 153°) to the COOMe-Ph ring (average; 4.18 Å, 150°). This hydrogen-bonding array is accompanied by significant ion-dipole interactions between the cationic charge on the imidazolium ring and the crown ether oxygen atoms. The NH−O and CH−O interactions to the COOMe-Ph ring are consistent with shifts observed for the NH and c protons in solution by 1H NMR spectroscopy. Some degree of π-stacking can be inferred from the close approach of the aromatic rings from the phenyl groups at the 4- and 5-positions on the imidazolium unit with the electron-rich

* Synthetic experiment details for all new compounds, 1H and 13C NMR spectra, NOESY spectra, van’t Hoff and Hammet plots are available in section 2.2 of this chapter. Crystallographic data for the X-ray structure reported in this chapter has been deposited with the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre as supplementary publication no. 990746.
catechol rings of DB24C8 (i.e., average; 3.53 Å between the phenyl ipso carbons and an O-bound aromatic carbon of DB24C8).[12]

A direct comparison can be made between the results of [2]pseudorotaxane formation obtained in this study utilizing these new Y-shaped axles and our recent investigation[4] into analogous T-shaped axles, also with 24C8 and DB24C8. Fig. 2.3 shows a plot of association constant for [2]pseudorotaxane formation as a function of axle structure (T-shaped versus Y shaped) and crown ether type (24C8 or DB24C8).
Although it is clear that the T-shaped axle produced [2]pseudorotaxanes that are more favorable, it is important to note that the association constants obtained herein for the Y shaped system are not weak as they are comparable to the ubiquitous secondary ammonium axles pioneered by Stoddart and used in a wide variety of MIM applications with crown ethers. Fig. 2.4 summarizes the variation in templating ability for a range of imidazolium and benzimidazolium axles studied to date and qualitatively illustrates the relationship between structure and efficiency of [2]pseudorotaxane formation in these systems.
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2.1.3 Conclusions

Both the T- and Y-shaped systems have characteristics which are inherently unique: 1) a moderate (Y shaped) to strong (T-shape) association between axle and crown ether wheel due to the rigid shape of the axle cation, 2) a modular synthesis which allows for the incorporation of a wide variety of functionalized aromatics onto the molecular scaffold utilizing commercially available materials with well-established coupling methodologies and 3) the potential to easily incorporate this new template into MIMs by incorporating the appropriate functional group at R₁ for condensation, olefin metathesis or cross-coupling reactions. Indeed, the difference in association constants between the T and Y-shaped axles offers the possibility of utilizing both of these templating motifs in a single system where recognition sites with different binding strengths could potentially be utilized to produce switching phenomena. The ultimate goal for these new templating motifs with rigid cores is to develop versions that can act as efficient MIM linkers for MOF formation. This could be achieved by incorporation of metal binding groups at the R₁ position for either the T- or Y-shaped template; this work is in progress.

Figure 2.4. Qualitative ranking of imidazolium and benzimidazolium axles in order of their ability to form interpenetrated [2]pseudorotaxane structures with the 24-membered crown ether DB24C8.
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2.2 Experimental

2.2.1 General Comments

4,4′-Bis(methyloxycarbonyl)benzil was synthesized according to literature procedures.\[^{19}\] All association constant \((K_a)\) values were determined using the single point method.\[^{20}\] All chemicals were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification. The solvents were dried using an Innovative Technologies Solvent Purification System. \(^1\)H, \(^13\)C and 2D NMR spectra were recorded on a Brüker Avance 500 instrument. High resolution mass spectra (HR-MS) were performed on a Micromass LCT electrospray ionization (ESI) time-of-flight (ToF) spectrometer. Melting points were recorded on a Stanford Research Systems, Opti Melt MPA100 instrument. FT-IR spectra (4000 – 400 cm\(^{-1}\)) were measured as thin films on a Bruker Alpha FT-IR instrument equipped with a Platinum single reflection diamond ATR module. The single crystal X-ray data were collected on a Bruker D8 Venture dual source diffractometer with a Photon 100 detector operated at 50 kV and 30 mA using Cu\(_{K\alpha}\) radiation. Crystallographic data for the X-ray structure have been deposited with the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Center as supplementary publication no. 990746. Copies of the data can be obtained free of charge on application to CCDC at email: deposit@ccdc.cam.ac.uk.

2.2.2 Procedure for the Synthesis of 2,4,5-triphenylimidazolium salts [1a-1e][BF\(_4\)]

Scheme 2.2. Procedure for the synthesis of 2,4,5-triphenylimidazolium salts [1a-1e][BF\(_4\)].
The corresponding 4,4′ substituted benzil (2.38 mmol, 1 eq.), ρ-substituted benzaldehyde (2.83 mmol, 1 eq.) and ammonium acetate (35.7 mmol, 15 eq.) were dissolved in acetic acid (9 mL). The reaction mixture was heated to 100 °C and stirred for 2 h. It was then cooled and neutralized with NH₄OAc and water (4 mL). The resulting solid was filtered, washed with water and dried under vacuum. The pure 2,4,5-triphenylimidazole was dissolved in a minimum amount of THF (7 mL) and tetrafluoroboric acid - diethyl ether complex (2.38 mmol, 1 eq.) was added. The mixture was stirred for 10 min and of diethyl ether (10 mL) was added. The resulting solid precipitated from solution and was collected by filtration, washed with ether and air dried.

[1a][BF₄]̣: (R₁ = R₂ = H, Yield 88 %): MP 172-174 °C (dec). ¹H NMR (CD₃NO₂, 500 MHz, 293 K): δ (ppm) = 12.51 (s, 2H), 8.05 (d, 2H, J = 7.0 Hz) 7.75-7.68 (m, 3H), 7.58 (d, 4H, J = 7.5 Hz), 7.52-7.47 (m, 6H);¹³C NMR (CD₃CN, 125 MHz, 294 K): δ (ppm) = 140.5, 128.7, 125.9, 125.8, 125.7, 125.1, 124.3, 122.9, 122.7, 118.6; IR (neat) = 3209, 1647, 1598, 1491, 1467, 1445, 1324, 1280, 1201, 996, 776, 764, 695, 597, 517, 502 cm⁻¹; HR-MS (ESI-ToF) m/z found: 297.1404 [M+H]+, [C₂₁H₁₇N₂]+, calc: 297.1392.

[1b][BF₄]̣: (R₁ = OMe, R₂ = H, Yield 89 %): MP 260-264 °C (dec). ¹H NMR (CD₃NO₂, 500 MHz, 294 K): δ (ppm) = 12.32 (s, 2H), 8.01 (d, 2H, J = 9.0 Hz), 7.56 (d, 4H, J = 7.5 Hz), 7.51-7.46 (m, 6H), 7.20 (d, 2H, J=9.0 Hz), 3.91 (s, 3H);¹³C NMR (CD₃CN, 125 MHz, 295 K): δ (ppm) = 159.6, 140.6, 126.1, 125.2, 124.9, 124.8, 124.3, 122.5, 111.2, 109.9, 51.2; IR (neat): 3303, 1645, 1610, 1506, 1443, 1303, 1266, 1189, 1026, 989, 958, 834, 770, 735, 692, 511 cm⁻¹; HR-MS (ESI-ToF) m/z found: 327.1496 [M+H]+, [C₂₂H₁₉N₂O]+, calc: 327.1497.

[1c][BF₄]̣: (R₁ = COOMe, R₂ = H, Yield 95 %): MP 272-275 °C (dec). ¹H NMR (CD₃NO₂, 500 MHz, 295 K): δ (ppm) = 12.97 (s, 2H), 8.26 (d, 2H, J = 8.5 Hz), 8.16 (d, 2H, J = 8.5 Hz), 7.59(d, 4H, J = 8.0 Hz), 7.54-7.47 (m, 6H), 3.94 (s, 3H);¹³C NMR (CD₃NO₂, 125 MHz, 295 K): δ (ppm)
2.2.3. 2-Phenyl-1H-phenanthro[9,10-d]imidazolium salt [2][BF₄]⁻

The procedure for [2][BF₄]⁻ is the same as described above for [1a][BF₄]⁻ but uses 9,10-phenanthrenequinone (1.50 g, 7.20 mmol) as the starting material. It should be noted that
2-phenyl-1H-phenanthro[9,10-d]imidazole and its corresponding imidazolium salt are known compounds previously prepared by a different method.\cite{21} Our spectroscopic characterization was consistent with the original published data for the charged $[2]^+$ species in solution. However, the tetrafluoroborate salt $[2][\text{BF}_4]$ is a new compound. The crude product was recrystallized from nitromethane. Yield: $2.10 \text{ g, } 76\%$, MP $253-256 \degree \text{C}$. $^1\text{H NMR}$ (CD$_3$CN, 500 MHz, 293 K): $\delta$ (ppm) = 13.04 (s, 2H), 8.85 (d, 2H, $J = 8.0 \text{ Hz}$), 8.40 (d, 2H, $J = 7.5 \text{ Hz}$), 8.19 (d, 2H, $J = 7.5 \text{ Hz}$), 7.85-7.78 (m, 7H). $^{13}\text{C NMR}$ (CD$_3$CN, 125 MHz, 294 K): $\delta$ (ppm) = 147.6, 134.5, 130.9, 129.7, 129.3, 129.0, 128.8, 126.9, 124.9, 123.0, 122.7, 120.5; IR (neat) = 3245, 1654, 1562, 1462, 995, 956, 754, 721, 697, 614, 517, 484, 426 cm$^{-1}$. HR-MS (ESI-ToF) $m/z$ found: 295.1239 [M+H]$^+$, [C$_{21}$H$_{16}$N$_2$]$^+$, calc = 295.1235.

2.2.4 $^1\text{H NMR Studies of [2]Pseudorotaxanes}$

![Figure 2.5. $^1\text{H NMR spectra in CD}_3\text{CN: }1.0 \times 10^{-2} \text{ M solution of [1a][BF}_4\text{] with 1 eq. of DB24C8 showing formation of [2]pseudorotaxane [1a$\rightleftharpoons$DB24C8][BF}_4\text{].}](image-url)
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Figure 2.6. $^1$H NMR spectra in CD$_3$CN: 1.0 $\times$ 10$^{-2}$ M solution of [1a][BF$_4$] with 1 eq. of 24C8 showing formation of [2]pseudorotaxane [1a$\subset$24C8][BF$_4$].

Figure 2.7. $^1$H NMR spectra in CD$_3$CN: 1.0 $\times$ 10$^{-2}$ M solution of [1b][BF$_4$] with 1 eq. of DB24C8 showing formation of [2]pseudorotaxane [1b$\subset$DB24C8][BF$_4$].
Figure 2.8. $^1$H NMR spectra in CD$_3$CN: 1.0 x 10$^{-2}$ M solution of [1b][BF$_4$] with 1 eq. of 24C8 showing formation of [2]pseudorotaxane [1b$\subset$24C8][BF$_4$].

Figure 2.9. $^1$H NMR spectra in CD$_3$CN: 1.0 x 10$^{-2}$ M solution of [1c][BF$_4$] with 1 eq. of 24C8 showing formation of [2]pseudorotaxane [1c$\subset$24C8][BF$_4$].
Figure 2.10. $^1$H NMR spectra in CD$_3$CN: 1.0 x 10$^{-2}$ M solution of [1d][BF$_4$] with 1 eq. of DB24C8 showing formation of [2]pseudorotaxane [1d(DB24C8)][BF$_4$].

Figure 2.11. $^1$H NMR spectra in CD$_3$CN: 1.0 x 10$^{-2}$ M solution of [1d][BF$_4$] with 1 eq. of 24C8 showing formation of [2]pseudorotaxane [1d(24C8)][BF$_4$].
Figure 2.12. $^1$H NMR spectra in CD$_3$CN: 1.0 x $10^{-2}$ M solution of [1e][BF$_4$] with 1 eq. of DB$_{24}$C$_8$ showing formation of [2]pseudorotaxane [1e$\subset$DB$_{24}$C$_8$][BF$_4$.]
Figure 2.13. $^1H$ NMR spectra in CD$_3$CN: 1.0 x $10^{-2}$ M solution of [1e][BF$_4$] with 1 eq. of 24C8 showing formation of [2]pseudorotaxane [1e$\leftarrow$24C8][BF$_4$].

Figure 2.14. $^1H$ NMR spectra in CD$_3$CN: 1.0 x $10^{-2}$ M solution of [2][BF$_4$] with 1 eq. of DB24C8 showing formation of [2]pseudorotaxane [2$\leftarrow$DB24C8][BF$_4$].
Figure 2.15. $^1$H NMR spectra in CD$_3$CN: $1.0 \times 10^{-2}$ M solution of [2][BF$_4$] with 1 eq. of 24C8 showing formation of [2]pseudorotaxane [2·24C8][BF$_4$].
2.2.5 2D-NMR Studies

Figure 2.16. Partial 2D-NOESY spectrum of $[1a\subset DB24C8][BF_4]$ (500 MHz, CD$_2$Cl$_2$, 298 K). This verifies the interactions between axle and wheel are the same as observed in the X-ray crystal structure.
Figure 2.17. Partial 2D-NOESY spectrum of $[{1a\\subset DB24C8}][BF_4]$ (500 MHz, CD$_2$Cl$_2$, 298 K). This verifies the interactions between axle and wheel are the same as observed in the X-ray crystal structure.
2.2.6 Van't Hoff Plots

\[ R \ln K_a = -\left( \frac{\Delta H_0}{T} \right) + \Delta C_p \ln T + (\Delta S_0 - \Delta C_p^\circ) \]

\[ \Delta H_0 = 193.9 \text{ KJmol}^{-1}, \Delta S_0 = 4.0 \text{ kJK}^{-1}\text{mol}^{-1}, \Delta C_p^\circ = -696.2 \text{ JK}^{-1}\text{mol}^{-1} \]

\[ \Delta H^\circ = \Delta H_0 + T \Delta C_p^\circ \]

\[ \Delta S^\circ = \Delta S_0 + \Delta C_p^\circ \ln T \]

*Figure 2.18. Variable temperature $^1H$ NMR spectra and van’t Hoff plot for [1a$\subset$24C8].*
Figure 2.19. Variable temperature $^1$H NMR spectra and van’t Hoff plot for $[1a@DB24C8]$. 

$y = 29223x - 53.605$

$R^2 = 0.9775$

$\Delta H^0 = -29.2$ kJ mol$^{-1}$

$\Delta S^0 = -53.6$ J K$^{-1}$ mol$^{-1}$
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2.2.7 Hammett Plots

Figure 2.20. Hammett plots for DB24C8 and 24C8 (variation of $R_1$).
Figure 2.21. Hammett plots for DB24C8 and 24C8 (variation of R₂)
2.3 References
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[16] The SHELXTL library in Bruker APEX2 software package was used for solution and refinement of the X-ray structure. See G. M. Sheldrick, *Acta Cryst.*, **2008**, *A64*, 112.


3.1 Rigid, Bistable Molecular Shuttles Combining T-shaped Benzimidazolium and Y-shaped Imidazolium Recognition Sites

3.1.1 Introduction

Mechanically interlocked molecules (MIMs), such as rotaxanes and catenanes, have attracted great interest because of their potential to operate as molecular switches and machines in mechanical and electronic devices. Among these MIMs, rotaxane molecular shuttles, composed of a linear dumbbell-shaped axle with two distinct recognition sites and a single macrocyclic wheel, have been widely studied. A bistable molecular shuttle can adopt two translational co-conformations with different molecular arrangements depending on the relative positioning of the two interlocked components. Switching of the co-conformations can then be induced by shuttling of the wheel between the two sites in response to an environmental stimulus such as a chemical, electrochemical or photochemical input.

Almost all rotaxane molecular shuttles characterized to date, have large and flexible structures and function efficiently in solution. However, we are interested in incorporating these nanoscale switches into highly-organized, solid-state materials and have therefore sought out structures with rigid axles and linear tracks as building blocks. The first new MIM template identified for this purpose was that between T-shaped 2,4,7-triphenyl substituted benzimidazolium axles and 24-membered crown ether wheels. This motif was used to prepare H-shaped, degenerate rotaxane molecular shuttles exhibiting spontaneous shuttling between two equivalent recognition sites in solution; the rate could be controlled by either acid-base chemistry or lithium ion coordination. Very recently, we also demonstrated that this compact and rigid, MIM can be incorporated into the solid-state...
where it can undergo this same translation shuttling motion inside the highly organized lattice of a metal-organic framework (MOF) material.\[7\]

Although the T-shaped benzimidazolium cations turned out to be excellent candidates for developing rigid MIM molecular shuttles, there is still a need for new templating motifs to be used in conjunction with this T-shaped recognition site in order to produce unsymmetrical axles and eventually bistable molecular shuttles. To this end, we recently reported the formation of [2]pseudorotaxanes utilizing a similar, rigid Y-shaped 2,4,5-triphenylimidazolium axle and 24-membered crown ether wheels: [24]-crown-8 (24C8) and dibenzo-[24]-crown-8 ether (DB24C8).\[8\] Despite a weaker interaction between the crown ether wheel and the imidazolium axle for the Y-shaped system (relative to the T-shaped axle), the difference in association constants was seen as an opportunity to incorporate both of these templating motifs into a single entity and thus generate a bistable molecular shuttle that could eventually be utilized as a rigid linker in a MOF material.

Herein, novel [2]rotaxane molecular shuttles were synthesized through a threading-followed-by-stoppering\[9\] methodology under mild conditions and their shuttling characteristics systematically investigated. The combination of T-shaped benzimidazolium and Y-shaped imidazolium components results in a linear axle with two non-equivalent recognition sites possessing different binding strengths for a single 24-membered crown ether (24C8 or DB24C8) wheel.

3.1.2 Results and Discussion

3.1.2.1 Synthesis of [2]rotaxane molecular shuttles

In a typical one-pot reaction, a Y-shaped [2]pseudorotaxane with a terminal aldehyde group on the axle was condensed with an equivalent of 1,2-diamino-3,6-diphenylbenzene followed by oxidation with atmospheric O\(_2\) using a catalytic amount of ZrCl\(_4\).\[10\] The crude products were treated with triethylamine to produce the neutral [2]rotaxanes [2⊂DB24C8]
and \([2\subset24C8]\) in 63% and 59% yields respectively. Since the protonated forms of these rotaxanes can also undergo molecular shuttling, the neutral species were converted to their dicationic forms \([2-H_2\subset DB24C8][BF_4]_2\) and \([2-H_2\subset 24C8][BF_4]_2\), by addition of two equivalents of HBF_4. See Scheme 3.1 for details.

![Scheme 3.1. Preparation of neutral and dicationic [2]rotaxane molecular shuttles \([2\subset24C8], [2\subset DB24C8], [2-H_2\subset24C8]^{2+}\) and \([2-H_2\subset DB24C8]^{2+}\) from Y-shaped \([2]\)pseudorotaxanes and T-shaped stoppering groups (DB24C8 versions shown only). Labelling is for assignment of \(^1H\) NMR resonances.](image)

### 3.1.2.2 Spectroscopic characterization of molecular shuttles

The \(^1H\) NMR spectra of the neutral species are relatively simple since rapid translation of the macrocyclic ring along the axle at a rate faster than the NMR timescale results in only averaged signals for the complexed and uncomplexed species. This is not surprising, since, deprotonation of the imidazolium and benzimidazolium recognition sites eliminates significant ion-dipole and \(\pi\)-stacking interactions (for DB24C8) and reduces the degree of hydrogen bonding between axle and wheel. As shown in Fig. 3.1, only one set of peaks is observed for either neutral \([2]\)rotaxane due to the average of hydrogen-bonded and free \(NH\)}
and CH groups. Proton signals NH, a and b were assigned with the aid of 2D NOESY and HMBC spectroscopic measurements (see section 3.2.10).

![Figure 3.1. Partial $^1$H NMR spectra of neutral species (top to bottom), axle 2, $[2 \subset DB24C8]$ and $[2 \subset 24C8]$ (CD$_2$Cl$_2$, 298 K, 1.0 x 10$^{-3}$ M). See Scheme 1 for labels; black = naked axle, blue = axle of rotaxane.]

A comparison of the chemical shifts of NH groups in the neutral axle [2], (δ = 9.72 and 9.58 ppm), with the neutral [2]rotaxanes, $[2 \subset DB24C8]$ (δ = 10.16 and 10.82 ppm) and $[2 \subset 24C8]$ (δ = 10.40 and 11.20 ppm), clearly shows that there is hydrogen-bonding between the NH groups of the axles and crown ether oxygen atoms of the crown ethers. The Δδ values for the NH of the imidazole (+1.24 ppm for $[2 \subset DB24C8]$ and +1.64 ppm for $[2 \subset 24C8]$) are larger than for the benzimidazole NH (+0.44 ppm for $[2 \subset DB24C8]$ and +0.68 ppm for $[2 \subset 24C8]$). Thus, the NH of the imidazole ring experiences a stronger deshielding effect due to stronger hydrogen bonding with oxygen atoms on DB24C8 and 24C8 and it can be inferred that in the neutral [2]rotaxanes the residual N-H–O interactions of electron-rich crown ethers with the neutral imidazole recognition site are preferred over those of the benzimidazole site. Since the interaction of a crown ether with a neutral recognition site is quite weak, it is likely
that this preference is simply driven by steric considerations – the Y-shaped site offers less steric hindrance and is thus preferred.

In contrast, the diprotonated [2]rotaxanes, \([2\cdot H_2<DB24C8>^{2+}\) and \([2\cdot H_2<24C8>^{2+}\), undergo slow exchange on the NMR timescale, wherein separate sets of peaks for both complexed and uncomplexed axle are observed. Fig. 3.2 shows the \(^1\text{H}\) NMR spectra of the diprotonated species in CD\(_3\)CN at 298 K. In the case of \([2\cdot H_2<DB24C8>^{2+}\), strong NH–O and CH–O hydrogen bonding interactions cause significant shifts to higher frequency for the \(NH\), \(a\) and \(b\) resonances on the axle. Moreover, shifts to lower frequency for aromatic proton \(c\) on the axle and aromatic protons \(j\) and \(k\) on the wheel are indicative of efficient \(\pi\)-stacking interactions between the electron-poor benzimidazolium ring and electron-rich catechol rings of the crown ether. The \(^1\text{H}\) NMR spectrum of \([2\cdot H_2<24C8>^{2+}\) exhibits similar downfield shifts for \(NH\), \(a\) and \(b\) resonances while the upfield shift for proton \(c\) is eliminated due to the lack of \(\pi\)-stacking interactions. Although the \(^1\text{H}\) NMR spectra of dicationic systems shows resonances related to interactions of the wheel with both sites, larger \(\Delta\delta\) for \(b\) (+0.40 ppm for \([2\cdot DB24C8>^{2+}\) and +0.19 ppm for \([2\cdot 24C8>^{2+}\) versus \(a\) (+0.16 ppm for \([2\cdot DB24C8>^{2+}\) and +0.11 ppm for \([2\cdot 24C8>^{2+}\) indicates that the wheel undergoes stronger interaction with the T-shaped benzimidazolium site than the Y-shaped imidazolium site. This preference corresponds to the larger association constants found for \([2]\)pseudorotaxane formation between T-shaped benzimidazolium axles\(^5\) and 24-membered crown ethers as compared to Y-shaped imidazolium axles.\(^8\)
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3.1.2.3 Single-crystal X-ray diffraction studies

Single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction were obtained for both of the protonated systems. Fig. 3.3 shows the results of these solid-state experiments for $[2\text{-}H_2\subset\text{DB24C8}][\text{BF}_4]_2$ and $[2\text{-}H_2\subset\text{24C8}][\text{BF}_4]_2$. The resulting structures display metric parameters which are in good agreement with the non-covalent interactions observed in solution. For $[2\text{-}H_2\subset\text{DB24C8}][\text{BF}_4]_2$, shown in Fig. 3 (top), the crown ether adopts a C-shaped conformation as it clamps around the benzimidazolium recognition site to allow for efficient π-stacking interaction (centroid-centroid, dihedral angles; 3.84 Å, 22°; 4.43 Å, 35°). This π-stacking array is accompanied by significant N⁺…O ion-dipole interactions and directional hydrogen bonds; NH–O (2.86 Å, 163°; 2.89 Å, 166°) CH–O (3.60 Å, 158°; 3.66 Å, 152°) between the axle and wheel. The X-ray structure of $[2\text{-}H_2\subset\text{24C8}][\text{BF}_4]_2$ shown in Fig. 3 (bottom), is similar to $[2\text{-}H_2\subset\text{DB24C8}][\text{BF}_4]_2$ with similar NH…O charge-assisted hydrogen bonds (2.88 Å, 175°; 3.08 Å, 171°), and weaker CH–O interactions (3.41 Å, 165°; 3.77 Å, 156°).

Figure 3.2. $^1$H NMR spectra of (top to bottom) axle $2^{\ddagger}$, $[2\text{-}H_2\subset\text{DB24C8}]^{2\ddagger}$ and $[2\text{-}H_2\subset\text{24C8}]^{2\ddagger}$ (CD$_3$CN, 298 K, 1.0 x 10⁻³ M). See Scheme 1 for labels; black = uncomplexed axle, blue = complexed axle, red = wheel of rotaxane.
3.1.2.4 Molecular Shuttling

In either the neutral or dicationic state, these new unsymmetrical [2]rotaxanes, contain two distinct recognition sites. This results in a competition between the two sites for the binding of the single macrocyclic wheel and leads to the to and fro motion described as molecular shuttling. As an example of this process, the two translational isomers (co-conformations) of the dicationic species \([2\cdot\text{H}_2\subset\text{DB24C8}]^{2+}\) and \([2\cdot\text{H}_2\subset\text{24C8}]^{2+}\) and their interconversion are shown in Fig. 3.4. The co-conformation with the \text{24C8} macrocycle interacting with the T-shaped recognition site is more favorable, vide infra.
The shuttling rates for the neutral species were difficult to determine as the exchange
(shuttling) rate is fast on the NMR timescale and only a single set of resonances was observed
for each co-conformation – *e.g.* two NH resonances representing an average of free and
complexed sites for each of the T- and Y-shaped sites; see Fig. 3.1. Even at the lowest
temperature accessible (183 K in CD$_2$Cl$_2$ for [2⊂24C8]), only broad signals for the free and
complexed NH peaks could be observed; the limiting chemical shifts could not be determined.
Thus, only a lower limit for the shuttling rates of $ca. 1.0 \times 10^6$ s$^{-1}$ at 298 K could be estimated
from this data (see section 3.2.11). This is however, comparable to rates previously observed
for H-shaped rotaxanes containing two similar T-shaped recognition sites.[8a]

The distribution between the co-conformations (Y:T) for these neutral species was determined by using the
NH chemical shifts observed for free axle 2 and a model, H-shaped rotaxane (see section
3.2.12). Thus, for the neutral [2]rotaxane molecular shuttles [2⊂DB24C8] and [2⊂24C8], the
co-conformation with the macrocycle occupying the Y-shaped recognition site was preferred;
Y:T, 77:23 and 69:31 respectively.

Since interconversion was observed to be slow on the NMR timescale exchange for
the dicationic [2]rotaxanes, the shuttling rates could be determined directly by performing
EXSY[12] experiments in CD$_3$CN at 298 K (see section 3.2.13). Both of the [2]rotaxanes exhibit
a higher rate of wheel shuttling toward complexation with the T-shaped site ($k_1 = 0.67$ s$^{-1}$ for
[2-H$_2$⊂DB24C8]$^{2+}$ and $k_1 = 5.66$ s$^{-1}$ for [2-H$_2$⊂24C8]$^{2+}$) than toward the Y-shaped site ($k_1 =$
0.26 s⁻¹ for [2-H₂⊂DB24C8]²⁺ and k₋₁ = 1.11 s⁻¹ for [2-H₂⊂24C8]²⁺. This can be understood by rationalizing that the stronger non-covalent interactions between the T-shaped site and the macrocyclic rings results in an increase in the barrier to motion of the wheels toward the Y-shaped site; i.e. stronger non-covalent interactions have to be broken to facilitate shuttling.

The preferred location of the wheel was determined by integration of well resolved resonances (a, b for [2-H₂⊂24C8]²⁺ and j, k for [2-H₂⊂DB24C8]²⁺) from the respective ¹H NMR spectra. For the dicationic [2]rotaxane molecular shuttles [2-H₂⊂DB24C8]²⁺ and [2-H₂⊂24C8]²⁺, it was found that the co-conformation with the macrocycle occupying the T-shaped recognition site was preferred; Y:T, 32:68 and 24:76 respectively – the reverse of the trend observed for the neutral species.

Since solvent polarity is well known to have a profound effect on the π-stacking between aromatic rings,¹³ N⁺–O ion-dipole interactions and the degree of hydrogen bonding,¹⁴ it was of interest to study the effect of solvent polarity on these new [2]rotaxane molecular shuttles. Accordingly, ¹H NMR spectra were recorded for [2-H₂⊂DB24C8]²⁺ and [2-H₂⊂24C8]²⁺ in a range of solvents from non-polar to highly polar (see section 3.2.14). The relative abundance of each co-conformer was then determined by integration of peaks related to proton k on the crown ether and b on the axle; the data summarized in Table 3.1, verifies that solvent polarity is an effective method to tune the ratio of these isomers in solution. The observed trend indicates that: 1) the interaction of the crown ether wheel with the T-shaped benzimidazolium site is more favorable in less polar solvents, 2) the non-covalent interactions between both of the recognition sites and the wheels are reduced by competition with the solvent, but the interactions with the benzimidazolium unit decrease to a larger degree than those with the imidazolium unit, 3) in the most polar solvent, DMSO, the electron-rich crown ether wheels actually prefers to reside at the imidazolium recognition
site. In this case, it is likely that DMSO actually out competes the crown ether for the T-shaped site resulting in the observed preference reversal.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>ε$^a$</th>
<th>Ratio of translational isomers Y:T$^b$ [2-H$_2$⊂24C8]$^{2+}$</th>
<th>[2-H$_2$⊂DB24C8]$^{2+}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C$_6$D$_6$</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>- [c]</td>
<td>5:95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDCl$_3$</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>3:97</td>
<td>5:95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD$_2$Cl$_2$</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>4:96</td>
<td>6:94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD$_3$OD</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>14:86$^d$</td>
<td>20:80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD$_3$NO$_2$</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>23:77</td>
<td>21:79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD$_3$CN</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>24:76</td>
<td>32:68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CD$_3$)$_2$SO</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>55:45</td>
<td>60:40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Dielectric constants taken from reference.$^{[15]}$ $^b$ From integration of $^1$H NMR data at 298 K. Errors estimated to be less than 5%. $^c$ Rotaxane was not soluble. $^d$ Peaks related to aliphatic protons on 24C8 were used to determine the ratio.

Finally, the reversal of the stability for the T- versus Y-shaped recognition sites towards binding a crown ether upon protonation/deprotonation can be used to design a pH sensitive, bistable molecular shuttle – an interlocked molecular switch driven by acid/base chemistry.$^{[3c,3d]}$ For example in CD$_2$Cl$_2$, the neutral [2]rotaxane, [2⊂DB24C8], prefers a co-conformation in which the DB24C8 macrocycle occupies the Y-shaped, imidazole recognition site 77% of the time, but upon protonation the thermodynamic preference is reversed and the macrocycle prefers to occupy the T-shaped, benzimidazolium recognition site 94% of the time. This is summarized schematically in Fig. 3.5.
3.1.3 Conclusions

Rigid and compact, bistable [2]rotaxanes can be constructed by combining T-shaped benzimidazolium and Y-shaped imidazolium recognition sites on a single axle with 24-membered crown ether wheels. The neutral forms, [2⊂DB24C8] and [2⊂24C8], undergo rapid shuttling of the macrocyclic wheel between the two recognition sites and it was determined that the interactions between the Y-shaped, imidazole unit and the macrocycles is most favorable. [2-H⊂DB24C8]²⁺ and [2-H⊂24C8]²⁺ can be prepared by protonation of the neutral species and both of these dications undergo much slower shuttling due to an increased barrier to the translational motion. For these charged systems, the preference for a particular co-conformation is dependent on the polarity of the solvent. In particular, for less polar solvents (e.g. CD₂Cl₂), interaction between the T-shaped benzimidazolium site and crown ether is favored almost exclusively. This correlation between co-conformer preference (Y versus T) and protonation state (neutral versus dicationic) allowed us to develop a new acid-base driven MIM switch.

Figure 3.5. Acid-base switching of a bistable, [2]rotaxane molecular shuttle between the neutral [2⊂DB24C8] and diationic [2-H⊂DB24C8]²⁺ versions.
3.2 Experimental

3.2.1 General Comments

4-(4,5-Diphenyl-1H-imidazol-2-yl)benzaldehyde, 1, was synthesized according to the literature procedure.[17] All other chemicals were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification. Solvents were dried using an Innovative Technologies Solvent Purification System. Deuterated solvents were obtained from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories and used as received. ¹H, ¹³C and 2D NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker Avance 500 instrument with a working frequency of 500.1 MHz for ¹H and 125.7 MHz for ¹³C; chemical shifts are quoted in ppm relative to tetramethylsilane using the residual solvent peak as a reference. ¹H-¹H NOESY and ¹H-¹³C HMQC experiments were used to assign NMR resonances. Thin layer chromatography was performed using Teledyne Silica gel-60 F254 plates and viewed under UV light. Column chromatography was performed using Silicycle Ultra-Pure Silica Gel (230 – 400 mesh). High resolution mass spectra (HR-MS) were performed on a Micromass LCT electrospray ionization time-of-flight spectrometer. Melting points were recorded on a Stanford Research Systems, Opti Melt MPA100 instrument. Infrared spectra were recorded on a Bruker Alpha FT-IR spectrometer in the range of 4000-400 cm⁻¹.

3.2.2 Synthesis of [1-H][BF₄]

Tetrafluoroboric acid diethyl ether complex (185 μL, 1.36 mmol) was added to a solution of the 2,4,5-trisubstituted imidazole, 1 (400 mg, 1.23 mmol) in THF (10 mL). The mixture was stirred for 10 min and then 10 mL of ether was added and the solution stirred for 20 min resulting in a solid which was filtered, washed with more ether and dried under vacuum. Yield: 446 mg, 87%; MP 252-257 °C; ¹H NMR (CD₃CN, 500 MHz, 294 K): δ (ppm) = 12.53 (s, 2H), 10.13 (s, 1H), 8.19 (d, 4H, J = 1.5 Hz), 7.54-7.51 (m, 10H); ¹³C NMR (CD₃CN, 125 MHz, 294 K): δ (ppm) = 192.8, 143.8, 139.6, 131.3, 131.2, 131.0, 130.1, 129.6, 128.9, 128.1,
3.2.3 Synthesis of [2⊂DB24C8]

[1-H][BF₄] (200 mg, 0.48 mmol) and dibenzo-24-crown-8 ether (323 mg, 0.72 mmol) were solubilized in chloroform (20 mL). The resulting mixture was stirred for 15 min, then 1,2-diamino-3,6-di(4′-t-butylphenyl)benzene (187 mg, 0.72 mmol) and ZrCl₄ (11 mg, 0.048 mmol) were added. The reaction was allowed to stir at room temperature for 24 h and the solvent was removed in vacuum. The crude product was dissolved in CH₃CN (10 mL). The mixture was refluxed with 1 mL of triethylamine for 1 h and then cooled to room temperature. The off-white solid was filtered, washed with CH₃CN and air dried. Yield: 310 mg, 63%; MP 263-267 °C; ¹H NMR (CDCl₃, 500 MHz, 299 K): δ (ppm) = 10.67 (s, 1H), 10.09 (s, 1H), 8.64 (d, 2H, J = 8.5 Hz), 8.41 (d, 2H, J = 8.5 Hz), 8.35 (d, 2H, J = 7.0 Hz), 7.77 (d, 2H, J = 7.0 Hz), 7.59 (d, 2H, J = 7.5 Hz), 7.55 (d, 1H, J = 8.0 Hz), 7.40 (t, 2H, J = 7.5 Hz), 7.36 (t, 2H, J = 7.5 Hz), 7.31-7.28 (m, 5H), 7.20 (t, 2H, J = 7.5 Hz), 7.15 (t, 2H, J = 7.5 Hz), 7.09 (t, 2H, J = 7.5 Hz), 6.97-6.95 (m, 4H), 6.89-6.87 (m, 4H), 4.09-3.66 (m, 8H), 3.65 (t, 8H, J = 4.0 Hz), 2.86-2.82 (m, 4H), 2.80-2.77 (m, 4H); ¹³C NMR (CD₂Cl₂, 125 MHz, 295 K): δ (ppm) = 152.5, 148.8, 146.4, 142.7, 138.9, 138.8, 137.8, 136.1, 133.6, 132.0, 131.9, 131.1, 129.7, 129.3, 128.8, 128.6, 128.5, 128.3, 128.2, 127.8, 127.6, 127.4, 126.7, 125.4, 123.3, 121.8, 121.2, 121.2, 69.7, 69.0, 68.7; IR (neat) = 3437, 3351, 3290, 1592, 1502, 1449, 1248, 1211, 1122, 1037, 923, 873, 764, 743, 693, 548 cm⁻¹; HR-MS (ESI-ToF) m/z: calcd for [M+H]⁺, [C₆₄H₅₁N₄O₈]⁺, 1013.4489; found 1013.4507.
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3.2.4 Synthesis of [2⊂24C8]

The procedure is the same as stated above for [2⊂DB24C8] but using [1-H][BF₄] (200 mg, 0.48 mmol) and 24-crown-8 ether (254 mg, 0.72 mmol) in 10 mL of chloroform. As a result, an off-white solid was collected. Yield: 260 mg, 59%; MP 287-292 °C; ¹H NMR (CD₂Cl₂, 500 MHz, 296 K): δ (ppm) = 11.20 (s, 1H), 10.40 (s, 1H), 8.47 (d, 2H, J = 8.5 Hz), 8.37 (d, 2H, J = 8.5 Hz), 8.18 (d, 2H, J = 8.5 Hz), 7.74 (d, 4H, J = 7.5 Hz), 7.60-7.52 (m, 5H), 7.46 (t, 2H, J = 7.5 Hz), 7.43-7.36 (m, 3H), 7.34-7.30 (m, 4H), 7.24 (t, 2H, J = 7.5 Hz), 3.37-3.28 (m, 32H); ¹³C NMR (CD₂Cl₂, 125 MHz, 297 K): δ (ppm) = 153.0, 146.2, 142.9, 139.3, 139.2, 138.3, 136.3, 133.7, 132.5, 132.4, 131.6, 129.9, 129.6, 128.9, 128.8, 128.7, 128.5, 128.4, 128.2, 128.0, 127.9, 127.8, 127.5, 126.8, 125.5, 123.4, 122.2, 70.1; IR (neat) = 3247, 2871, 1481, 1449, 1352, 1260, 1093, 1028, 936, 861, 797, 757, 694 cm⁻¹; Anal. Calcd for C₅₆H₆₀N₄O₈: C, 73.34; H, 6.59; N, 6.11; Found: C, 74.75; H, 6.86; N, 6.25.

3.2.5 Synthesis of [2-H₂⊂DB24C8][BF₄]₂

Tetrafluoroboric acid diethyl ether complex (57 μL, 0.42 mmol) was added to a solution of [2⊂DB24C8] (100 mg, 0.19 mmol) in CH₃CN (10 mL). After 10 min stirring at room temperature 20 mL ether was added. The white tetrafluoroborate salt precipitated, was filtered, washed with ether and air dried. Yield: 215 mg, 92%; MP 280 °C [decomp.]; ¹H NMR (CD₂Cl₂, 500 MHz, 294 K): δ (ppm) = 13.24 (s, 2H), 13.00 (s, 2H), 8.75 (d, 2H, J = 8.5 Hz), 8.59 (d, 2H, J = 8.5 Hz), 7.72-7.70 (m, 4H), 7.64-7.61 (m, 4H), 7.58-7.52 (m, 12 H), 7.05 (s, 2H), 6.62-6.60 (m, 4H), 6.28-6.26 (m, 4H), 3.85 (t, 4H, J = 10.5 Hz), 3.69-3.66 (m, 4H), 3.60-3.3.57 (m, 4H), 3.43-3.36 (m, 8H), 3.15-3.12 (m, 4H); ¹³C NMR (CD₂Cl₂, 125 MHz, 293 K): δ (ppm) = 150.2, 147.9, 143.8, 135.9, 133.2, 130.8, 130.6, 130.2, 129.9, 129.6, 129.2, 129.1, 129.0, 129.9, 127.8, 126.8, 126.6, 125.7, 125.7, 121.1, 112.9, 70.5, 70.1, 68.5; IR (neat) = 3068, 2934, 2875, 1637, 1593, 1502, 1453, 1352, 1251, 1208, 1050, 947, 852, 748, 699, 593, 519 cm⁻¹; HR-MS (ESI-ToF) m/z: calcd for [M-2BF₄]⁺, [C₆₄H₆₂N₄O₈]²⁺, 507.2278; found 507.2186.
3.2.6 Synthesis of [2-H_2⊂24C8][BF_4]_2

The procedure is the same as stated above for [2-H_2⊂DB24C8][BF_4]_2 but using [2⊂24C8] (200 mg, 0.22 mmol) in 10 mL of CH_3CN. As a result, a white solid was collected. Yield: 226 mg, 95%; MP 190 °C [decomp]; ^1H NMR (CD_2Cl_2, 500 MHz, 297 K): δ (ppm) = 13.00 (s, 2H), 12.89 (s, 2H), 8.50 (d, 2H, J = 8.5 Hz), 8.42 (d, 2H, J = 8.5 Hz), 7.78 (d, 4H, J = 7.0 Hz), 7.69 (s, 2H), 7.65-7.63 (m, 4H), 7.59 (t, 4H, J = 7.5 Hz), 7.54-7.46 (m, 8H), 3.19-3.15 (m, 16H), 2.99-2.95 (m, 16H); ^13C NMR (CD_2Cl_2, 125 MHz, 299 K): δ (ppm) = 150.9, 143.8, 136.5, 133.3, 130.7, 130.5, 129.9, 129.7, 129.6, 129.6, 129.1, 128.9, 128.6, 128.4, 127.8, 126.8, 126.6, 125.5, 71.0, 70.5; IR (neat) = 3112, 2886, 1637, 1488, 1350, 1259, 1088, 951, 847, 787, 773, 760, 697, 520 cm⁻¹; Anal. Calcd for C_{56}H_{62}B_{2}F_{8}N_{4}O_{8}: C, 61.55; H, 5.72; N, 5.13; Found: C, 59.76; H, 5.81; N, 5.38.

3.2.7 Synthesis of [2]

1,2-Diamino-3,6-di(4′-t-butylphenyl)benzene (120 mg, 0.46 mmol) and ZrCl_4 (7 mg, 0.031 mmol) were added to a solution of 1 (100 mg, 0.31 mmol) in CH_2Cl_2 (25 mL). After 24 hours stirring at room temperature, the solvent was removed in vacuum. The crude product was dissolved in CH_3CN (10 mL). The mixture was refluxed with 1 mL of triethylamine for 1 h and then cooled to room temperature. The pale yellow solid was filtered, washed with CH_3CN and air dried. Yield: 145 mg, 80%; MP 303-307 °C; ^1H NMR (DMSO-d_6, 500 MHz, 296 K): δ (ppm) = 12.86 (s, 1H), 12.73 (s, 1H), 8.42 (d, 2H, J = 8.5 Hz), 8.23 (d, 2H, J = 8.5 Hz), 8.19 (d, 2H, J = 8.5 Hz), 7.61-7.50 (m, 10H), 7.49-7.45 (m, 3H), 7.43-7.40 (m, 2H), 7.32 (m, 3H, J = 7.5 Hz), 7.24 (t, 3H, J = 7.5 Hz); ^13C NMR (DMSO-d_6, 125 MHz, 296 K): δ (ppm) = 152.7, 145.4, 142.6, 138.7, 138.4, 138.0, 135.5, 134.1, 131.8, 131.4, 130.3, 130.0, 129.4, 129.4, 129.2, 129.2, 129.0, 128.8, 128.7, 128.4, 128.2, 128.0, 127.6, 127.1, 125.2, 125.8, 125.6, 123.8, 121.8; IR (neat) = 3583, 1649, 1486, 1053765, 696, 518 cm⁻¹; HR-MS (ESI-ToF) m/z: calcd for [M+H]^+, [C_{60}H_{29}N_{4}]^+, 565.2392; found 565.2417.
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3.2.8 Synthesis of [2-H₂][BF₄]₂

The procedure is the same as stated above for [2-H₂⊂DB24C8][BF₄]₂ but using 2 (70 mg, 0.12 mmol) and tetrafluoroboric acid diethyl ether complex (37 μL, 0.27 mmol) in 5 mL of CD₃CN. As a result, a yellow solid was collected. Yield: 71 mg, 77%; MP 215-219 °C; ¹H NMR (CD₃CN, 500 MHz, 295 K): δ (ppm) = 12.69 (br, 4H), 8.30 (d, 2H, J = 8.5 Hz), 8.26 (d, 2H, J = 8.5 Hz), 7.78-7.77 (m, 6H), 7.67 (t, 4H, J = 7.5 Hz), 7.60 (t, 2H, J = 7.5 Hz), 7.56-7.50 (m, 10H); ¹³C NMR (CD₃CN, 125 MHz, 295 K): δ (ppm) = 150.8, 143.2, 136.2, 131.8, 131.3, 131.3, 131.3, 130.9, 130.1, 129.1, 128.9, 128.5, 127.7, 127.1, 126.2; IR (neat) = 3028, 2265, 1644, 1487, 1419, 1064, 1052, 1008, 849, 760, 696, 516 cm⁻¹; HR-MS (ESI-ToF) m/z: calcd for [M-²BF₄]⁺, [C₄₀H₂₉N₄]²⁺, 283.1230; found m/z = 283.1183.
3.2.9 Schematics for the Synthetic Procedures

Figure 3.6. Summary of the synthetic procedures used in chapter 3.
3.2.10 2D-NMR Studies

Figure 3.7. Partial 2D-NOESY spectrum of [2] (500 MHz, CD₂Cl₂, 296 K, τ_m = 800 ms).
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Figure 3.8. Partial 2D-HMBC spectrum of [2⊂DB24C8] (500 MHz, CD₂Cl₂, 296 K).

Figure 3.9. Partial 2D-HMBC spectrum of [2⊂24C8] (500 MHz, CD₂Cl₂, 294 K).
### 3.2.11 Co-conformation Distributions

Table 3.2. Determination of the %Y and %T co-conformation distributions for neutral rotaxanes $[2⊂DB24C8]$ and $[2⊂24C8]$ using NH chemical shifts (δ, ppm) data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Average δ (NH)</th>
<th>Limiting (free) δ (NH)</th>
<th>Limiting (complexed) δ (NH)</th>
<th>%T - %Y</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H-shaped axle (see Figure 3.10)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9.75&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-shaped 24C8 rotaxane (see Figure 3.10)</td>
<td>10.84</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(11.93)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-shaped DB24C8 rotaxane (see Figure 3.10)</td>
<td>10.70</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(11.65)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-Y axle, 2 (see Figure 3.1)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9.72 (T) 9.58 (Y)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-T rotaxane $[2⊂24C8]$ (see Figure 3.1)</td>
<td>10.40 (T) 11.20 (Y)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>31 (T) 69 (Y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-T rotaxane $[2⊂DB24C8]$ (see Figure 3.1)</td>
<td>10.16 (T) 10.82 (Y)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>23 (T) 77 (Y)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> In CD$_2$Cl$_2$, at a concentration of 1.0 x 10^{-3} M. <sup>b</sup> Values taken from reference [17]. <sup>c</sup> Values in parentheses are those calculated from a combination of observed spectral values using model compounds; Fig-3.10. For example, for the first entry (11.93), the limiting chemical shift value for the free NH of the axle is 9.75 ppm and the averaged value for the 50:50 distribution for the symmetrical H-shaped [2]rotaxane is 10.84 ppm. Thus, it can calculated that the complexed value for the same rotaxane must be 11.93 ppm; i.e. +1.09 ppm downfield from the exchanged average signal, since the free value is -1.09 ppm upfield. These values can then be used as estimates of the free and complex chemical shift values for a macrocycle when it resides at the T-shaped recognition site in the new Y-T rotaxanes. These limiting values can then be compared to the position of the weighted average values for the new rotaxanes and the %T contribution determined; the %Y value is then simply determined by difference.
3.2.12 Variable Temperature $^1$H NMR Study of [2⊂24C8]

Figure 3.11. Variable temperature $^1$H NMR spectra for [2⊂24C8]
3.2.13 2D-EXSY NMR Studies

![Diagram of 2D-EXSY NMR studies]

**Figure 3.12.** Partial 2D-EXSY spectrum of $[2\text{-H}_2\text{Cl}_{24}C8]^+$ in CD$_3$CN (500 MHz) a) $T = 292 \, K$ and $\tau = 5 \, ms$; b) $T = 296 \, K$ and $\tau = 500 \, ms$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\tau$ (ms)</th>
<th>$I_{AA}$</th>
<th>$I_{BB}$</th>
<th>$I_{AB}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2319947.00</td>
<td>9929019.75</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>479584.25</td>
<td>5494293.00</td>
<td>1292090.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$K_1 = 5.664 \, s^{-1}, \ K_1 = 1.113 \, s^{-1}$
Figure 3.13. Partial 2D-EXSY spectrum of \([2-H_2DB24C8]^+\) in \(CD_3CN\) (500 MHz) a) \(T = 295 K\) and \(\tau_m = 5\) ms; b) \(T = 295 K\) and \(\tau_m = 500\) ms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(\tau_m) (ms)</th>
<th>(I_{AA})</th>
<th>(I_{BB})</th>
<th>(I_{AB})</th>
<th>(I_{BA})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2319947.00</td>
<td>9929019.75</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>70353566.00</td>
<td>358916919.00</td>
<td>35595481.00</td>
<td>30487959.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(K_1 = 0.666 \text{ s}^{-1}, K_1 = 0.260 \text{ s}^{-1}\)
3.2.14 $^1$H NMR Studies in Various Solvents

Figure 3.14. Stacked $^1$H NMR spectrum of [2-H$_2$<DB24C8]$_2^+$ in various solvents

Figure 3.15. Stacked $^1$H NMR spectrum of [2-H$_2$<24C8]$_2^+$ in various solvents
3.2.15 Details of EXSY Experiments

All 2D-EXSY spectra were recorded on a Bruker Avance 500 MHz NMR spectrometer with $\tau_m = 500$ and 5 ms. Shuttling rates were calculated by using the computer program EXSY CALC.[18] For the calculation, diagonal and cross-peak intensities for the exchanging NMR resonances are needed from two EXSY experiments at two different mixing times. In this work, one experiment was attained at 500 ms and the other at a very short mixing time of 5 ms.

The exchange matrix obtained by the program is shown below:

$$\begin{pmatrix} -R_1 - k'_1 & k'_1 \\ k'_1 & -R_2 - k'_1 \end{pmatrix}$$

In the matrix, $k'_1$ and $k'_1$ are exchange rates and $R_1$ and $R_2$ are the longitudinal relaxation rates.

3.2.16 Single-Crystal X-ray Diffraction Experiments

**General**: Crystals were frozen in paratone oil inside a cryoloop under a cold stream of $N_2$. Reflection data were collected on a Bruker APEX-II diffractometer using MoKα ([2-H⊂DB24C8][BF₄]₂) or CuKα ([2-H⊂24C8][BF₄]₂) radiation and a charge-coupled device (CCD) detector. For both data sets, decay was monitored using 50 standard data frames measured at the beginning and end of data collection. Diffraction data and unit-cell parameters were consistent with the assigned space groups. Lorentzian polarization corrections and empirical absorption corrections, based on redundant data at varying effective azimuthal angles, were applied to the data sets. The structures were solved by direct methods, completed by subsequent Fourier syntheses and refined using full-matrix least-squares methods against $|F|^2$ data. All non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically and hydrogen atoms placed in idealized positions and refined using a riding model. Scattering factors and anomalous dispersion coefficients are contained in the SHELXTL program.
library. Details of the two structures can be obtained from the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre at www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk for CCDC accession numbers 1451524 and 1451525.

**3.2.17 Single-Crystal X-ray Structure of [2-H$_2$$⊂$DB24C8][BF$_4$]$_2$**

Crystals of [2-H$_2$$⊂$DB24C8][BF$_4$]$_2$ were of good quality. The unit cell contained two molecules of the dicationic [2]rotaxane (C$_{66}$H$_{62}$N$_4$O$_8$), four tetrafluoroborate anions (BF$_4$) and two molecules of CH$_2$Cl$_2$. The structure was solved in the triclinic space group P-1. All the non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically and all the hydrogen atoms were placed in idealized positions and refined using a riding model. One of the tetrafluoroborate anions and the CH$_2$Cl$_2$ were disordered over two positions. These groups were restrained as rigid groups using SADI, DELU and SIMU commands and refined as two independent items using the PART command.

**3.2.18 Single-Crystal X-ray Structure of [2-H$_2$$⊂$24C8][BF$_4$]$_2$**

Crystals of [2-H$_2$$⊂$24C8][BF$_4$]$_2$ were of good quality. The unit cell contained four dicationic [2]rotaxanes (C$_{56}$H$_{66}$N$_4$O$_{10}$) and eight tetrafluoroborate anions (BF$_4$) as well as eight molecules of water. The structure was solved in the orthorhombic space group Pna2$_1$. All the non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically and all the hydrogen atoms were placed in idealized positions and refined using a riding model. No restraints were required.

**3.3 References**
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CHAPTER 4

4.1 Thermally Driven Dynamics of a Rotaxane Wheel about an Imidazolium Axle inside a Metal-Organic Framework

4.1.1 Introduction

Mechanically interlocked molecules (MIMs) are the core dynamic components of many molecular switches and machines.[1] The majority of these MIMs have large, flexible structures and function efficiently in solution[2] or in a few cases, soft matter.[3] There is however, interest in incorporating nanoscale devices based on MIMs into more organized materials such as crystalline solids.[4] To this end, we have sought out structures for MIMs with rigid axles and linear tracks in order to prepare compact linkers that could be incorporated into metal-organic framework (MOF) materials.[5] Initially, we identified the conformational changes and rotational dynamics of a variety of different sized macrocycles interlocked to a simple aniline-based axle driven by thermal input.[6] More recently, we have developed two new recognition motifs for 24-membered crown ether wheels based on compact, T-shaped 2,4,7-triphenylbenzimidazolium[7] and Y-shaped 2,4,5-triphenylimidazolium axles[8] and successfully combined these units to prepare rigid axles for [2]rotaxane molecular shuttles.[9] This allowed us to create MOF UWDM-4 (University of Windsor Dynamic Material) for which it was demonstrated that the large amplitude translational motion of a molecular shuttle could occur inside the organized lattice of a crystalline material[10].

Herein, we combine a Y-shaped 2,4,5-triphenylimidazolium recognition site with an isophthalate coordinating group to create an axle with a single recognition site and incorporate this into a MOF (UWDM-5) using ZnII ions. Using VT 2H SSNMR, we have characterized the conformational and rotational motion of a 24C6 macrocycle as it undergoes
thermally driven dynamics around an imidazolium group on the axle. This represents only the second type of rotaxane-based MOF for which this type of motion in the solid-state has been characterized; following our recent work on the aniline/24C6 based MOF materials UWDM-1,[6a] UWDM-2 and UWDM-3.[6b]

4.1.2 Results and Discussion

4.1.2.1 Linker Synthesis and Characterization

Initially, 5-formyl-iso-phthalic acid diethyl ester\[12\] and 4,4'-bis(methoxycarbonyl)benzil\[13\] were condensed with ammonium acetate to give the imidazole 1. After protonation, [1-H]+ was used as a template for the ring-closing metathesis (RCM), employing Grubbs' 1st generation catalyst, of a bis-olefin macrocycle precursor around the imidazolium group to form the interlocked compound 2 as a mixture of E/Z isomers (~70/30). Subsequent reduction of the double-bond using D\(_2\)(g) and Pd/C followed by hydrolysis yielded 4-H\(_4\) labelled with \(^2\)H atoms for VT-SSNMR investigation (\textit{vide infra}).

The linker 4-H\(_4\) was characterized in solution by \(^1\)H and \(^{13}\)C NMR spectroscopy as well as high-resolution electrospray-ionization mass spectrometry (HR-ESI MS) and in the solid
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state by IR and single-crystal X-ray diffraction. Fig. 4.1 shows the solid-state structure of linker 4-\(\text{H}_4\). The neutral tetra-acid crystallizes as a zwitterionic imidazolium-carboxylate species; one of the carboxylic acid hydrogen atoms from the Y-shaped unit has been transferred to the imidazole nitrogen atom. The resulting imidazolium cation is stabilized by the presence of the interlocked, \(24\text{C}_6\) ring and there are two relatively strong, charge-assisted hydrogen bonds between the imidazolium N-atoms and crown ether O-atoms; NH–O; 2.90 Å (170°) and 2.88 Å (168°).

\[
\text{Figure 4.1. X-ray structure of the interlocked linker 4-\(\text{H}_4\). The molecule crystallizes as a zwitterion; one of the four carboxylic acids H-atoms has been transferred to the imidazole ring. Only one of the two molecules in the asymmetric unit is shown. Only the hydrogen atoms of the imidazolium unit and the three protonated COOH groups are shown for clarity. Color key: red = O; blue = N; black = C; white = H; axle = gold bonds; silver = wheel.}
\]

\textbf{4.1.2.2 MOF Synthesis and Characterization}

The reaction of linker 4-\(\text{H}_4\) with Zn(NO\(_3\))\(_2\)(H\(_2\)O)\(_6\) in a solution of diethylformamide (DEF) containing a small amount of nitric acid (HNO\(_3\)) for 48 h at 85 °C, produced the MOF designated \textbf{UWDM-5} as X-ray quality crystalline material in 63% yield. The material was determined to have formula \{[Zn\(_2\)(4-\(\text{H}\))(NO\(_3\))(DEF)](DEF)(H\(_2\)O)\} by single-crystal X-ray diffraction. Fig. 4.2a and 4.2b show views of the coordinated [2]rotaxane linker [4-\(\text{H}\)]\(^{3-}\) in
**UWDM-5** emphasizing the relative positions of the axle and wheel, respectively. As was observed for the X-ray structure of the ligand, there are two hydrogen bonds between the imidazolium N-atoms and crown ether O-atoms: NH–O; 2.87 Å (175°) and 2.81 Å (164°); the relative rotational orientation of the crown ether with respect to the axle is also the same. Fig. 4.2c depicts the metal coordination node or secondary building unit (SBU) which involves two Zn$^{II}$ ions, the four carboxylate groups of [4-H]$^{+}$, a coordinated nitrate (NO$_3^-$) ion and a coordinated molecule of DEF.

*Figure 4.2. X-ray structure of MOF **UWDM-5** showing the basic repeating units. a) Side-on view showing all of the linker bonds to Zn ions. b) An end-on view emphasizing the threading of the rigid axle through the macrocyclic wheel. c) The metal SBU showing the coordination environments of the two crystallographically independent Zn(II) ions to four carboxylates, one nitrate ion and one molecule of DEF. Only hydrogen atoms involved in intramolecular H-bonding are shown for clarity. Color key: green = Zn; red = O; blue = N; black = C; white = H; axle = gold bonds; silver = wheel bonds.*
One of the most interesting aspects of the MOF formulation is that the rotaxane imidazole core is protonated giving rise to an imidazolium recognition site encircled by a crown ether – “encapsulation” of the cation stabilizes the charge and drastically increases the $pK_a$ of the imidazolium ion, making it very difficult to deprotonate.$^{[9a,14]}$ The charge on the cationic linker is balanced by the inclusion of a nitrate ion into the framework skeleton. This is consistent with both the observation that the free ligand $4$-$H_4$ adopts a zwitterionic form in the solid state and our previous characterization of MOFs with related benzimidazolium rotaxanes which remain protonated under basic, solvothermal conditions.$^{[10]}$

Fig. 4.3a and 4.3b show views of the MOF lattice down the $c$-axis and $b$-axis respectively. Visually, it appears that the $24C6$ wheels (red) are free from any steric interactions with the surrounding framework (blue) and that the Y-shaped diphenyl imidazolium unit provides enough spacing between adjacent recognition sites to avoid ring-ring interactions. This is important, since we have previously shown that macrocyclic rings that are within van der Waals distances of the MOF skeleton can undergo conformational changes but are impeded with respect to rotation.$^{[6c]}$
UWDM-5 is quite robust. Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) showed the loss of only a single DEF molecule per formula unit from the narrow channels upon heating to 150 °C; ~9% weight loss from 18% void space (as calculated by Mercury\textsuperscript{[15]} using 1.2 Å probe). It should be noted that the channels occupied by solvent are completely separate from the cavities containing the 24C6 macrocycles. A VT powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) experiment showed the material only undergoes very slight changes in structure over the temperature range of 25 – 150 °C (see section 4.2.10). The thermal stability of UWDM-5 allowed us to study the thermally driven molecular dynamics of the interlocked 24C6 macrocycle inside the MOF material.

Figure 4.3. X-ray structure of UWDM-5 showing: a) a view down the c-axis showing that the macrocyclic wheels are clearly separated from each other in the plane of the macrocycle; b) a view down the b-axis showing that the macrocycles are clearly separated from each other between the layers. H-atoms are omitted for clarity. Color key: blue = MOF framework; red = macrocycles; teal = Zn ions.
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4.1.2.3 MOF Dynamics Characterized by $^2$H SSNMR

VT $^2$H SSNMR data for **UWDM-5** support the postulate that the macrocyclic 24C6 ring is in an unconstrained environment and therefore becomes increasingly mobile as temperature is increased (see section 4.2.12). The spectrum acquired at 192 K (Fig. 4.4a) was simulated as a single site ($C_0 = 160(5)$ kHz, $\eta_0 = 0.0(1)$) and with motions occurring at rates that are too slow to affect the appearance of the $^2$H powder pattern. Increasing the temperature to 226 K resulted in no significant change in the powder pattern. The spectrum acquired at 234 K indicates the onset of motion, and the spectrum at 276 K was simulated using the familiar two-site jump of the CD$_2$ groups through an angle of 75° (Fig. 4.4b). Increasing the temperature further induces the onset of partial rotation motion through 225° in 45° increments (Fig. 4.4c), in addition to the aforementioned two-site jump motion. The spectrum at 360 K was simulated with rates in the fast-motion limit (FML) for this combined motion (see section 4.2.13).
Figure 4.4. Experimental (left) and simulated (right) $^2$H SSNMR powder patterns as a function of temperature for UWDM-5. Illustrations (below) of the motions of the 24C6 macrocyclic ring relative to the framework axle: (a) the slow-motion limit (SML) where no motion is occurring on the NMR timescale, (b) the fast-motion limit (FML) for jumps between two sites separated by 75°, (c) partial rotation of the ring over 225° in 45° steps, (d) partial rotation of the ring over 225° in 45° steps combined with jumps over the alkyl portion of the ring resulting in full rotation.
The spectra acquired at higher temperatures could not be simulated using the combined two-site jump and partial rotation model, nor could they be simulated with free rotation of the crown ether ring about an axis of \(C_{n \geq 3}\) symmetry. The simulation of the high-temperature spectra was achieved by considering an intermediate case between partial rotation and free rotation, combined with the two-site jump. Specifically, eight sites separated by 45° rotations were used, six corresponding to the hydrogen-bonding oxygen atom positions, and two corresponding to the alkyl portion of the ring (Fig. 4.4d). A rate matrix was constructed where jumps between the oxygen atom positions are occurring at rates in the FML (i.e., \(v_{ex} > 10^7\) Hz) and jumps through the alkyl positions occur at a significantly slower rate in the intermediate-motion regime (IMR, i.e., 50 to 1000 kHz). The spectra acquired from 381 to 419 K were simulated using this model, and excellent agreement with the experimental data was obtained.

The VT \(^2\)H SSNMR spectra for UWDM-5 are quite similar to those previously observed for UWDM-1, which features a Cu-paddlewheel MOF with the same macrocycle locked to a neutral aniline-based axle.\[^{[6a]}\] It could be argued that the interaction between the macrocycle and the framework skeleton (axle) must be stronger for a charged imidazolium ion as compared to a neutral aniline – certainly this has been quantified to be true in solution.\[^{[16]}\]

Comparison of the SSNMR spectra for UWDM-1 and UWDM-5 at low temperatures shows that, although the description of the motion is the same, the onset temperatures are slightly higher for UWDM-5. This may be the result of the stronger interactions between axle and wheel having a measurable effect on the barrier to motion at lower temperatures. However, this difference disappears at higher temperatures. Presumably the thermal energy required to induce conformational changes and eventually full rotation of the macrocycle inside a MOF is much greater than needed to overcome the non-covalent interactions between wheel and
axle; this suggests that energetic differences in initial axle/wheel template interactions are negligible as the amount of thermal energy available to the system is increased.

**4.1.3 Conclusions**

The unsymmetrical and extended structure of the new rotaxane linker \([4\text{-H}]^+\) allows for formation of a MOF framework (UWDM-5) in which there is sufficient void space for a full range of dynamic motions by the interlocked 24C6 macrocyclic wheel. As the temperature is increased, the ring undergoes a series of conformational changes about the MOF framework axle. The larger size and higher charge of the imidazolium group relative to those of previously studied aniline axles (UWDM-1, UWDM-2, and UWDM-3), appear to only have a significant effect on the overall motion of the ring inside the MOF at lower temperatures, whereas these differences are insignificant at higher temperatures. Importantly, these results demonstrate that there may be a wide variety of MIMs that can be incorporated into MOFs exhibiting large scale dynamics and molecular switching in the solid state.

**4.2 Experimental**

**4.2.1 General Comments**

Diethyl-5-(hydroxylmethyl)isophthalate, 5-bromopentene and pentaethylene-glycol were purchased from Aldrich and used as received. 5-Formylisophthalic acid diethyl ester was prepared according to literature procedure.\(^{12}\) A modified method from that in the literature was used to synthesize 4,4’-bis(methoxycarbonyl)benzil.\(^{13}\) Solvents were dried using an Innovative Technologies Solvent Purification System. Deuterated solvents were obtained from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories and used as received. Thin layer chromatography (TLC) was performed using Teledyne Silica gel 60 F\(_{254}\) plates and viewed under UV light. Column chromatography was performed using Silicycle Ultra-Pure Silica Gel (230 – 400 mesh). Flash column chromatography was performed using Teledyne Ultra-Pure
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Silica/RP-C18 Silica Gel (230 – 400 mesh) on a Teledyne Isco Combiflash-Rf instrument. ¹H, ¹³C, and all 2D solution NMR experiments were performed on a Bruker Avance III 500 instrument, with Larmor frequencies of 500.1 MHz for ¹H nuclei and 125.7 MHz for ¹³C. Chemical shifts are quoted in ppm relative to tetramethylsilane (δiso = 0 ppm) using the residual solvent peak as a secondary reference standard. High resolution mass spectrometry (HR-MS) experiments were performed on a Waters Xevo G2-XS time-of-flight (ToF) instrument using lockspray for accurate mass determinations. ESI acquisitions were completed using a 1μL injection into a sample loop with a constant 5μL/min flow of 50:50 H₂O:CH₃CN (with 0.1% formic acid). All single crystal X-ray data were collected on a Brüker D8 diffractometer with a Photon 100 CCD detector operated at 50 kV and 30 mA with MoKα radiation. Crystals were frozen in paratone oil inside a cryoloop and reflection data were integrated from frame data obtained from hemisphere scans. Powder XRD measurements were recorded on a Bruker D8 Discover diffractometer equipped with a GADDS 2D-detector and operated at 40 kV and 40 mA. CuKα radiation was used and the initial beam diameter was 0.5 mm. Thermal gravimetric analyses were conducted on a Mettler Toledo TGA SDTA 851e instrument. Helium (99.99%) was used to purge the system with a flow rate of 30 mL/min. Samples were held at 25 °C for 30 min before heating up to 550 °C at 5 °C/min. Melting points were recorded on a Stanford Research Systems, Opti Melt MPA100 instrument. Infrared spectra were recorded on a Bruker Alpha FT-IR spectrometer in the range of 4000–400 cm⁻¹.

²H solid-state NMR experiments were conducted using an Oxford 9.4 T (ν₀(¹H) = 400 MHz, ν₀(²H = 61.4 MHz)) wide-bore magnet equipped with a Varian Infinity Plus console and a Chemagnetics 5 mm HX static probe. Samples were ground and tightly packed into 5 mm zirconia rotors. Temperatures were calibrated using the temperature-dependent ²⁰⁷Pb isotropic chemical shift of PbNO₃, following a previously reported method.[17,18] Spectra were acquired using the quadrupolar-echo pulse sequence of the form 90°-τ₁-90°-τ₂-acquire, with
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3.2 µs π/2 pulse lengths, 20 or 50 µs pulse spacings, and 0.5 s recycle delays. Chemical shifts were referenced to D$_2$O (δ$_{iso}$ = 0 ppm). Simulations of the SML static $^2$H powder patterns were generated using WSolids$^{[19]}$ and simulations of the powder patterns in the intermediate and fast motional regimes were performed using EXPRESS.$^{[20]}$ (See section 4.2.13).

4.2.2 Synthesis of 1

5-Formyl-iso-phthalic acid diethyl ester (1.5 g, 6.0 mmol), 4,4’-bis(methyloxy carbonyl)benzil (2.0 g, 6.0 mmol) and ammonium acetate (7.1 g, 0.09 mol) were dissolved in acetic acid (30 mL). The reaction mixture was heated to reflux for 2 h, cooled to room temperature and neutralized by NH$_4$OH. The yellow solid that precipitated was filtered, washed with H$_2$O and dried under vacuum. Yield: 2.8 g, 85%; MP 207-209 °C; $^1$H NMR (CDCl$_3$, 500 MHz, 298 K): δ (ppm) = 10.36 (s, 1H), 8.83 (d, 2H, $J$ = 1.5 Hz), 8.67 (s, 1H, $J$ = 1.5 Hz), 8.00 (d, 4H, $J$ = 8.5 Hz), 7.63 (br, 4H), 4.41 (q, 4H, $J$ = 7.0 Hz), 3.93 (s, 6H), 1.41 (t, 6H, $J$ = 7.0 Hz). $^{13}$C NMR (CDCl$_3$, 125 MHz, 298 K): δ (ppm) = 167.0, 165.7, 145.5, 131.9, 130.8, 130.5, 130.5, 130.2, 129.5, 127.9, 61.9, 52.4, 14.5; IR (neat): 3279, 2986, 1717, 1699, 1607, 1434, 1273, 1233, 1101, 1016, 860, 777, 766, 718, 706, 693 cm$^{-1}$. HR-MS (ESI-ToF) m/z: calcd for [M+H]$^+$, [C$_{31}$H$_{29}$N$_2$O$_8$]$^+$, 557.1924; found 557.1924.

4.2.3 Synthesis of [1-H][BF$_4$]

Compound 1 (1.5 g, 2.7 mmol) was dissolved in THF (30 mL) and 1.1 eq of tetrafluoroboric acid diethyl ether complex (3.0 mmol, 402 μL) in ether added to the solution. After 10 min stirring at room temperature, diethyl ether (100 mL) was added. The resulting off-white precipitate was collected by filtration, washed 3 times with ether (10 mL) and dried under vacuum. Yield: 1.6 g, 90%; MP 159-164 °C. $^1$H NMR (CD$_3$CN, 500 MHz, 295 K): δ (ppm) = 8.87 (d, 2H, $J$ = 1.5 Hz), 8.77 (t, 1H, $J$ = 1.5 Hz), 8.08 (d, 4H, $J$ = 8.5 Hz), 7.64 (d, 4H, $J$ = 8.0 Hz), 4.45 (q, 4H, $J$ = 7.0 Hz), 3.90 (s, 6H), 1.42 (t, 6H, $J$ = 7.0 Hz).$^{13}$C NMR (CD$_3$CN, 125 MHz, 295 K):
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\( \delta \) (ppm) = 166.9, 165.3, 144.4, 133.7, 132.7, 132.3, 132.0, 131.2, 131.0, 129.7, 125.1, 62.9, 53.0, 14.4. IR (neat) = 2876, 1722, 1651, 1614, 1436, 1282, 1241, 1109, 1023, 957, 856, 774, 760, 708 cm\(^{-1}\). HR-MS (ESI-ToF) \( m/z \): calcd for [M-BF\(_4\)]\(^+\), [C\(_{31}\)H\(_{29}\)N\(_2\)O\(_8\)]\(^+\), 557.1924; found 557.1927.

4.2.4 Synthesis of 2

Compound [1-H][BF\(_4\)] (1.0 g, 1.6 mmol) and pentaethyleneglycol-dipent-4-enyl ether\(^{[21]}\) (1.16 g, 3.1 mmol) were added to a Schlenk flask and dissolved in CH\(_2\)Cl\(_2\) (25 mL). The flask was degassed and back-filled with N\(_2\). Grubbs I catalyst (128 mg, 0.16 mmol) was added in one portion to the stirred solution and heated at 40 °C for 16 h after which another 25% catalyst was added over a period of 5 d. The progress of the reaction was monitored by \(^1\)H NMR spectroscopy. After this time, the reaction was cooled to room temperature and the solvent was removed under reduced pressure. The residue obtained was washed with diethyl ether (50 mL), and then dissolved in methanol followed by addition of triethylamine (1 mL). The desired product (E/Z mixture ~70/30) was precipitated as an off-white solid and was filtered under vacuum. Yield: 482 mg, 34%; MP 162-164 °C; \(^1\)H NMR (CD\(_3\)CN, 500 MHz, 295 K): (major product) \( \delta \) (ppm) = 12.29 (s, 1H), 9.08 (d, 2H, \( J = 1.5 \) Hz), 8.58 (t, 1H, \( J = 1.5 \) Hz), 8.03 (d, 2H, \( J = 8.5 \) Hz), 7.95 (d, 2H, \( J = 8.5 \) Hz), 7.81 (d, 2H, \( J = 8.5 \) Hz), 7.69 (d, 2H, \( J = 8.5 \) Hz), 5.50 (t, 2H, \( J = 3.5 \) Hz), 4.43 (q, 4H, \( J = 7.0 \) Hz), 3.89 (s, 3H), 3.87 (s, 3H), 3.40-3.12 (m, 24H), 1.87-1.78 (m, 4H), 1.62-1.53 (m, 2H), 1.44-1.43 (m, 2H), 1.40 (t, 6H, \( J = 7.0 \) Hz).\(^{13}\)C NMR (CD\(_3\)CN, 125 MHz, 296 K): \( \delta \) (ppm) = 167.6, 167.6, 167.4, 166.6, 166.6, 146.4, 146.1, 141.1, 138.8, 138.8, 137.2, 137.0, 133.4, 133.0, 132.6, 132.1, 132.0, 130.8, 130.5, 130.4, 130.3, 130.1, 130.1, 129.9, 129.9, 129.5, 129.3, 129.3, 129.2, 129.1, 72.1, 71.7, 71.2, 71.1, 71.0, 70.9, 70.7, 70.4, 70.4, 70.3, 69.2, 62.3, 62.2, 52.7, 52.6, 52.5, 30.7, 29.4, 29.2, 25.3, 14.7. IR (neat) = 3255, 2867, 1717, 1609, 1425, 1279, 1240, 1106, 1027, 969, 863, 774, 765, 706 cm\(^{-1}\). HR-MS (ESI-ToF) \( m/z \): calcd for [M+H]\(^+\), [C\(_{49}\)H\(_{63}\)N\(_2\)O\(_{14}\)]\(^+\), 903.4279; found 903.4262.
4.2.5 Synthesis of 3

Pd/C 10wt% (41 mg, 0.04 mmol) was added to a Schlenk flask and a balloon of D₂ gas was attached to the flask with an adapter that allowed the balloon to be closed off from the reaction flask. The flask was evacuated by vacuum and then back filled with N₂. Compound 2 (350 mg, 0.39 mmol) was dissolved in the mixture of MeOH/THF (10 mL: 3 mL) and transferred to the flask via syringe. A slight vacuum was applied to the reaction mixture until the solvent began to bubble, at which point the balloon was opened to the flask. The mixture stirred vigorously for 24 h under ambient conditions. The solid was filtered and the filtrate was concentrated under reduced pressure to yield a white solid. Yield: 326 mg, 93%; MP 174 °C. ¹H NMR (CD₃CN, 500 MHz, 292 K): δ (ppm) = 12.29 (s, 1H), 9.12 (d, 2H, J = 1.5 Hz), 8.57 (t, 1H, J = 1.5 Hz), 8.03 (d, 2H, J = 8.5 Hz), 7.93 (d, 2H, J = 8.0 Hz), 7.86 (d, 2H, J = 8.5 Hz), 7.70 (d, 2H, J = 8.5 Hz), 4.42 (q, 4H, J = 7.0 Hz), 3.89 (s, 3H), 3.87 (s, 3H), 3.47-3.14 (m, 24H), 1.39 (t, 6H, J = 7.0 Hz), 1.35-1.25 (m, 4H), 1.16-1.10 (m, 4H). ¹³C NMR (CD₃CN, 125 MHz, 294 K): δ (ppm) = 167.6, 167.3, 166.5, 146.2, 141.0, 139.0, 137.1, 133.4, 132.6, 132.1, 130.5, 130.0, 129.8, 129.5, 129.4, 129.2, 72.0, 70.9, 70.9, 70.7, 70.4, 69.9, 62.3, 52.7, 52.5, 30.0, 26.1, 14.7. IR (neat) = 2868, 1720, 1609, 1435, 1276, 1101, 997, 775, 764, 716, 632 cm⁻¹. HR-MS (ESI-ToF) m/z: calcd for [M+H]^+, [C₄₉H₆₃D₂N₂O₁₄]^+, 907.4561; found, 907.4536.

4.2.6 Synthesis of 4-H₄

Compound 3 (250 mg, 0.28 mmol) was dissolved in a mixture of EtOH/THF (20 mL: 6 mL) followed by addition of 1M NaOH (20 mL). The reaction mixture was heated at 80 °C for 24 h, concentrated in vacuum and carefully acidified with 1M HNO₃ to pH 4 to obtain a white precipitate. The resulting solid was filtered and washed with acidic water (pH = 4) and dried under vacuum. Yield: 202 mg, 89%; MP > 300 °C. ¹H NMR (CD₃OD, 500 MHz, 296 K): δ (ppm) = 9.05 (s, 2H), 8.92 (s, 1H), 8.16 (d, 4H, J = 8.5 ), 8.75 (d, 4H, J = 8.5), 3.89-3.85 (m, 2H), 3.71-3.62 (m, 7H), 3.41-3.12 (m, 15H), 1.29-1.11 (m, 8H), 1.07-1.03 (m, 4H). ¹³C NMR (DMSO,
125 MHz, 295 K): δ (ppm) = 176.7, 176.3, 154.5, 148.9, 146.8, 145.0, 141.2, 141.0, 140.9, 139.4, 138.9, 138.8, 138.3, 138.1, 137.8, 137.4, 80.3, 79.1, 79.0, 79.0, 78.7, 78.0. IR (neat) = 2867, 1713, 1246, 1079, 952, 777, 702, 441 cm⁻¹. HR-MS (ESI-ToF) m/z: calcd for [M+H]+, [C₄₃H₅₁D₂N₂O₁₄]+, 823.3622; found 823.3622.

4.2.7 Preparation of MOF, UWDM-5, \{[Zn₂(H-4)(DEF)(NO₃)](DEF)(H₂O)}

4-H₄ (78 mg, 0.095 mmol) and Zn(NO₃)₂·6H₂O (57 mg, 0.19 mmol) were dissolved in DEF (10 mL), to which 3 drops of HNO₃ were added. The solution was transferred through a 13 mm syringe filter (0.2 μm PTFE membrane) to five 20 mL scintillation vials and heated at 85 °C in a programmable heating oven for two days. 67 mg of a colorless crystalline product was collected and washed with DEF several times to yield pure UWDM-5. The DEF was then replaced with DCM (3 × 30 mL) over a five-day period. Finally, the solid was filtered and dried under high vacuum for 6 h (47 mg, 63%).

4.2.8 Schematic Representation of Steps Involved in the Preparation of Precursor 1

Scheme 4.2. Initial synthetic steps involved in the preparation of precursor 1.
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4.2.9 Optical Microscopy of UWDM-5

Figure 4.5. Optical microscopy image of X-ray quality crystals of UWDM-5.

4.2.10 Variable Temperature Powder X-ray Diffraction Studies

Figure 4.6. Variable temperature powder-XRD results for UWDM-5.
4.2.11 Thermogravimetric Analysis

![Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) curve for as-synthesized UWDM-5.](image)

Figure 4.7. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) curve for as-synthesized UWDM-5. (3.3 mg of dried UWDM-5 was heated on a Mettler Toledo thermogravimetric analyzer from room temperature to 550 °C at a rate of 5 °C min⁻¹ under N₂ flow).

9% weight loss = 1 DEF molecule

4.2.12 Single Crystal X-ray Diffraction Studies

**General:** Single crystal X-ray data sets were collected on a Brüker D8 Venture diffractometer, equipped with a PHOTON 100 detector, Kappa goniometer, and collected using a Mo sealed tube source (MOFs) or a Cu high brilliance IμS microfocus source (ligands). Crystals were frozen in paratone oil inside a cryoloop using the cold N₂ stream. Reflection data were integrated using Bruker APEX II software. Decay was monitored using 50 standard data frames measured at the beginning and end of data collection. Diffraction data and unit-cell parameters were consistent with assigned space groups. Lorentzian polarization corrections and empirical absorption corrections, based on redundant data at varying effective azimuthal angles, were applied to the data sets. The structures were solved by direct methods, completed by subsequent Fourier syntheses and refined using full-matrix least-squares methods against |F²| data. When practical, non-hydrogen atoms were refined.
anisotropically and hydrogen atoms placed in idealized positions and refined using a riding model. Scattering factors and anomalous dispersion coefficients are contained in the SHELXTL program library\cite{22} and figures drawn with CrystalMaker\cite{23} software. Details can be obtained from the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre at www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk for CCDC accession numbers 1473089 and 1473090.

4.2.12.1 Single Crystal X-ray Structure of Linker 4-H4

Crystals of compound 4-H4 were of good quality. The unit cell contained four molecules of the neutral [2]rotaxane (C_{43}H_{52}N_{2}O_{14}) in the form of a zwitterion along with molecules of methanol (CH$_3$OH). The structure was solved in the triclinic space group P-1 (#2) with Z = 4. The asymmetric unit consists of two molecules of 4-H4 and two and a half molecules of methanol. A portion of the crown ether macrocycle (O9-C26-C27-O10-C28-C29-O11-C30-C31-O11) was disordered with a partially occupied methanol molecule. All non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically by full matrix least squares calculations based on $F^2$. Two bonds of the macrocycle (O114-C136; C136-C137) were restrained to have bond distances of 1.43 and 1.54 Å respectively using the DFIX command. Atoms C26A and C43 of the macrocycle were restrained to have isotropic thermal parameters using the command ISOR. All hydrogen atoms were placed in geometric positions using a riding model. A summary of the crystal data, solution and refinement parameters are presented in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1. Crystal data, solution and refinement parameters for Linker 4-H4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCDC number</td>
<td>1473089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V (Å(^3))</td>
<td>4416.2 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formula</td>
<td>(C(<em>{43}H</em>{52}N_{2}O_{14}))(CH(<em>{3})OH)(</em>{1.25})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formula weight</td>
<td>860.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal system</td>
<td>Triclinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space group</td>
<td>P-1 (#2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflections used</td>
<td>14525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T (K)</td>
<td>173(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a (Å)</td>
<td>12.3786(11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b (Å)</td>
<td>18.9667(17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c (Å)</td>
<td>19.5578(18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α (°)</td>
<td>99.4946(13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β (°)</td>
<td>91.6514(13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>γ (°)</td>
<td>102.2399(13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1 [I &gt; 2σ(I)](^{[a]})</td>
<td>0.0946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1 (all data)</td>
<td>0.1602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2w [I &gt; 2σ(I)](^{[b]})</td>
<td>0.2323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2w (all data)</td>
<td>0.2806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOF on F(^2)</td>
<td>1.032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{[a]}\) R1 = Σ ||Fo| - |Fc|| / Σ |Fo|; \(^{[b]}\) R2w = [Σ[w(Fo\(^{-2}\) - Fc\(^{-2}\))^2] / Σ[w(Fo\(^{-2}\))]\(^{1/2}\), \(^{[b]}\) where w = q[σ\(^2\)Fo\(^{-2}\) + (aP)^2 + bP]^{-1}.

4.2.12.2 Single Crystal X-ray Structure of Linker UWDM-5

Crystals of compound **UWDM-5** were of good quality. The unit cell contained four equivalent repeating unit with formula (Zn\(_2\)C\(_{63}H_{90}N_{7}O_{16}\)). The structure was solved in the monoclinic space group P2\(_1\)/n (#14) with Z = 4. The asymmetric unit consists of two Zn(II) ions, one linker [4-H]\(^3+\) containing four carboxylate groups, an imidazolium core and an encircling 24C6 macrocycle, one coordinated nitrate ion and one coordinated molecule of diethylformamide (DEF). In addition it was calculated that one molecule of DEF and one molecule of water per formula unit were present in the channel; these were taken into account using the program SQUEEZE prior to final refinement. All non-hydrogen atoms were
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refined isotropically followed by anisotropic refinement by full matrix least squares calculations based on $F^2$. All hydrogen atoms were placed in geometric positions using a riding model. The nitrate ion was restrained to have a trigonal planar geometry using the command FLAT. The command SIMU was used to restrain the thermal parameters of the nitrate ion to be approximately equivalent. The C38-C39-C40 and C37-C38-C39 bond angles were restrained to have 1-3 distances of 2.45 Å using the command DANG. A summary of the crystal data, solution and refinement parameters are presented in Table 4.2.

| Table 4.2 Crystal data, solution and refinement parameters for **UWDM-5**. |
|-----------------------|-------------------|
| **CCDC number**       | 1473090           |
| **V (Å³)**             | 6011.7 (5)        |
| **Formula**            | $C_{63}H_{90}N_{7}O_{16}Zn_2$ |
| **Formula weight**     | 1332.15           |
| **ρ, g cm$^{-3}$**     | 1.472             |
| **Crystal system**     | Monoclinic        |
| **Space group**        | P2$_1$/n (#14)    |
| **Reflections used**   | 10414             |
| **T (K)**              | 173(2)            |
| **variables**          | 649               |
| **a (Å)**              | 19.1594(9)        |
| **restraints**         | 39                |
| **b (Å)**              | 12.3790(6)        |
| **R1 [I > 2σ(I)]$^[a]$** | 0.1030         |
| **c (Å)**              | 25.4170(12)       |
| **R1 (all data)**      | 0.1430            |
| **α (°)**              | 90                |
| **R2w [I > 2σ(I)]$^[b]$** | 0.2687         |
| **β (°)**              | 94.241(2)         |
| **R2w (all data)**     | 0.3138            |
| **γ (°)**              | 90                |
| **GOF on $F^2$**       | 1.084             |

$^[a]$ $R1 = \Sigma ||F_o|| - |F_c|| / \Sigma |F_o|; \quad [b] R2w = [\Sigma w(F_o^2 - F_c^2)^2 / \Sigma [w(F_o^2)^2]]^{1/2},$ where $w = q[σ^2(F_o^2) + (aP)^2 + bP]^{-1}$.  
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4.2.13 Solid-State NMR Experiments

$^2$H Solid-state NMR experiments were conducted using an Oxford 9.4 T ($v_0(1H) = 400$ MHz, $v_0(2H = 61.4$ MHz)) wide-bore magnet equipped with a Varian Infinity Plus console and a Chemagnetics 5 mm HX static probe. Samples were ground and tightly packed into 5 mm zirconia rotors. Temperatures were calibrated using the temperature-dependent $^{207}$Pb isotropic chemical shift of PbNO$_3$, following a previously reported method.$^{[24,25]}$ Spectra were acquired using the quadrupolar-echo pulse sequence of the form $90^\circ-\tau_1-90^\circ-\tau_2$-acquire, with 3.2 µs $\pi/2$ pulse lengths, 20 or 50 µs pulse spacings, and 0.5 s recycle delays. Chemical shifts were referenced to D$_2$O ($\delta_{iso} = 0$ ppm). Simulations of the slow-motion limit static $^2$H powder patterns were generated using WSolids$^{[26]}$ and simulations of the powder patterns in the intermediate and fast motional regimes (vide infra) were done with EXPRESS.$^{[27]}$

4.2.13.1 $^2$H SSNMR Studies of UWDM-5

Deuterium ($^2$H) solid-state NMR (SSNMR) is ideally suited to the study of dynamic processes occurring over a wide range of temperatures in the solid state.$^{[27]}$ We have demonstrated its application to the study of several metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) with dynamic interlocked components (i.e., crown ether molecules threaded around an axle).$^{[28-31]}$ In general, it has been shown that three types of motion occur for the crown ether rings within MOFs: two-site jumps, partial rotations, and full rotations. The two-site jump motion consists of each of the deuterons in the CD$_2$ group moving between two distinct positions separated by a rotation angle, $\beta$. The jumping motion occurs about an axis perpendicular to the CD$_2$ plane (i.e., about the C-C bond). For partial rotation, the crown ether ring rotates about the axle, jumping between sites such that the hydrogen-bond donor on the axle can interact with each of the oxygen atoms on the ring; however, rotation through the alkyl portion of the ring does not occur. Full rotation corresponds to complete, free rotation of the ring, with jumps through the alkyl portion as well.
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The variable temperature (VT) $^2$H SSNMR spectra acquired for UWDM-5, along with simulated lineshapes, are shown in Fig. 4.8. The rates for the three types of the motion used in the simulations are shown in Table 4.3. The spectrum acquired at 192 K was simulated with the absence of motion, or equivalently, rates in the slow motion limit (SML, i.e., $\nu_{ex} < 10^3$ Hz), which are too slow to produce any noticeable changes in the powder pattern. Increasing the temperature up to 226 K does not produce any appreciable changes in the powder pattern; however, at 234 K, drastic changes in the powder pattern are observed, which could be simulated as a two-site jump motion with an angle of 75° and a rate in the intermediate motion regime (IMR). The fast motion limit (FML, i.e., $\nu_{ex} > 10^7$ Hz) for the two-site jump motion is reached at 276 K. The spectra acquired above 276 K could not be simulated by considering only the two-site jump motion, and instead were simulated with the onset of the partial rotation motion, combined with the two-site jump. The FML of this combined motion is reached at 339 K. The spectra acquired at higher temperatures could not be simulated using the combined partial rotation and two-site jump, nor with full rotation combined with the two-site jump, as full rotation about a $C_{n\ge3}$ axis would yield in an axially symmetric pattern. Instead, an intermediate dynamical model between partial and full rotation was used, where jumps through the alkyl portion of the ring are possible, but occurring at a slower rate than the jumps between the oxygen positions on the ring. Simulations using this intermediate between partial and full rotation yield agreement with experimental spectra. Full descriptions and pictures of these motions are pictured in Fig. 4.4 in this chapter, and described in more detail in previous publications by our research groups.
Figure 4.8. Experimental (blue) and simulated (red) VT $^2$H SSNMR spectra of **UWDM-5**.
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Table 4.3. Rates of motion used in the simulation of experimental data for UWDM-5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (K)</th>
<th>Two-site Jump Rate (Hz)</th>
<th>Partial Rotation Rate (Hz)</th>
<th>Full Rotation Rate (Hz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>234</td>
<td>$10^5$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>276</td>
<td>$10^7$</td>
<td>$10^3$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>297</td>
<td>$&gt;10^7$</td>
<td>$10^5$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>339</td>
<td>$&gt;10^7$</td>
<td>$&gt;10^7$</td>
<td>$10^4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>381</td>
<td>$&gt;10^7$</td>
<td>$&gt;10^7$</td>
<td>$5 \times 10^5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>419</td>
<td>$&gt;10^7$</td>
<td>$&gt;10^7$</td>
<td>$10^6$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 References
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[16] The Y-shaped imidazolium unit shows strong interactions with crown ethers through hydrogen bonding and ion-dipole interactions (see ref. 8), while only one weak residual hydrogen bonding exists between neutral aniline axles and crown ethers.


5.1 Dynamics of a Rotaxane Wheel about a Bis(imidazole) Axle Inside a Zr-Based Metal Organic Framework

5.1.1 Introduction

Mechanically interlocked molecules (MIMs) have two advantages as molecular machines. First a wide variety of supramolecular assemblies with different structures and functions can be developed using combination of various organic molecules. Second, even though the relative motion of the MIM components is independent to some extent, the interlocked skeleton confines or control its direction. Although almost all MIM-based molecular machines and devices operate efficiently in solution environment, they are not compatible with typical solid-state technology wherein controlled cooperative molecular motion of individual MIMs is necessary. This challenge can be addressed by transferring nanoscale MIMs into condensed and highly-organized materials. Using nanoscale molecular machines in the solid state or other condensed material could affect the properties and function of the material at the macroscopic level. To this end, we developed a series of Cu-based MOFs, UWDM-1 (University of Windsor Dynamic Material) using [2]rotaxanes which contain a rigid aniline-based axle and a variety of different-sized macrocycles and identified dynamic properties of the wheel inside the pores of the MOFs. More recently, T-shaped 2,4,7-triphenylbenzimidazolium templating motif was used to develop a rigid degenerate molecular shuttle. Then, this [2]rotaxane molecular shuttle was used to create a prototype Zn-based MOF, UWDM-4 for which it was demonstrated translational motion of its macrocyclic ring in the solid state. Later, a new recognition site using a rigid, Y-shaped 2,4,5-triphenylimidazolium axle was designed and it was demonstrated that the Y-shaped recognition site is an excellent core to develop rigid MIMs such as bistable [2]rotaxane
molecular shuttles.[11] To identify the dynamic properties of the Y-shaped templating motif in the solid state, this Y-shaped axle was combined with an isophthalate coordinating group to create a MIM linker with an imidazole recognition site and incorporated into a Zn-based MOF, **UWDM-5**. Using variable-temperature (VT) $^2$H solid-state NMR spectroscopy (SSNMR), it was observed that the interlocked macrocyclic component can undergo conformational changes and rotational motion by a thermal input.[12] Although, it was demonstrated that the Y-shaped MIM ligand can undergo dynamic motion inside the solid state, it was still of interest to develop other MIM ligands using Y-shaped axle that could be used in combination with metal ions to create MOF materials which show dynamic properties.

Based on the previous studies on the structures and properties of MIM-based MOFs, dynamic motion can only be observed in MOF materials with robust and stable frameworks which show high degree of porosity. However, only a few of known MOFs exhibit sufficient stability required for the intended applications.[13] To address this challenge, we targeted MOFs created from Zr-based nodes and carboxylate-terminated linkers. Zr-based MOFs are known to possess high chemical, mechanical and thermal stability due to strong ionic bonding between Zr(IV) sites and negatively charged carboxylate ions.[14] To this end, we report herein the preparation of a MOF designated **UWDM-6** containing a [2]rotaxane MIM linker with a bis(imidazole) core and demonstrate that the interlocked macrocyclic component can undergo dynamic motion inside the solid state.

**5.1.2 Results and Discussion**

**5.1.2.1 Linker Synthesis and Characterization**

It has been established by Farha,[15] Yaghi[16] and others[17] that symmetrical tetracarboxylic ligands (*e.g.* tetracarboxyphenylporphyrin (H$_4$-TCPH-H$_2$) and 1,3,6,8-tetrakis($p$-benzoic acid)pyrene (H$_4$TBAPy)) can be linked to Zr clusters to form 3-periodic Zr-based MOFs. Varying the complexity of these ligands has been a popular strategy for the
construction of Zr-based MOF materials with high porosity and stability.\cite{18} With this in mind, a new symmetrical tetracarboxylic \([2\text{-}\text{rotaxane}}\) linker was designed by combining two Y-shaped imidazolium-based templates. Scheme 5.1 describes the synthesis of the new tetracarboxylic acid linker, 6. Initially, two nitrogen atoms of bis(imidazole) 1 were protected using trimethylsilylethoxymethyl chloride (SEMCl) followed by a bromination reaction to yield the tetrabromo substituted bis(imidazole). The bromide groups of the protected bis(imidazole) were then replaced by 4-ethoxycarbonylphenyl groups via a Suzuki-coupling reaction to yield 2. After removal of the SEM protecting groups and protonation, \([4\text{-}\text{H}_2]^2\) was used as a template for ring closing metathesis (RCM), employing Grubb I catalyst. The RCM reaction allowed clipping of a bis-olefin macrocycle precursor around the bis(imidazolium) recognition site to give \([2\text{-}\text{rotaxane}}\) 4 as a mixture of E/Z isomers (ca. 60:40). Finally, hydrogenation of the residual double bond using \(\text{D}_2(\text{g})\) and \(\text{Pd}/\text{C}\) followed by treatment with base to hydrolyze the four ester groups gave the neutral MIM linker 6.
The linker 6 was characterized in solution by $^1$H and $^{13}$C NMR spectroscopy as well as high-resolution electrospray-ionization mass spectrometry (HR-ESI MS). Fig. 5.1 shows the $^1$H NMR spectrum of compound 6 in CD$_3$OD.
Further, the structure of 5 was confirmed by single-crystal X-ray diffraction which revealed the axle and wheel are clearly interlocked with two hydrogen bonding interactions between bis(imidazole) N-H groups on the axle and two oxygen atoms of 24C6 ring; N-H–O; 2.11 Å (165°) and 1.15 Å (154°).

Figure 5.1. $^1$H NMR spectrum of interlocked linker 6 in CD$_3$OD at 298 K.

Figure 5.2. X-ray structure of the interlocked linker 5 showing two N-H…O hydrogen bonding interactions between the axle and wheel components. Only hydrogen atoms of bis(imidazole) unit are shown for clarity. Color Key: black = carbon, red = oxygen, blue = nitrogen, gold bond = axle, silver bond = wheel.
5.1.2.2 MOF Synthesis and Characterization

The solvothermal reaction of MIM linker 6, ZrCl$_4$·8H$_2$O and benzoic acid in N,N’-diethylformamide (DEF) at 120 °C for 20 h yielded the MOF designated UWDM-6 as a X-ray-quality crystalline material. UWDM-6 crystallizes in the tetragonal space group P4 with unit cell parameters a = b = 19.687(4) Å and c = 15.980(3) Å. The single X-ray analysis determined the SBU (secondary binding unit) with formula of [Zr$_6$(μ$_3$-OH)$_8$(H$_2$O)$_8$]. UWDM-6 adopts a rare scu-a topology in which a Zr$_6$(μ$_3$-O)$_8$(H$_2$O)$_8^{8+}$ node is linked by eight carboxylates from the rectangular linker 6. To the best of our knowledge, the scu-a network was missing in Zr-MOFs as connectivity of 8-connected Zr$_6$ cluster to 4-connected $D_4h$ and $D_2h$ linkers may not be the thermodynamically favored outcome.[19] Thus, UWDM-6 can be considered the prototype for the construction of Zr-MOFs with scu topology.

Fig. 5.3a shows a ball-and-stick representation of a single unit of the neutral MIM linker 6 coordinated to four Zr(IV) clusters. Figs. 5.3b,c illustrate a view down the c-axis of the crystal, in ball-and-stick and space-filling models, respectively. Fig. 5.3d shows a view down the a- and b- axes in a ball-and-stick model. It appears that the large channels of the MOF provide enough void space for the 24C$_6$ rings (red in space-filling models) to be free from any steric interactions with the neighboring macrocycles and surrounding framework (blue).
The powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) pattern of as-synthesized UWDM-6 is in excellent agreement with the simulated PXRD pattern indicating the bulk phase purity of the material (Fig 5.4). Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of a non-activated sample of UWDM-6...
showed weight loss attributed to removal of free solvent molecules from the pores (i.e. H₂O and DEF followed by decomposition of the macrocycle at 250 °C[6, 20] and eventual decomposition of the MOF framework at approx. 400 °C.

Interestingly, when the material was desolvated using solvent exchange from DEF to CH₂Cl₂ and drying under vacuum,[21] significant changes appeared in the PXRD pattern of **UWDM-6**. However, the original PXRD pattern of **UDWM-6** was restored when the dried sample was resolvated with DEF which is indicative of a reversible phase change of the material due to removal of DEF from the pores (Fig. 5.4). Moreover, VT-PXRD data also revealed that this material goes through similar a phase change over a temperature range of 100-200 °C (see experimental Fig. 5.9). Thus, this material can undergo a reversible structural transformation without any structural collapse. Unfortunately, broadness of the PXRD pattern did not allow for indexing the new phase and determination of cell parameters.[22] Conversion between the phases can be attributed to reversible conformational changes in the MIM linkers which bring the Zr (IV) nodes closer together and reduces the pore volume.[23] This type of structural transformation is a known feature for some of similar Zr-based MOFs which are described as soft porous crystals (SPCs).[24] For example, some MOFs display this reversible ‘breathing’ behavior in response to external stimuli, which structural transformation leads to significant pore volume changes in a reversible manner.[24,25]

Although, **UWDM-6** goes through a phase change in response to removal of solvent molecules from the pores, thermal stability of the material allowed us to study the thermally-driven molecular motion of the interlocked **24C6** wheels inside the MOF. Therefore, the material was activated to provide enough void space for macrocycles to undergo uninhibited motion by replacing the coordinated benzoate ions with hydroxide ions and removing the free molecules inside the channels (see section 5.2.9)
5.1.2.3 Dynamics in the Solid State

$^2$H SSNMR spectra of activated UWDM-6 were obtained over a wide temperature range (185-411 K) to characterize the dynamics of the 24C6 rings in the solid state. To this end, MIM synthesized by RCM was labelled with deuterium atoms by reduction of double bond via addition of D$_2$ gas. Experimental and simulated VT $^2$HNMR spectra of activated UWDM-6 are shown in Fig. 5.5 (see section 5.2.16). The static spectrum obtained at 181 K simulated as a single site and indicates that there are no motions that affect the $^2$H quadrupole interactions on the NMR time scale (Fig. 5.5a). Increasing the temperature to 298 K produces a change in the powder pattern which was simulated using two site jumps of the CD$_2$ group with the rate in the fast motion limit (FML) through an angle of 75° (Fig. 5.5b). Starting at 411 K, the CD$_2$ reorientation is accompanied with partial rotation of 24C8 through 225° in 45°
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steps at a rate of $5 \times 10^5$ Hz (Fig. 5.5c). Although, the single X-ray structure of **UWDM-6** showed that the ring is in an unconstrained environment, no full rotation of the macrocycle around the axle was observed. Even though the subtle phase change that is observed does not effect the gross structure of the lattice, it may involve subtle changes that affect the mobility of the macrocycle.

![Image of experimental and simulated 2H SSNMR patterns for UWDM-6](image)

**Figure 5.5.** Experimental (left) and simulated (right) $^2$H SSNMR powder pattern as a function of temperature for **UWDM-6**. Illustration (below) of motions of the 24C6 macrocyclic ring relative to the framework axle: (a) the slow motion limit (SML) where no motion is occurring on the NMR time scale (b) the fast motion limit (FML) for jumps between two sites 75° apart, and (c) partial rotation of the ring over 225° in 45° steps.

The VT $^2$H SSNMR patterns for **UWDM-6** is clearly different from those previously observed for **UWDM-5**, which contains a Zn-based MOF with the same macrocyclic wheel encircling an imidazolium axle.\[12\] It appears that the non-covalent interactions between the wheel and bis(imidazole) recognition site is stronger as compared to imidazolium which
prevents the complete rotation of the macrocycle around the framework skeleton. Apparently, the thermal energy needed for full rotation of the ring is much greater in \textbf{UWDM-6}. Moreover, comparison of the SSNMR data for \textbf{UWDM-5} and \textbf{UWDM-6} shows that both two site jumps and partial rotation occur at higher temperatures for \textbf{UWDM-6}. This can be understood by rationalizing that the stronger interactions between the axle and wheel which results in a noticeable effect on the barrier to motion.

\textbf{5.1.2.4 Protonation of UWDM-6}

The overall charge on the MIM linker is an extremely important property that affects the interaction of the macrocyclic wheel with the recognition site\cite{8,11} and may give rise to different dynamic properties for the MOF,\cite{9} Since Zr-based MOFs are known to possess high chemical stability,\cite{14} this feature provided the opportunity to post-synthetically, protonate the bis(imidazole) unit of the MIMs inside the MOF to study the dynamic properties of the protonated version of \textbf{UWDM-6}. We therefore developed a non-destructive method to protonate the MIM linker inside the MOF material. Accordingly, activated \textbf{UWDM-6} was treated with triflic acid (CF$_3$SO$_3$H) in ethanol at 60 °C to yield a protonated MOF, designated \textbf{UWDM-6.}$(\text{HOTf})_2$ (see section 5.2.11). The degree of protonation was quantified by monitoring the amount of CF$_3$SO$_3^-$ (OTf$^-$) anion present in the material, using $^1$H and $^{19}$F NMR after decomposing the sample in a 10\% D$_2$SO$_4$/DMSO-d$_6$ mixture. The $^{19}$F signals of the OTf$^-$ were integrated against the $^1$H NMR signals of the MIM ligand utilizing an internal standard 1,2-dibromo,4,5-difluorobenzene (see experimental Fig. 5.12). Protonation was also indicated by solid-state $^{19}$F NMR spectroscopy in which an OTf$^-$ signal appeared after treatment of \textbf{UWDM-6} with acid. Gratifyingly, PXRD experiment for \textbf{UWDM-6.}$(\text{HOTf})_2$ showed no significant changes as compared to the pattern of activated \textbf{UWDM-6} which inferred that no change in the basic internal structure of \textbf{UWDM-6} occurred after treatment with acid (see experimental Fig. 5.14).
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We also found that the protonated MOF can be easily converted back to its neutral state by soaking the sample in DEF at 90 °C without any significant effect on the structural integrity of the rigid MOF skeleton.

To determine if the macrocycle could undergo rotational motion about the bis(imidazolium) unit inside the solid-state lattice of the MOF, a d$_2$-labelled sample of UWDM-6.(HOTf)$_2$ was subjected to VT $^2$H SSNMR. VT $^2$HNMR spectra of UWDM-6.(HOTf)$_2$ are shown together with spectral simulations in Fig. 5.6.

The spectrum obtained at 185 K could not be simulated as a single site, but simulated using two site jumps of the CD$_2$ group through an angle of 78° at a rate of $5 \times 10^6$ Hz which indicates the motions could not be frozen even at low temperature (Fig. 5.5a). Increasing the temperature increased the rate of two site jumps such that at 253 K, the ring undergoes CD$_2$ reorientations with the rate in the fast motion limit (FML). At 343 K, two site jumps occurs through an angle of 70° which is accompanied with partial rotation of 24C8 through 225° in 45° steps at a rate of $1 \times 10^5$ Hz (Fig. 5.5b). At 388 K and above, the spectra clearly indicate that the macrocycle is undergoing partial rotations with the rate in the fast motion limit (FML), in combination with the conformational changes. Comparison of the VT $^2$H SSNMR spectra for UWDM-6.(HOTf)$_2$ and UWDM-6 at low temperatures demonstrate that, although the description of the motion is the same, the onset temperatures are much lower for UWDM-6.(HOTf)$_2$. 
5.1.2.5 Lithium Binding of UWDM-6

Although the demonstration of acid-base control of rotational motion in the solid state was gratifying, the access to a MOF containing bis(imidazole) units with N,N chelating sites, motivated us to explore other methods that might affect the dynamic motion inside the material. It is known that imidazole moieties exhibit high binding affinity toward a wide variety of metal ions.\textsuperscript{[27]} MIMs with nitrogen donor atoms can also provide a chelating site and form stable complexes with metal atoms.\textsuperscript{[28]} Thus, the structure of MIM linker 6

\textbf{Figure 5.6.} Experimental (left) and simulated (right) $^2$H SSNMR powder pattern as a function of temperature for UWDM-6.(HOTf)$_2$. Illustration (below) of motions of the 24C6 macrocyclic ring relative to the framework axle: (a) two site jumps separated by 78° (b) partial rotation of the ring over 225° in 45° steps.
consisting of a bis(imidazole) unit with two donor nitrogen atoms in close proximity to several oxygen atoms from the 24C6 macrocycle, might offer an effective chelating site to the metals.

At the first step toward understanding if the metal ions can be coordinated to the MIM with bis(imidazole) core, the Li⁺ ion was tested for coordination in solution.[29] To this end, a sample of [2]rotaxane 5 was subjected to a ¹H NMR titration study in the mixture of CDCl₃/CD₃CN (see experimental Fig. 5.16). Titration of [2]rotaxane 5 with lithium ions produced significant changes in chemical shifts which are consistent with strong binding of Li⁺ to bis(imidazole) nitrogen atoms and the neighbouring macrocycle oxygen atoms (K = 10⁴⁴) (see section 5.2.13).

To identify whether or not the MIM is capable of Li-binding in the solid state MOF, a d₂-labelled sample of activated UWDM-6 was treated with a lithium triflate (LiOTf) solution in a mixture of CH₃Cl/CH₃CN to give a Li-doped MOF, designated UWDM-6.LiOTf (see section 5.2.14). The presence of Li⁺ ions inside the MOF was indicated by ⁷Li NMR spectroscopy of a digested sample of UWDM-6.LiOTf (see experimental Fig. 5.18). Solid-state ⁷Li NMR spectroscopy also showed two ⁷Li signals, which were tentatively assigned as Li⁺ ions coordinated to the cluster and Li⁺ ions bound to the chelating site of the linker (see experimental Fig. 5.19). To characterize the mobility of the macrocycle inside the Li-doped MOF, UWDM-6.LiOTf was probed by VT ²H SSNMR experiments (see Figure 5.23). The VT ²H SSNMR data for UWDM-6.Li are quite similar to those observed for UWDM-6. It could be argued that the interaction of Li⁺ with the chelating site of MIM does not significantly effect the rotational motion of the 24C6. This might be thought of being analogous to the effect observed for protonation of UWDM-6 or the lack of a significant increase in the barrier to rotation observed for UWDM-5 when compared to UWDM-1. Alternatively, this result could
simply mean that the degree to which the Li$^+$ ions are complexed is reduced as the temperature is increased.

### 5.1.3 Conclusion

The symmetrical tetracarboxylic structure of the new rotaxane linker 6 allows for formation of a highly porous and stable Zr-based MOF (UWDM-6) as a X-ray-quality crystalline material. UWDM-6 is a prototype Zr-based MOFs with scu topology in which a $\text{Zr}_6(\mu_3$-$\text{O})_8(\text{H}_2\text{O})_8^8$+ node is linked by eight carboxylates from the rectangular linker 6. Sufficient void space for a full range of dynamic motions along with thermal stability of UWDM-6 allows study of the dynamic properties of the interlocked component in MOF using VT $^2$H SSNMR. Moreover, high thermal and chemical stability of UWDM-6 provide the opportunity to use post-synthetic approaches on the material using acid and Li$^+$ ion to study the effect of protonation and Li$^+$ doping on the internal dynamics of UWDM-6. VT $^2$H SSNMR spectra show that Li$^+$ doping does not significantly change the energy barrier to rotation, especially at higher temperatures. Whereas, SSNMR spectra of protonated UWDM-6 are slightly different from UWDM-6. The onset temperatures are lower for protonated UWDM-6, however the description of the motion is the same. Although, it appears that the thermal energy required to induce conformational changes and partial rotation of the wheel is lower inside the protonated MOF, more studies are required to understand the SSNMR and motion behaviour of the macrocyclic wheel inside the MOF.

### 5.2 Experimental

#### 5.2.1 General Comments

Starting materials were purchased from Aldrich and Alfa Aesar and 1,1-bis(trimethylsilylethoxymethyl)-4,4′,5,5′-tetrabromo-2,2′-biimidazole (1) was obtained according to literature procedure.$^{[30]}$ Solvents were dried using an Innovative Technologies
Solvent Purification System. Deuterated solvents were obtained from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories and used as received. Thin-layer chromatography (TLC) was performed using Teledyne Silica gel 60 F\textsubscript{254} plates which were viewed under UV light. Column chromatography was performed using Silicycle Ultra-Pure Silica Gel (230–400 mesh). Flash column chromatography was performed using Teledyne Ultra-Pure Silica/RP-C18 Silica Gel (230–400 mesh) on a Teledyne Isco CombiFlash-R\textsuperscript{f} instrument.\textsuperscript{1} H, \textsuperscript{13}C, \textsuperscript{19}F and all \textsuperscript{2}D solution NMR experiments were performed on a Bruker Avance III 500 instrument, with Larmor frequencies of 500.1 MHz for \textsuperscript{1}H nuclei, 125.7 MHz for \textsuperscript{13}C and 470.5 MHz for \textsuperscript{19}F. Chemical shifts are quoted in ppm relative to tetramethylsilane (d\textsubscript{iso}=0 ppm) using the residual solvent peak as a secondary reference standard.\textsuperscript{7}Li experiment was performed using aqueous LiCl as external standard on a Bruker US 300 instrument. High-resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) experiments were performed on a Waters Xevo G2-XS time-of-flight (ToF) instrument using lockspray for accurate mass determinations. ESI acquisitions were completed using a 1 μL injection into a sample loop with a constant 5 μL min\textsuperscript{-1} flow of 50:50 H\textsubscript{2}O/CH\textsubscript{3}CN (with 0.1% formic acid). All single-crystal X-ray data were collected on a Bruker D8 diffractometer with a Photon 100 CCD detector operating at 50 kV and 30 mA with CuK\textsubscript{α} radiation. Crystals were frozen in paratone oil inside a cryoloop and reflection data were integrated from frame data obtained from hemisphere scans. Powder XRD measurements were recorded on a Bruker D8 Discover diffractometer equipped with a GADDS 2D-detector and operated at 40 kV and 40 mA. CuK\textsubscript{α} radiation was used and the initial beam diameter was 0.5 mm. Thermal gravimetric analyses were conducted on a Mettler Toledo TGA SDTA 851e instrument. Helium (99.99\%) was used to purge the system with a flow rate of 30 mL min\textsuperscript{-1}. Samples were held at 25 °C for 10 min before heating up to 550 °C at 2 °C min\textsuperscript{-1}. Melting points were recorded on a Stanford Research Systems, Opti Melt MPA100 instrument. Infrared spectra were recorded on a Bruker Alpha FT-IR spectrometer in the range of 4000–400 cm.
5.2.2 Synthesis of 2

1 (2.2 g, 3.1 mmol), 4-ethoxycarbonylphenylboronic acid (4.8 g, 24.7 mmol), cesium carbonate (Cs₂CO₃) (5.1 g, 15.6 mmol) and a mixture of DMF/toluene (40 mL: 40 mL) were added to a round-bottom flask. The reaction mixture was degassed under N₂ followed by addition of 10% Pd(Ph₃P)₄ catalyst (361 mg, 0.3 mmol). The mixture was then heated to reflux for 2 d, cooled and filtered to remove unreacted Cs₂CO₃. The solvent was evaporated under reduced pressure. The crude product was extracted 3 times with CHCl₃/H₂O (60:60 mL), dried with MgSO₄ and concentrated under vacuum. CH₃CN was then added to the residue and the precipitate was filtered and dried under vacuum to yield 2 as an off-white solid. Yield: 1.82 g, 63%; MP 186-188 °C; ¹H NMR (CDCl₃, 500 MHz, 296 K): δ (ppm) = 8.17 (d, 4H, J = 8.5 Hz), 7.91 (d, 4H, J = 8.5 Hz), 7.61 (d, 4H, J = 8.5 Hz), 7.54 (d, 4H, J = 8.5 Hz), 5.91 (s, 4H), 4.44 (q, 4H, J = 7.0 Hz), 4.34 (q, 4H, J = 7.0 Hz), 3.53 (t, 4H, J = 8.5 Hz), 1.44 (t, 6H, J = 7.0 Hz), 1.37 (t, 6H, J = 7.0 Hz), 0.838 (t, 4H, J = 8.5 Hz); ¹³C NMR (CDCl₃, 125 MHz, 292 K): δ (ppm) = 166.6, 166.2, 138.5, 138.3, 137.6, 134.5, 131.6, 131.3, 131.2, 130.3, 129.7, 128.8, 126.8, 73.4, 66.3, 61.5, 61.0, 18.1, 14.5, 14.5; IR (neat) = 2990, 2954, 1721, 1699, 1608, 1408, 1279, 1081, 953, 838, 779, 709 cm⁻¹; HR-MS (ESI-ToF) m/z: calcd for [M+H]⁺, [C₅₄H₆₄N₄O₁₀Si₂]⁺, 987.4390; found 987.4361.

Scheme 5.2. Synthesis of 2
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5.2.3 Synthesis of 3

2 (1.8 g, 1.9 mmol) was dissolved in a mixture of H₂O, EtOH and THF (100: 500: 400 mL) followed by addition of 40% aqueous HBr (100 mL). The mixture was heated at 80 °C for 3 h, the EtOH and THF were removed under vacuum and the resulting slurry was neutralized with K₂CO₃ to pH=7. The yellow precipitate was filtered, washed with water and air dried. Yield: 1.4 g, 98%; MP 267-271 °C; ¹H NMR (CDCl₃, 500 MHz, 296K): δ (ppm) = 7.93 (d, 8H, J = 8.0 Hz), 7.38 (d, 8H, J = 6.5 Hz), 4.35 (q, 8H, J = 7.0 Hz), 1.37 (t, 12H, J = 7.0 Hz); ¹³C NMR (CDCl₃, 125 MHz, 297 K): δ (ppm) = 165.8, 132.6, 132.5, 131.8, 131.7, 130.6, 128.3, 61.6, 14.4; IR (neat) = 3508, 2922, 1713, 1609, 1367, 1272, 1104, 1018, 852, 799, 770, 700, 580 cm⁻¹; HR-MS (ESI-ToF) m/z: calcld for [M+H]⁺, [C₄₂H₃₉N₄O₈]⁺, 727.2762 ; found 727.2769.

Scheme 5.3. Synthesis of 3.

5.2.4 Synthesis of [3-H][BF₄]₂

Tetrafluoroboric acid diethyl ether complex (0.4 mL, 3.0 mmol) was added to a solution of 3 (1.0 g, 1.4 mmol) in acetone (30 mL). After 10 min stirring at room temperature, the solvent was removed under reduced pressure. The white product was then dissolved in chloroform (30 mL), filtered and air dried. Yield: 782 mg, 86%; MP 225-227 °C; ¹H NMR (CDCl₃, 500 MHz, 294K): δ (ppm) = 8.19 (d, 8H, J = 8.5 Hz), 7.84 (d, 8H, J = 8.5 Hz), 4.42 (q, 8H, J = 7.0 Hz), 1.42 (t, 12H, J = 7.0 Hz); ¹³C NMR (CD₃CN, 125 MHz, 295 K): δ (ppm) = 166.5, 133.7, 133.4, 133.3, 132.3, 130.9, 129.3, 62.2, 14.4; IR (neat) = 3549, 2980, 1711, 1607, 1411, 1278,
1218, 1018, 861, 771, 699, 522 cm\(^{-1}\); HR-MS (ESI-ToF) \(m/z\): calcd for [M-2BF\(_4\)]\(^+\), [C\(_{42}H_{39}N_4O_8]\)\(^+\), 727.2762; found 727.2768.

5.2.5 Synthesis of 4

Compound [3-H][BF\(_4\)]\(_2\) (780 mg, 0.9 mmol) and pentaethyleneglycol-dipent-4-enyl ether\(^2\) (971 mg, 2.6 mmol) were added to a Schlenck flask and dissolved in 1,2-dichloroethane (200 mL). The flask was degassed and back-filled with N\(_2\). Grubbs I catalyst (71 mg, 0.09 mmol) was added in one portion to the stirred solution and heated at 60 °C for 16 h after which another 45% catalyst was added over a period of 7 days. Progress of the reaction was monitored by \(^1\)H NMR spectroscopy. After this time, the reaction was cooled to room temperature and the solvent was removed under reduced pressure. The residue was washed with diethyl ether (100 mL), dissolved in chloroform (20 mL) and neutralized with triethylamine (2 mL). The crude product was purified using flash column chromatography with a mixture of chloroform/aceton/triethylamine (10:0.5:0.1) as the eluent. The brown-yellow solid was collected, dissolved in CH\(_3\)CN (30 mL) followed by addition of diethylamine (1 mL). The desired product (E/Z mixture ~ 60/40) was precipitated as a yellow solid, filtered and air dried. Yield: 232 mg, 25%; MP 283-287 °C; \(^1\)H NMR (CDCl\(_3\), 500 MHz, 293K): (major product) \(\delta\) (ppm) = 12.36 (s, 2H), 8.04 (d, 4H, \(J = 8.5\) Hz), 8.00 (d, 4H, \(J = 8.5\) Hz), 7.81 (d, 4H, \(J = 8.5\) Hz), 7.77 (d, 4H, \(J = 8.5\) Hz), 4.94 (t, 2H, \(J = 3.5\) Hz), 4.39 (qui, 8H, \(J = 7.0\) Hz), 3.74-3.73 (m, 4H), 3.67-3.66 (m, 4H), 3.52-3.48 (m, 4H), 3.36 (t, 4H, \(J = 5.0\) Hz), 3.28 (t, 4H, \(J = 5.0\) Hz).
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\[ \text{= 6.5 Hz}, 3.04 \text{ (s, 4H), 1.85-1.80 (m, 4H), 1.42 (q, 12H, } J = 7.0 \text{ Hz), 1.31-1.21 (m, 4H); } ^{13}\text{C NMR (CD}_{2}\text{Cl}_{2}, 125 MHz, 294 K): } \delta \text{ (ppm) = 166.6, 166.6, 140.6, 140.5, 140.3, 140.2, 137.9, 137.8, 136.3, 136.2, 130.3, 129.9, 129.8, 129.9, 129.8, 129.0, 129.0, 128.9, 128.9, 127.9, 127.7, 71.8, 71.4, 71.1, 70.8, 70.6, 70.5, 70.4, 70.3, 70.3, 69.7, 69.7, 61.4, 61.2, 31.0, 30.4, 29.5, 28.5, 24.8, 14.6; IR (neat) = 3212, 2868, 1708, 1606, 1445, 1367, 1269, 1173, 1096, 1018, 972, 863, 776, 708 \text{ cm}^{-1}; \text{HR-MS (ESI-ToF) } m/z: \text{ calcd for [M+H]}^+, [C}_{60}\text{H}_{72}\text{N}_{4}O_{14}]^+, 1073.5123; \text{ found 1073.5103.} \]

5.2.6 Synthesis of 5

Pd/C 10wt% (23 mg, 0.02 mmol) was added to a Schlenck flask and a balloon of D\textsubscript{2} gas was attached to the flask with an adapter that allowed the balloon to be closed off from the reaction flask. The flask was evacuated by vacuum and then back filled with N\textsubscript{2}. Compound 5 (230 mg, 0.2 mmol) was solubilized in THF (10 mL) and transferred to the flask via a syringe. A slight vacuum was applied to the reaction mixture until the solvent begins to bubble and then the balloon was opened to the flask. The mixture stirred for 24 h under ambient conditions. The solid was filtered and the filtrate was concentrated under reduced pressure to yield a yellow solid. Yield: 219 mg, 95%; MP > 300 °C; \(^1\text{H NMR (CDCl}_3, 500 MHz, 297K): } \delta \text{ (ppm) = 12.35 (s, 2H), 8.04 (d, 4H, } J = 8.5 \text{ Hz), 8.00 (d, 4H, } J = 8.5 \text{ Hz), 7.82 (d, 4H, } J \]
= 8.5 Hz), 7.77 (d, 4H, J = 8.5 Hz), 4.40 (qui, 8H, J = 7.0 Hz), 3.75-3.74 (m, 4H), 3.60-3.58 (m, 4H), 3.50 (t, 4H, J = 5.0 Hz), 3.37 (t, 4H, J = 5.0 Hz), 3.22 (t, 5H, J = 6.0 Hz), 3.07 (s, 4H), 1.56-1.52 (m, 4H), 1.42 (q, 12H, J = 7.5 Hz), 1.19-1.09 (m, 6H); 13C NMR (CDCl₃, 125 MHz, 299 K): δ (ppm) = 166.8, 166.6, 140.3, 139.9, 137.7, 136.0, 129.8, 129.7, 129.4, 128.7, 128.6, 127.6, 71.3, 71.0, 70.4, 70.2, 70.1, 70.0, 69.2, 61.2, 61.0, 29.8, 29.6, 25.6, 25.5, 14.5; IR (neat) = 3208, 2768, 1709, 1607, 1269, 1172, 1097, 1018, 940, 863, 776, 679 cm⁻¹; HR-MS (ESI-ToF) m/z: calcd for [M+H]+, [C₆₀H₇₃D₂N₄O₁₄]+, 1077.5400; found 1077.5366.

5.2.7 Synthesis of 6

Compound 6 (215 mg, 0.2 mmol) was dissolved in a mixture of EtOH/THF (7 mL: 7 mL) followed by addition of 1M NaOH (7 mL). The reaction mixture was heated at 80 °C for 17 h, concentrated in vacuum and carefully acidified with 1M HCl to pH= 5 to obtain a yellow precipitate. The resulting solid was filtered and washed with pH= 5 water and dried under vacuum. Yield: 156 mg, 81%; MP > 300 °C; 1H NMR (CD₃OD, 500 MHz, 296K): δ (ppm) = 8.06 (d, 4H, J = 8.0 Hz), 8.99 (d, 4H, J = 8.0 Hz), 7.84 (d, 4H, J = 8.0 Hz), 7.80 (d, 4H, J = 8.0 Hz), 3.79 (m, 4H), 3.62 (m, 4H), 3.54 (t, 4H, J = 5.0 Hz), 3.42 (t, 4H, J = 5.0 Hz), 3.26 (t, 5H, J = 5.5 Hz), 3.11 (s, 4H); 13C NMR (CD₃OD, 125 MHz, 298 K): δ (ppm) = 169.9, 169.6, 141.5, 141.0, 138.8, 137.1, 130.9, 129.8, 128.7, 72.3, 72.0, 71.5, 71.3, 71.2, 71.1, 70.3, 30.8, 30.7, 26.7, 26.6; IR (neat) = 2961, 2869, 1685, 1608, 1418, 1259, 1418, 1259, 1175, 1088, 1017, 862, 796, 704,
677, 547 cm\(^{-1}\); HR-MS (ESI-ToF) \(m/z\): calcd for [\(\text{M+H}\)\(^+\)], \([\text{C}_{52}\text{H}_{57}\text{D}_{2}\text{N}_{4}\text{O}_{14}]^+\), 965.4148; found 965.4125.

5.2.8 Synthesis of UWDM-6

\(\text{ZrCl}_4\cdot8\text{H}_2\text{O}\) (85 mg, 0.4 mmol) and benzoic acid (3500 mg, 28 mmol) were dissolved in DEF (15 mL). The mixture was heated at 80 °C for 1 h. After cooling to room temperature, ligand 6 (70 mg, 0.08 mmol) was added to the clear solution and the solution sonicated for 5 min. The yellow solution was transferred through a 25 mm syringe filter (0.2 \(\mu\)m PTFE membrane) to five 15 mL vials and heated at 120 °C in a programmable heating oven for 20 h. ThAe yellow crystalline product was collected.

5.2.9 Activation Procedure for UWDM-6

As-synthesized UWDM-6 was soaked in 10 mL of DEF. The mixture was heated in an oven at 90 °C for 12 h. The solvent was replaced with fresh DEF and the mixture was returned to the oven. This procedure was repeated another four times over a 3-day period. The DEF was then replaced with DCM (6 \(\times\) 30 mL) over a 3-day period. The solid was filtered, air dried and activated at 150 °C under vacuum for 2 h. Yield: 70 mg, 70%.
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Figure 5.7. $^1$H NMR spectrum (500 MHz) of (a) as-synthesized and (b) activated UWDM-6 peaks of ligand 6 and benzoic acid are denoted with (+) and (*), respectively. Samples were decomposed in $K_3PO_4/D_2O/DMSO-d_6$.

Figure 5.8. Thermogravimetric analysis of as-synthesized (black) and Activated (red) UWDM-6.
5.2.10 Chemical Stability of UWDM-6

As-synthesized UWDM-6 (10 mg) was washed twice with DEF (3 mL) and soaked in 1 M aqueous HCl (5 mL) at room temperature for 17 h. Then, the solution was decanted and
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the crystals were washed 3 times with DEF (3 mL) and finally, soaked in DEF (2 mL) at 45 °C for 24 h.

5.2.11 Protonation of UWDM-6

50 mg of activated UWDM-6 was soaked in 2 M solution of triflic acid (CF₃SO₃H) in ethanol (15 mL) for 12 h at 60 °C. The solvent was replaced with the fresh triflic acid solution for another 12 h. The solid was filtered, quickly rinsed with the ethanol (2 mL) and DCM (15 mL) and activated under vacuum at 150 °C for 2 h.
Figure 5.12. (a) $^1$H NMR and (b) $^{19}$F NMR spectrum (500 MHz) of UWDM-6, after treatment with triflic acid (CF$_3$SO$_3$H); peaks for ligand 6 are denoted with (+) and peak for 1,2-dibromo, 4,5-difluorobenzene as the internal standard is denoted with (*). Sample was decomposed in 10% D$_2$SO$_4$/DMSO-$d_6$. 
5.2.12 Deprotonation of protonated UWDM-6

A 10 mg sample of protonated UWDM-6 was soaked in DEF (10 mL) and heated at 90 °C. The solvent was replaced every 24 h over a 3-day period. A $^{19}$F NMR spectrum was recorded each day to monitor the deprotonation process.
5.2.13 Lithium Binding Constant Determination

A 2 mM solution of 5 in the mixture of CDCl$_3$/CD$_3$CN (1.1 mg in 0.5 mL) was prepared in a 5-mm NMR tube. A 10 mM and 50 mM solution of lithium trifluoromethanesulfonate (LiOTf) in a mixture of CDCl$_3$/CD$_3$CN (3.1 mg in 2 mL and 7.8 mg in 1 mL, respectively) were
prepared. An initial NMR spectrum of the solution of 5 was taken, and the initial chemical shift of the NH on the axle and CH protons on the axle and wheel were determined. The 10 mM solution of LiOTf was then added, initially in 10 μL portions, and 1H NMR spectrum was recorded after each addition. After 1.6 equiv. addition of the guest, the aliquot size was increased to 20 μL. After a total of 300 μL had been added, the 50 mM solution of LiOTf was added in 10 and 20 μL portions. A total of 380 μL were added until no further change in the chemical shifts was observed. Association constants between ligand L and metal ions were calculated using the software HypNMR. A 1:1 stoichiometry equilibrium model $L + M^+ \rightarrow [LM]^+$ was used to fit the experimental titration data through a non-linear least-squares algorithm and obtain the log $K_a$ values.
5.2.14 Lithium Binding for UWDM-6

50 mg of activated UWDM-6 was soaked in the saturated solution of LiOTf in a mixture of CHCl₃/CH₃CN (8:8 mL) for 12 h at room temperature. The solvent was replaced with fresh LiOTf solution for another 12 h. The solid was filtered, quickly rinsed with the mixture of CHCl₃/CH₃CN (3:3 mL) and air dried. The MOF was activated under vacuum at 150 °C for 2 h.
Figure 5.18. $^7$Li NMR spectrum (300 MHz) of (a) LiOTf in 10% $D_2SO_4/DMSO-d_6$ (b) UWDM-6, after soaking in saturated LiOTf solution for 24 h. Sample was decomposed in 10% $D_2SO_4/DMSO-d_6$.

Figure 5.19. Solid-state $^7$Li NMR spectrum of UWDM-6, after soaking in saturated LiOTf solution for 24 h.
5.2.15 Single Crystal X-ray Diffraction Studies

5.2.15.1 General

Single crystal X-ray data sets were collected on a Brüker D8 Venture diffractometer, equipped with a PHOTON 100 detector, Kappa goniometer, and collected using a Cu high brilliance IμS microfocus source. Crystals were frozen in paratone oil inside a cryoloop under a cold stream of N₂. Reflection data were integrated using Bruker APEX II software. Decay was monitored using 50 standard data frames measured at the beginning and end of data collection. Diffraction data and unit-cell parameters were consistent with assigned space groups. Lorentzian polarization corrections and empirical absorption corrections, based on redundant data at varying effective azimuthal angles, were applied to the data sets. The structures were solved by direct methods, completed by subsequent Fourier syntheses and refined using full-matrix least-squares methods against $|F^2|$ data. When practical, non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically and hydrogen atoms placed in idealized positions and refined using a riding model. Scattering factors and anomalous dispersion

Figure 5.20. Powder X-ray diffraction spectrum of **UWDM-6** after soaking in saturated LiOTf solution for 24 h and drying under vacuum at 150 °C for 2 h.
coefficients are contained in the SHELXTL program library\textsuperscript{32} and figures drawn with CrystalMaker\textsuperscript{33} and Diamond\textsuperscript{34} software.

5.2.15.2 Single Crystal X-ray Structure of MIM 5

Crystals of MIM 5 were of good quality. The unit cell contained four molecules of the neutral [2]rotaxane (C\textsubscript{42}H\textsubscript{40}N\textsubscript{4}O\textsubscript{8}). The structure was solved in the orthorhombic space group Pna\textsubscript{2}1 (#33) with \( Z = 4 \). All the non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically and all the hydrogen atoms were placed in idealized positions and refined using a riding model. A summary of the crystal data, solution and refinement parameters are presented in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1. Crystal data, solution and refinement parameters for MIM 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCDC number</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formula</td>
<td>(C\textsubscript{42}H\textsubscript{40}N\textsubscript{4}O\textsubscript{8})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formula weight</td>
<td>1075.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal system</td>
<td>Orthorhombic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space group</td>
<td>Pna\textsubscript{2}1 (#33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflections used</td>
<td>9851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V (Å\textsuperscript{3})</td>
<td>57188(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Z )</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho, \text{ g cm}^{-3} )</td>
<td>1.249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu, \text{ mm}^{-1} )</td>
<td>0.727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a (Å)</td>
<td>20.4191(8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b (Å)</td>
<td>24.7102(11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c (Å)</td>
<td>11.3342(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1 ([I &gt; 2\sigma(I)])\textsuperscript{[a]}</td>
<td>0.0825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1 (all data)</td>
<td>0.1021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2w ([I &gt; 2\sigma(I)])\textsuperscript{[b]}</td>
<td>0.1801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2w (all data)</td>
<td>0.1938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOF on ( F^2 )</td>
<td>1.138</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{[a]} \( R1 = \Sigma |F_o|-|F_c|)/\Sigma |F_o|; \) \textsuperscript{[b]} \( R2w = [\Sigma w(F_o^2 - F_c^2)^2]/\Sigma [w(F_o^2)^2]^{1/2}, \) where \( w = q[\sigma^2(F_o^2) + (aP)^2 + bP]^{-1} \).
5.2.15.3 Single Crystal X-ray Structure of Compound UWDM-6

Crystals of UWDM-6 were of good quality and size but only weakly diffracting as is common for many porous MOF materials. The structure was solved in the tetragonal space group P4 (#75) with Z = 4 for a formula of [Zr₆(MIM)₂(O)₆(OH)₆][DEF]. The non-hydrogen atoms of the framework were easily located and well behaved, although DFIX and DANG restraints were required to position the four methyl groups of the axle at chemically meaningful bond distance and angles. The non-hydrogen atoms of the macrocycle were much more difficult to locate. Several cycles of least squares refinement and the use of DFIX (O-C, C-C) and DANG (O-C-C, C-O-C and C-C-C) restraints were necessary to create a chemically sensible model. Assignment of the O-atoms in the ring was made by comparing displacement parameters and H-bonding distances to the framework. SIMU and DELU were used to restrain the displacement parameters of the macrocycle and even out the electron density associated with disordered portions of the molecule.

Table 5.2. Crystal data, solution and refinement parameters for UWDM-6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CCDC number</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>V (Å³)</th>
<th>6193.4 (3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Formula</strong></td>
<td>C₆₈H₄₄N₄O₃₂Zr₆</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Formula weight</strong></td>
<td>1896.20</td>
<td>ρ, g cm⁻³</td>
<td>2.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Crystal system</strong></td>
<td>Tetragonal</td>
<td>μ, mm⁻¹</td>
<td>5.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Space group</strong></td>
<td>P4 (#75)</td>
<td><strong>Reflections used</strong></td>
<td>6455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T (K)</strong></td>
<td>170(2)</td>
<td><strong>variables</strong></td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>a (Å)</strong></td>
<td>19.6869(4)</td>
<td><strong>restraints</strong></td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>b (Å)</strong></td>
<td>19.6869(4)</td>
<td>R1 [I &gt; 2σ(I)](^a)</td>
<td>0.0951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>c (Å)</strong></td>
<td>15.9799(3)</td>
<td>R1 (all data)</td>
<td>0.1355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>α (°)</strong></td>
<td>90</td>
<td>R2w [I &gt; 2σ(I)](^b)</td>
<td>0.2356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β (°)</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>R2w (all data)</td>
<td>0.2613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>γ (°)</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>GOF on $F^2$</td>
<td>1.007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$[^a]R1 = \Sigma ||F_o|| - ||F_c|| / \Sigma ||F_o||$; $[^b]R2w = [\Sigma [w(F_o^2 - F_c^2)^2] / \Sigma [w(F_o^2)^2]]^{1/2}$, where $w = q[\sigma^2(F_o^2) + (aP)^2 + bP]^{-1}$.

### 5.2.16 Deuterium Solid-State NMR Experimental Details

SSNMR experiments were conducted using a Bruker Avance III HD console and an Oxford 9.4 T ($\nu_0(1H) = 400$ MHz, $\nu_0(19F) = 376.1$ MHz, $\nu_0(7Li) = 155.4$ MHz, $\nu_0(2H) = 64.1$ MHz) widebore magnet. $^{19}F$ SSNMR experiments were conducted on a Chemagnetics 4 mm HXY MAS probe ($\nu_{rot} = 10$ kHz) using the Hahn echo pulse sequence (90°-τ₁-180°-τ₂-acquire) with a 2.75 µs π/2 pulse length, a 100 µs pulse spacing and a 1 s recycle delay. $^{19}F$ chemical shifts were referenced to isotropic shift of fluorobenzene ($\delta_{iso}(^{19}F) = -113.15$ ppm). $^{7}Li$ SSNMR experiments also used the Chemagnetics 4 mm HXY MAS probe ($\nu_{rot} = 5$ kHz), and a Bloch decay pulse sequence with a π/2 pulse length of 3.85 µs and a recycle delay of 2.5 s. $^{7}Li$ chemical shifts were referenced to a 1.0 M solution of LiCl in D₂O ($\delta_{iso}(^{7}Li) = 0$ ppm). Variable-temperature (VT) $^2H$ SSNMR experiments were conducted on a Chemagnetics 5 mm HX static probe using the quadrupolar-echo pulse sequence (90°-τ₁-90°-τ₂-acquire) with π/2 pulse lengths of 3.125 µs, pulse spacings of either 30 or 50 µs and a 1 s recycle delay. $^2H$ isotropic shifts were referenced to D₂O ($\delta_{iso}(^2H) = 0$ ppm). Temperatures were calibrated based on a previously reported method using the temperature-dependent $^{207}Pb$ isotropic shift of Pb(NO₃)₂. Quadrupolar parameters were extracted from the slow-motion limit $^2H$ spectra using WSolids and powder patterns in the intermediate and fast motion regimes were simulated using EXPRESS.
### Compound Temperature Two-site jump rate Partial Rotation Rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Temperature (K)</th>
<th>Two-site jump rate (Hz)</th>
<th>Partial Rotation Rate (Hz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>298</td>
<td>&gt;10⁷</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>411</td>
<td>&gt;10⁷</td>
<td>5×10⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protonated</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>5×10⁵</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>253</td>
<td>&gt;10⁷</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>343</td>
<td>&gt;10⁷</td>
<td>1×10⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>388</td>
<td>&gt;10⁷</td>
<td>&gt;10⁷</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5.21.** Experimental (blue) and simulated (red) VT ²H SSNMR spectra of **UWDM-6**.
Figure 5.22. Experimental (blue) and simulated (red) VT $^2$H SSNMR spectra of UWDM-6.(HOTf)$_2$.

Figure 5.23. Experimental VT $^2$H SSNMR spectra of UWDM-6. LiOTf.
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CHAPTER 6

6.1 Post-Synthetic Modification of a Zr-based MOF Containing a [2]Rotaxane Linker

6.1.1 Introduction

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), a class of porous materials, are materials comprising metal nodes coordinated to organic linkers by strong bonds.\[^1\] Due to their robust structure and permanent porosity,\[^2\] MOFs have attracted great interest for a wide range of applications such as gas adsorption and storage,\[^3\] chemical separations,\[^6\] molecular sensing,\[^5\] conductivity,\[^6\] heterogeneous catalysis\[^7\] and drug delivery.\[^8\] One of their most attractive features is that chemical modification of the organic linkers can lead to changes in the topology of MOFs or modification of the internal surfaces to optimize their performance while keeping the same MOF skeleton. For example, elongation of the linker is a common approach to increase the surface area and porosity.\[^9\] However, elongation or introduction of chemical functionality for desired applications is often challenging due to solubility and/or stability problems of the linker\[^10\] and the formation of undesirable structures or side products.\[^10\] These synthetic challenges can be addressed by post-synthetic modification (PSM) to include desired functional group within a MOF structure.\[^11\] Some examples of this PSM strategy include organic functionalization at the metal node,\[^12\] covalent modification of the organic linker,\[^13\] and solvent-assisted linker exchange (SALE).\[^14\] Studies have also demonstrated that lattice interpenetration can be prevented by utilizing small functional groups followed by post-synthetic removal of the functionalities to retain the MOFs’ potential porosity.\[^15\] Recently, Loeb et al developed a novel cubic MOF by mechanically interlocking a 24-membered polyether-based macrorcycle around an organic linker which increases the solubility of the linker and prevents lattice interpenetration.\[^16\] They, then used a PSM approach to remove the macrocyclic rings and produce a MOF with high porosity that was
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not possible with the naked linker. However, it should be noted that yields for the post-synthetic removal of the ring varied between 40-90% and degradation of the crystals occurred as the reaction time was increased to >24 h and at temperatures >80 °C. For this PSM strategy be effective without damaging the MOF skeleton, MOFs with high chemical and thermal stability are required. Among the many MOFs, Zr-based MOFs that have been subjected to various PSMs[14,17] and they show high thermal (up to 500 °C), chemical (pH 1–10)[18] and mechanical stability.[18,19]

In chapter 5, we reported the design of a new Zr-based MOF (UWDM-6) with mesoporous channels which showed high thermal and chemical stability. UWDM-6 consists of Zr$_6$(OH)$_8$(O)$_8$$^+$ clusters linked by tetracarboxylate [2]rotaxane linkers containing bis(imidazole) axles and 24C6 wheels. Herein, we report the synthesis of a Zr-based MOF (UWCM-1) by a similar bis(imidazole) [2]rotaxane linker containing unreduced 24C6 wheels and post-synthetic removal of the macrocyclic wheel within the UWCM-1 framework using a ring opening metathesis reaction with Hoveyda-Grubbs catalyst to increase the void space in the MOF.

**6.1.2. Results and Discussion**

**6.1.2.1 Linker Synthesis and Characterization**

Scheme 6.1 outlines the synthesis of all linkers used in this work. Linker [1-H$_4$⊂24C6'] was synthesized by a ring closing metathesis reaction using Grubbs I catalyst which allowed clipping of a 24C6 macrocyclic precursor around the dicationic axle [1-H$_2$][BF$_4$]$_2$ (see chapter 5), followed by subsequent deprotonation and hydrolysis via refluxing in a mixture of 1M NaOH/EtOH/THF. The “naked” linker 1-H$_4$ (without the macrocycle) was also synthesized by hydrolyzing 1 in the same mixture.
6.1.2.2 MOF Synthesis and Characterization

The solvothermal reaction of MIM linker \([1-H_4 \subset 24C6']\), ZrCl_4.8H_2O and benzoic acid in N,N'-diethylformamide (DEF) at 120 °C for 20 h, resulted in formation of a pale yellow crystalline material designated University of Windsor Crystalline Material-1 (UWCM-1). Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) showed that the PXRD pattern of UWCM-1 is identical to the predicted pattern from the single crystal structure of UWDM-6 which was synthesized under similar reaction condition to UWCM-1 (see Figure 6.3). This reveals that UWCM-1 adopts the same structure as UWDM-6 with the Zr_6(μ_3-O)_8(OH)_8 SBU's (secondary binding

units) connected by $[1\text{-H}_4 \subset 24\text{C}_6']$ linkers. Due to desolvation, **UWCM-1** can also go through the phase change which was previously observed for **UWDM-6** (see chapter 5).

The identity of as-synthesized **UWCM-1** was also established by recording the $^1\text{H}$ NMR spectrum of the digested MOF which indicated the presence of tetracarboxylate MIM linker and benzoic acid with the ratio of 1:4 in the MOF. The benzoic acid signal corresponds to benzoic acid molecules which are coordinated to Zr clusters and could not be removed with regular washing at room temperature.[17a] $^1\text{H}$ NMR studies revealed that the benzoic acid could, however, be removed from the Zr nodes and replaced with $-\text{OH}$ groups[17a] by soaking the material in DEF at 90 °C (see section 6.2 for details).

Attempts to utilize $1\text{-H}_4$ as a linker with Zr(IV) were also successful and yielded MOF product designated **UWCM-2**. In this case, the solvothermal reaction of linker $1\text{-H}_4$ with ZrCl$_4$ in presence of benzoic acid and DMF (dimethylformamide) at 120 °C for 24 h produced **UWCM-2** as a microcrystalline powder which was not suitable for single crystal analysis. The crystallinity of the powder was verified by PXRD measurement. PXRD demonstrated that **UWCM-2** adopts a different structure from **UWCM-1**, even though they appear to have similar cluster-cluster distances as inferred by the presence of very similar low angle diffraction peaks in 2theta. After being activated under vacuum at 150 °C, the PXRD pattern of **UWCM-2** was unaltered, which indicates the framework remains intact and does not undergo any significant phase change during the activation process (Figure 6.1). Decomposition of activated **UWCM-2** in K$_3$PO$_4$/D$_2$O/DMSO-d$_6$ gave a very similar $^1\text{H}$ NMR spectrum to the observed for the corresponding organic linker, further representing the robustness of the linker in the MOF (see experimental Figure 6.7). Moreover, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of an as-synthesized sample of **UWCM-2** showed that the material is stable up to 410 °C (see experimental Figure 6.8).
In an effort to determine the potential benefits of removing the macrocyclic wheels from the structure of UWCM-1, PLATON\textsuperscript{[20]} was used to calculate the void spaces. The calculations show that UWCM-1 before and after removal of the wheels contains 65% and 77% void spaces, respectively.

\textbf{6.1.2.3 Post-Synthetic Modification of UWCM-1}

Post-synthetic removal of the macrocyclic wheel can be performed through cleavage of the olefin bond on the wheel resulting from the ring closing metathesis reaction. In the previous study, Loeb \textit{et al} demonstrated that Hoveyda-Grubbs II catalyst could be utilized for the ring opening metathesis reaction with 24-membered macrocyclic rings linked around a benzo-bis-imidazole axle within the free volume of the MOF due to its high chemical stability and relatively small size which allows or diffusion within the pores of the framework.\textsuperscript{[16]} Therefore, to perform the PSM on UWCM-1, 5\% Hoveyda-Grubbs II catalyst was added to a sample of as-synthesized UWCM-1 in dichloroethane (DCE) in a thick-walled glass and the reaction mixture heated to 80 °C for 20 h. The resultant material was then activated for further studies. It is worth noting that the ring opening reaction on the activated material was
not successful. This can be attributed to the deactivation of slowly-initiating Hoveyda-Grubbs catalyst by acidic Zr₆-oxo clusters due to the replacement of the benzoic acid groups with OH groups. After the ring removal reaction, the activated powder was digested in a K₃PO₄/D₂O/DMSO-d₆ and analyzed by ¹H NMR spectroscopy. Figure 6.2 represents the stacked plot of the digested UWCM-1 before and after post-synthetic modification. Before the reaction, resonances corresponding to the [2]rotaxane linker [1-H₄⊂24C₆'] were observed in the ¹H NMR spectrum. It was apparent that almost 100% of the macrocycle has been removed from the framework after the reaction as the signals in the ¹H NMR spectrum belong only to the naked linker.

Figure 6.2. Schematic representation of post-synthetic ring removal (top) and partial ¹H NMR spectra (500MHz) (below) of (a) activated UWCM-1 and (b) activated UWCM-1 after ring removal. Samples were decomposed in K₃PO₄/D₂O/DMSO-d₆.

Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) measurements confirmed that the material retains its crystallinity, and interestingly it adopts a different topology which is identical to UWCM-2.
(Figure 6.3). In MOF chemistry, topological transformation is a known phenomenon which can occur through conformational changes in the organic linker without breaking any of the coordination bonds during the transformation.[21] Thus, ring removal of UWCM-1 causes conformational changes of the tetracarboxylate axle which leads to structural transformation of the MOF while the 8-connected Zr clusters still remain intact. After activation, PXRD showed that the post-synthetic material is stable and does not go through the phase change that previously observed for UWCM-1.

![Figure 6.3. Powder X-ray diffraction spectra of simulated from single crystal of UWDM-6 (black), as-synthesized (red) and desolvated (blue) UWCM-1, as-synthesized UWCM-2 (green) and UWCM-1 after post-synthetic ring removal (purple).](image)

In order to assess the porosity of UWCM-1 before and after post-synthetic ring removal as well as UWCM-2, N$_2$ adsorption isotherms at 77 K were measured for these materials. On the basis of the single crystal structure previously observed for UWDM-6 and our knowledge of Zr-MOFs, surface area analysis of the materials by the BET method gave
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surface areas that were much lower than our expectations. As the gas adsorption properties of MOFs are much sensitive to the method used to activate the material,\textsuperscript{[22]} further studies are required to optimize the activation method of the materials and are essential to prove porosity.

6.1.3 Conclusion

Interlocking a 24-membered polyether-based macrocycle around a tetracarboxylic linker allowed for the formation of a 8-connected Zr-based MOF (UWCM-1) similar to UWDM-6 which shows some degree of flexibility; whereas reaction of ZrCl$_4$ and the naked linker led to a rigid material (UWCM-2) but its structure could not be determined due to lack of X-ray quality single crystals of suitable size. Moreover, interlocking the macrocycle around the axle together with high chemical and thermal stability of Zr nodes allowed for the post-synthetic modification of UWCM-1 with Hoveyda-Grubbs II catalyst, which removed the macrocycle. From PXRD measurements, we found that the PSM material adopts a rigid structure analogous to UWCM-2, as a result of a topological transformation which occurs through conformational changes in the linker. On the basis of this evidence, UWCM-1 and UWCM-2 were confirmed to possess similar 8-connected Zr nodes with the formula of [Zr$_6$(6)$_2$(μ$_3$-O)$_8$(OH)$_8$] but adopt different topologies.

6.2. Experimental

6.2.1 General Comments

Hoveyda Grubb II catalyst was purchased from Aldrich and compound 1-H$_4$ and [1⊂24C$_6$'] were obtained according to the procedure that stated in chapter 5. Solvents were dried using an Innovative Technologies Solvent Purification System. Deuterated solvents were obtained from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories and used as received. $^1$H, $^{13}$C, NMR experiments were performed on a Bruker Avance III 500 instrument, with Larmor
frequencies of 500.1 MHz for \(^1\)H nuclei, 125.7 MHz for \(^{13}\)C. Chemical shifts are quoted in ppm relative to tetramethylsilane (δ\(_{iso}=0\) ppm) using the residual solvent peak as a secondary reference standard. High-resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) experiments were performed on a Waters Xevo G2-XS time-of-flight (ToF) instrument using lockspray for accurate mass determinations. ESI acquisitions were completed using a 1 μL injection into a sample loop with a constant 5 μL min\(^{-1}\) flow of 50:50 H\(_2\)O/CH\(_3\)CN (with 0.1% formic acid).

Powder XRD measurements were run on a PROTO AXRD powder diffractometer equipped with a Cu X-ray source, and a Mythen 1K silicon strip detector, operated at 30KV and 20mA. Scans were performed utilizing CuKα radiation, a 0.3mm divergence slit, and a step size of 0.02 degrees 2theta. Thermal gravimetric analyses were conducted on a Mettler Toledo TGA SDTA 851e instrument. Helium (99.99%) was used to purge the system with a flow rate of 30 mL min\(^{-1}\). Samples were held at 25 °C for 10 min before heating up to 550 °C at 2 °C min\(^{-1}\).

Melting points were recorded on a Stanford Research Systems, Opti Melt MPA100 instrument. Infrared spectra were recorded on a Bruker Alpha FT-IR spectrometer in the range of 4000–400 cm.

6.2.2 Synthesis of \([1-H_4⊂24C_6']\)

Compound \([1⊂24C_6']\) (200 mg, 0.2 mmol) was dissolved in a mixture of EtOH/THF (10 mL: 5 mL) followed by addition of 1M NaOH (10 mL). The reaction mixture was heated at 80 °C for 17 h, concentrated in vacuum and carefully acidified with 1M HCl to pH= 5 to obtain a yellow precipitate. The resulting solid was filtered and washed with pH = 5 water and dried under vacuum. Yield: 125 mg, 70%; MP > 300 °C; \(^1\)H NMR (DMSO-\(d_6\), 500 MHz, 298K): (major product) δ (ppm) = 12.39 (s, 2H), 7.99 (d, 4H, \(J = 8.5\) Hz), 7.94 (d, 4H, \(J = 8.5\) Hz), 7.77 (d, 4H, \(J = 8.5\) Hz), 7.73 (d, 4H, \(J = 8.5\) Hz), 4.91 (t, 2H, \(J = 3.5\) Hz), 3.73-3.72 (m, 4H), 3.67-3.66 (m, 4H), 3.47-3.26 (m, 12H), 2.95 (s, 4H), 1.78-1.71 (m, 4H), 1.25-1.21 (m, 4H); \(^{13}\)C NMR (DMSO-\(d_6\), 125 MHz, 298 K): δ (ppm) = 167.4, 167.3, 139.6, 139.5, 139.5, 136.9, 136.7,
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135.3, 135.2, 130.0, 130.0, 129.8, 129.6, 129.0, 128.5, 128.4, 127.2, 127.1, 70.8, 70.5, 70.2, 70.1, 69.9, 69.7, 69.6, 69.6, 69.5, 69.4, 68.8, 68.8, 29.6, 28.9, 27.8, 24.0; IR (neat) = 2871, 1682, 1608, 1418, 1314, 1279, 1177, 1124, 1095, 1017, 973, 942, 863, 800, 778, 727, 707, 683, 584, 546 cm⁻¹; HR-MS (ESI-ToF) m/z: calcd for [M+H]+, [C_{52}H_{77}N_{14}O_{14}]^{+}, 961.3866; found 961.3852.

![Scheme 6.2. Synthesis of 1-H₄⊂24C₆'](image)

6.2.3 Synthesis of 1-H₄

Compound 1 (200 mg, 0.3 mmol) was dissolved in a mixture of EtOH/THF (10 mL: 2 mL) followed by addition of 1M NaOH (10 mL). the reaction mixture was heated at 80 °C for 17 h, concentrated in vacuum and carefully acidified with 1M HCl to pH= 6 to obtain a yellow precipitate. The resulting solid was filtered and washed with water and dried under vacuum.

Yield: 143 mg, 85%; MP 283-286 °C; ¹H NMR (1 drop cont. triflic acid, DMSO-d₆, 500 MHz, 294K): δ (ppm) = 8.01 (d, 8H, J = 8.5 Hz), 7.68 (d, 8H, J = 8.5 Hz); ¹³C NMR (1 drop cont. triflic acid, DMSO-d₆, 125 MHz, 294 K): δ (ppm) = 167.0, 136.7, 134.8, 132.7, 130.4, 129.9, 128.3; IR (neat) = 2871, 1674, 1606, 1538, 1386, 1314, 1259, 1177, 1098, 1015, 972, 858, 789, 775, 699, 581, 511, 456 cm⁻¹; HR-MS (ESI-ToF) m/z: calcd for [M+H]+, [C_{34}H_{23}N_{4}O_{8}]^{+}, 615.1510; found 615.1520.
6.2.4 Synthesis of UWCM-1

ZrCl₄·8H₂O (129 mg, 0.6 mmol) and benzoic acid (5250 mg, 42 mmol) were dissolved in DEF (22 mL). The mixture was heated at 80 °C for 1 h. After cooling down to room temperature, ligand [1-H₄⊂24C6'] (105 mg, 0.12 mmol) was added to the clear solution and the solution sonicated for 5 minutes. The yellow solution was transferred through a 25 mm syringe filter (0.2 μm PTFE membrane) to six 15 mL vials and heated at 120 °C in a programmable heating oven for 20 h. A yellow crystalline product was collected.

6.2.5 Activation Procedure for UWCM-1

Half of as-synthesized UWCM-1 was soaked in 10 mL of DEF. The mixture was heated in an oven at 90 °C for 12 h. The solvent was replaced with fresh DEF and the mixture was returned to the oven. This procedure was repeated another four times over a 3-day period. After removing residual benzoic acids and impurities, DEF was then replaced with absolute methanol (2 x 20 mL) for 24 h. The methanol containing crystals were placed inside the supercritical dryer and the methanol was exchanged with CO₂ (L) over a period of 2 h. During this time, the chamber was vented for 5 min each 30 min and then filled with CO₂ again. Then, the chamber was sealed and the temperature and pressure were raised to 40 °C and 1300 psi, above the critical point of CO₂. After holding the chamber above the critical point for 1 h, the chamber was slowly vented over 18 h period. The dried crystals were transferred to a sealed container and kept in a desiccator. Yield: 53 mg, 70%.
Figure 6.4. Partial $^1$H NMR spectra (500MHz) of (a) as-synthesized UWCM-1 and (b) activated UWCM-1; peaks for ligand $[1\cdot H_4\subset 24C6]$ and benzoic acid are denoted with (+) and (*) respectively. Samples were decomposed in $K_3PO_4/D_2O/DMSO-d_6$.

Figure 6.5. Thermogravimetric analysis of activated UWCM-1.
6.2.6 Synthesis of UWCM-2

ZrCl$_4$·8H$_2$O (46 mg, 0.2 mmol) and benzoic acid (1050 mg, 8.6 mmol) were dissolved in DMF (12 mL). The mixture was heated at 80 °C for 1 h. After cooling down to room temperature, ligand 1-H$_4$ (40 mg, 0.07 mmol) was added to the clear solution and the solution sonicated for 10 minutes. The yellow solution was transferred through a 25 mm syringe filter (0.2 μm PTFE membrane) to four 15 mL vials and heated at 120 °C in a programmable heating oven for one day to yield a yellow crystalline powder.

6.2.7 Activation Procedure for UWCM-2

As-synthesized UWCM-2 was soaked in 10 mL of DMF and 0.1 mL of 2 M HCl was added. The mixture was heated in an oven at 90 °C for 24 h. The solvent was replaced with fresh DMF followed by addition of another 0.1 mL 2 M HCl and the mixture was returned to the oven for 24 h. after cooling at room temperature, the solution was removed and the solid was washed twice with DMF to remove HCl impurities. DMF was then replaced with absolute methanol (2 × 20 mL) for 24 h. the DEF was replaced with absolute Methanol (2 × 20 mL)
over a 1-day period and the material evacuated with supercritical CO$_2$ according to the procedure was used for UWCM-1. Yield: 60 mg, 90%.

![Figure 6.7. Partial $^1$H NMR spectra (500MHz) of (a) as-synthesized and (b) activated UWCM-2; peaks for ligand $^1$H$_4$ and benzoic acid are denoted with (+) and (*) respectively. Samples were decomposed in K$_3$PO$_4$/D$_2$O/DMSO-d$_6$.](image)

![Figure 6.8. Thermogravimetric analysis of activated UWCM-2.](image)
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6.2.8 Post-synthetic Modification of UWCM-1

The other half of as-synthesized **UWCM-1** was washed with fresh DEF (2 x 10 mL) and left to stand in DEF at room temperature. After 17 h, the solid was filtered and washed with Ethanol and followed by DCM to remove residual DEF. The material was then soaked in 3 mL dry dichloroethane (DCE) in a thick-walled glass tube followed by addition of 5% Grubbs Hoveyda II Catalyst (1.5 mg). Nitrogen gas was bubbled through the reaction mixture for 10 min. Then, the glass tube was sealed with a Teflon screw cap and placed in an oil bath at 60 °C for 20 h. The material was then filtered, washed with DCM (3 x 5 mL).

Figure 6.9. SEM image of the microcrystalline product of **UWCM-2**.
6.2.9 Activation Procedure for Post-synthetic UWCM-1

The procedure was the same as stated above for UWCM-2.
6.3 References
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7.1 Summary and Future Work

Chapter 2 described the use of rigid, Y-shaped 2,4,5-triphenylimidazolium axles for the formation of [2]pseudorotaxanes with the [24]crown-8 ether wheels 24C8 and DB24C8 and a comparison of these new systems with the previously reported T-shaped systems containing 2,4,7-triphenylenzimidazolium axles. Although the T-shaped axle produced [2]pseudorotaxanes that are more favorable, it is important to note that the Y shaped axle significantly enhanced the association constant when compared to those found for simple imidazolium or benzimidazolium derivatives.

This work was followed up by a more comprehensive study in Chapter 3, in which rigid bistable molecular shuttles were synthesized by combining T-shaped benzimidazolium and Y-shaped imidazolium recognition sites. Combining T-shaped and Y-shaped components results in a linear axle containing two non-equivalent recognition sites with different binding strengths for a single 24-membered crown ether (24C8 or DB24C8) wheel. 1H NMR studies of the neutral form of the molecular shuttles, [2⊂DB24C8] and [2⊂24C8], demonstrated that the macrocyclic wheel undergoes rapid translation along the axle and it was determined that the interactions of electron-rich crown ethers with the neutral Y-shaped imidazole recognition site are preferred over those of the T-shaped benzimidazole site. Protonation of the neutral species produced [2-H₂⊂DB24C8]²⁺ and [2-H₂⊂24C8]²⁺ which show significant ion-dipole and π-stacking interactions (for DB24C8) and strong hydrogen bonding between the recognition sites and wheel. Thus, the charged systems undergo much slower shuttling due to an increased barrier to the translational motion. For these systems, the preference for a particular co-conformation (Y versus T) is dependent on the polarity of solvent. In particular, for less polar solvents (e.g. CD₂Cl₂), the wheel resides at the T-shaped
benzimidazolium site. The fact that the position of the macrocycle can be controlled by acid-base chemistry allowed us to produce a new acid-base driven MIM switch.

The ultimate goal for these Y-shaped templating motifs with rigid cores is to develop versions that can be used as efficient MIM linkers for MOF construction. In chapter 4, we show that this could be achieved by a combination of the Y-shaped axle with an isophthalate coordinating group to create a MIM linker with an imidazole recognition site followed by clipping of a [24]crown-6 ether (24C6) around the axle using ring-closing metathesis (Grubbs I). Then, this MIM linker was used to prepare a robust Zn-based MOF, UWDM-5. Using VT ²H SSNMR it was observed that the macrocyclic ring of the MIM undergoes conformational changes and rotational motion about the MOF as the temperature is increased. At lower temperature, the overall motion of the ring is affected by the larger size and higher charge of the imidazolium site compared to those of previously studied aniline axles (UWDM-1, UWDM-2, and UWDM-3). However, these differences disappear at higher temperatures. The development of such a unique material and demonstration of its internal dynamics in the solid state is promising for the incorporation of more complex MIM systems into MOFs.

Future work could be directed at studying the motion of different sized macrocyclic rings inside the MOF which would requires the synthesis of MIM linkers with different sized macrocycles and their incorporation into MOF materials. Future work could also be directed at the development of systems in which interlocked macrocyclic components can undergo controlled dynamic motion by other inputs such as photochemical or electrochemical stimulus.

Although, it was indicated that the Y-shaped MIM ligand can undergo rotational motion inside the MOF, it was still of interest to develop other MIM linkers using Y-shaped axle that could be employed in combination with metal ions to develop materials which
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exhibit different dynamic behavior. In Chapter 5, a new recognition motif was made by combining two Y-shaped axles to create a new MIM linker with a bis(imidazolium) recognition site. The linker was used in combination with Zr(IV) ions to produce a robust MOF material, UWDM-6, with mesoporous channels. UWDM-6 is a prototype Zr-based MOF with scu topology in which Zr₆(μ₃-O)₈(H₂O)₈⁸⁺ nodes are linked by the tetracarboxylate linker. The high thermal and chemical stability of UWDM-6 allowed post-synthetic modification (PSM) of the material with acid and Li⁺ ions. VT ²H SSNMR experiments were used to characterize the dynamic properties of the macrocyclic ring in the neutral and charged and Li-doped version of UWDM-6. VT ²H SSNMR spectra show that Li-doping does not significantly change the energy barrier to rotation, especially at higher temperatures. Whereas, SSNMR spectra of protonated UWDM-6 are slightly different from UWDM-6. The onset temperatures are lower for protonated UWDM-6, however the description of the motion is the same. Although, it appears that the thermal energy required to induce conformational changes and partial rotation of the wheel is lower inside the protonated MOF, more studies are required to understand the motion behaviour of the macrocyclic wheel inside the MOF.

Future work will focus on the design of other MIM systems that can be used in combination with Zr nodes to create highly stable materials which show a high degree of porosity. For example, a methodology based on systematic extension of organic linker between metal nodes, is an approach for the development of Zr-MOFs with higher porosity than the prototypical structure, UWDM-6.

Future work could also be directed at the development of other molecular machinery using MIM systems inside a MOF that respond to external stimuli such as light to create materials capable of dynamic motion and ultimately develope functional molecular machines that can be controlled inside a crystalline solid-state material.
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Post-synthetic modification (PSM) is an approach for manipulating the porosity in MOFs. Studies show that post-synthetic ring removal from rotaxane-based MOFs could lead to MOFs with higher porosity. However, it should be noted that for this PSM method to be effective without damaging the MOF skeleton, MOFs with high chemical and thermal stability are needed. With the goal of performing this type of PSM on a MOF, Chapter 6 outlines preparation of an 8-connected Zr-based MOF (UWCM-1) using a rotaxane linker which is formed through clipping of a 24-membered polyether-based macrocycle around a tetracarboxylic linker. UWCM-1 has a structure similar to UWDM-6 which shows some degree of flexibility; whereas combination of ZrCl₄ and the naked linker produced a rigid material (UWCM-2) but its structure could not be determined due to lack of X-ray quality single crystals of suitable size. The macrocycle can be thought of as a protecting group which improves the solubility of the linker and adds steric bulk around the linker which leads to different MOF structure. Furthermore, interlocking the macrocycle around the axle together with chemical and thermal stability of Zr nodes provided the opportunity for the PSM of UWCM-1 with Hoveyda-Grubbs II catalyst, which removed the protecting macrocycle. Interestingly, during PSM, the material undergoes a topological transformation which leads to a more rigid structure analogous to UWCM-2. This topological change is the result of conformational changes in the linker which occurs due to ring removal. This evidence indicated that UWCM-1 and UWCM-2 possess similar 8-connected Zr nodes with the formula of \([\text{Zr}_6(\mu_3-O)_8(\text{OH})_8]^8\) but adopt different topologies.

Future work will focus on improving the activation method of the materials and performing gas absorption measurements of UWCM-1 before and after post-synthetic ring removal as well as UWCM-1.
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